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From time to time concerns re-emerge in the science education
community. In the present circumstances of reduced funding for
education, science teachers are often asked to defend the continued
use of the laboratory as an instructional approach. The ERIC
Clearinghouse for Science, Mathematics, and Environmental Education
has received requests for assistance in locating information which
may be used as a basis for studying the problem. This critical
review is produced in an attempt to synthesize information related
to the use of the laboratory in science programs.

Your comments and suggestions for future publications are
encouraged.

Patricia E. Blosser
Faculty Research Associate
Science Education

Stanley L. Helgeson
Associate Director
Science Education

This publication was prepared with funding from the National
Institute of Education, U.S. Department of Education under
contract no. 400-78-0004. The opinions expressed in this
report do not necessarily reflect the positions or policies of
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INTRODUCTION

In 1978, the National Science Teachers Association published the first
volume in a proposed series entitled What Research Says to the Science
Teacher, and edited by Mary Budd Rowe. This project, funded by the ERIC
Clearinghouse for Science, Mathematics and Environmental Education, was
designed as a response to the pressure for educational accountability. It
was intended to help science teachers become aware of relevant educational
research and to encourage them to become involved in research. What
Research Says. . . was produced to bring to the attention of science
teachers research findings that would help them as practicing teachers and
to identify kinds of research that need to be done.

Six areas of concern to both science teachers and science education
researchers were included in volume I. One of these areas was the role of
the laboratory in secondary school science programs, reviewed by Cary C.
Bates (1978), Bates concluded his review of 82 studies with the comment
9 9

. .for the answer has not yet been conclusively found. . ." to the
question: What does the laboratory accomplish that cculd not be
accomplished as well by less expensive and less timeconsuming
alternatives?" (p. 75).

Such a conclusion is of little comfort or assistance to a science
teacher working in a school system that is coping with rising inflation and
decreased school revenue. If educational research does not provide support
for the role of the laboratory in science teaching, should the laboratory
be replaced by some other instructional method considered more efficient in
terms of time; less costly in terms of equipment, supplies, and facilities;
less administratively burdensome in terms of both teacher and student
scheduling; and more promising in terms of student achievement gains? This
present review has been produced as yet another look at the role of the
laboratory in science teaching.
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The Scope of the 1980 Review

The fact that yet another review has been produced in no way should he
taken to indicate that the one written by Gary Bates was unsatisfactory.
This present review is broader in scope in that the Bates review was
focused solely on secondary school science research. This 1980 review
includes research at the elementary, secondary, and college levels.

It differs also in that additional research reviews were analyzed to
gain a historical perspective both of research related to the science
laboratory and of the use of the laboratory as a teaching method in
science.

Sources Reviewed

Some of the materials reviewed were identified through a computer
search of the ERIC data base and include publications announced in both
Resources in Education and Current Index to Journals in Education. Also
reviewed were the Curtis Digest series, both the three volumes produced by
Francis D. Curtis and the three companion volumes produced by persons
associated with Teachers College (Boenig, 1969; Swift, 1969; Lawlor, 1970.)
Additional related literature included relevant chapters from issues of the
Review of Educational Research on science education as a special topic;
reviews produced by personnel from the U.S. Office of Education; the annual
reviews of research produced by the ERIC Clearinghouse for Science,
Mathematics, and Environmental Education in cooperation with the National
Association for Research in Science Teaching; as well as reviews completed
by individuals and published as journal articles or presented as papers at
professional association meetings.

In addition, the yearbooks of the National Society for the Study of
Education (N3SE) which were devoted to science education were also reviewed
to identify opinion statements about the role of the science laboratory, as
were materials produced in connection with the science curriculum
improvement project efforts funded primarily by the National Science
Foundation. A manual search of Dissertation Abstracts for the period of
1960-1978 was also conducted to identify doctoral dissertations which might
not have appeared in print as journal articles or research reports.

Journal articles and other documents were read in their entirety. In
some instances doctoral dissertations were reviewed in microfilm form or in
paper copy but, for the most part, information related to doctoral research
came from the abstracts of the research as reported in Dissertation
Abstracts International.

Format of the Review

The information presented in this review will be directed toward the
consideration of two major topics that seem to appear in much of the
literature related to use of the -ritory in science teaching: why the
laboratory should be used in scienc, , and goals or objectives this use is
hoped to accomplish.
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Related to the first topic is a large amount of literature which can
best be characterized as opinion-based rather than research-based. Tied to
these opinions or assumptions are the goals and objectives science
educators consider desirable for science teaching and learning. Research
studies on the role of the laboratory are focused on how well, if at all,
these goals are attained by students as a result of experiences in the
science laboratory.

It seems logical, therefore, to look at the development of the
laboratory as an instructional method in science and then to consider what
leaders in science education have said about the use of the laboratory in
science at various periods of time. This should provide some insight about
changes, if any, in laboratory use as well as reasons given for this use.

Frequently educational practices become commonly used and then we
begin to conduct research to justify their use, rather than conducting
research to determine if the practice should be widely disseminated before
the dissemination begins. To conform with reality, the discussion of
research related to the laboratory will follow the description of the
development of the laboratory as a science teaching method.

Trends identifed from annual and topical reviews of research will be
discussed. Research reports from these reviews, as well as from journal
articles and abstracts of doctoral dissertations, will be analyzed. The
concluding section will be focused on the identification of potential
research topics, if any exist. Welch, writing in the review of research in
science education focused on the secondary school level for the years
1968-69 and discussing a research study comparing the use of the laboratory
with other methods of instruction, introduced the study with the phrase ".
. .in what should probably be the last study of this type. . ." (Welch,
1971a, p. 38). And, it may be that the role of the laboratory has been
sufficiently researched, although the science education community may be
less than happy with the data which have resulted.
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THE USE OF THE LABORATORY IN SCIENCE TEACHING:
A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Information on the development of the science laboratory as a method
of instruction came from several sources (Fay, 1931; Hurd, 1961; Johnson,
1977; Moyer, 1976; Rosen, 1954; Woodburn and Obourn, 1965). In looking at
changes in science teaching that have occurred over the years, it is a good
idea to keep in mind three points that seem to summarize the history of
education: society keeps changing, schools lag behind changing social
needs, and periodically we have "new- schools. Forces that produce change
are primarily those in democratic philosophy (Callahan and Clark, 1977).

Hurd, in his discussion of biological education in American schools
1890-1960, identified eight types of events that influenced education
during this period: (1) the closing of the frontier and the beginning of
urban industrial society, (2) growth of scientific professions and major
contributions to scientific theory, (3) the acceleration of scientific and
technological developments catalyzed by World War I, (4) the development of
the industrial research laboratory, (5) the rise of automation and the
economic depression of the 1930's, (6) World War II and the atomic age, (7)
engineering and scientific advancements that symbolized the space age, and
(8) the explosion of scientific knowledge during the decade of 1950-60
(1961, p. 6).

Johr3on, writing of changes in science education 1850-1950, cited nine
revolutionary" changes: (1) the object method, (2) attempts to control

curricula, (3) science teachers organize and respond, (4) the nature study
movement, (5) the general science movement, (6) fpundation support for
curricular change, (7) toward principles and major generalizations, (8) the
human needs emphasis, and (9) the nurture of future scientists (1977, pp.
119-151).

Hurd's perspective relates to that of the changes in society that
influenced education while Johnson's discussion emphasized changes that
took place in science education in response to events and pressures.
Woodburn and Obourn looked at science education over a period of time from
the perspective of changes in school curricula, treating each science
separately (1965, pp. 165-260). The articles by Rosen (1954) and by Moyer
(1976) relate to a much narrower topic in science eduation history: the
physics laboratory. Fay (1931) reviewed chemistry teaching in American high
schools from 1800-1930.

The Emergence of the Laboratory in Science Teaching

Points of view on the purposes of education vary. Part of this
variation is philosophical. Because of varying philosophies and points of
view, what people consider to be the function of the school varies. Sone
views of this function may be: (1) to transmit the culture, (2) to
transform the culture, (3) to promote individual development, or (4) to
attempt to take an eclectic position combining the first three views.
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These differing poin.s of view, combined with the cycle of social
changeschool response to social pressures resulting in changed schools,
are evident in the teaching of science in American schools over the years.
Emphases and trends change over time, only to reappear in modified form as
social and economic conditions influence education.

1750-1880. There is no evidence that science was a part of the
curriculum in American schools during the era of the Latin Grammar schools.
However, the curriculum in tne academies established for noncollegebound
students did include natural philosophy (a forerunner to physics) and
astronomy. Science teaching had three aims: descriptive, utilitarian, and
religious. Wouldbe ministers studied science to understand God; wouldbe
merchants, to understand the goods they sold.

e

In some science courses today, the utilitarian aspect is still
evident, with an emphasis on the practical applications of science. The
descriptive emphasis also persists. The religious emphasis is less common.

Thward the end of this period, two pressures influenced education:
pressure toward standardization among schools and pressure fnr free,
universal secondary education based on broader curricular foundations than
academies provided. Pressure for standardization led to restriction of
course offerings. Pressure for universal education led to variation based
on individual and local needs.

1880-1910. During this period there was a shift in the aims of the
schools. Utilitarian and religious emphases gave way to training of the
mind -- drill on factual information = memory training. Faculty psychology
and the doctrine of formal discipline were popular.

Faculty psychology, although using psychological language, is really a
philosophy of education with a history tracing back to the Middle Ages
(Good, 1956, p. 317). Mental faculties are supposed to be such capacities
as the power to remember or to think or to "see a point." Faculty
psychology was the dominant philosophy of education until the middle of the
19th century and for some time after. People believed that as faculties
developed, the objective powers were the first, followed by the powers of
forming images and building an inner world, and eventually, as the
individual approached maturity, the capacity to deal with abstract truths
and higher generalizations developed.

High school chemistry teaching was also influenced by the aim of
mental discipline for which the laboratory method was unnecessary (Fay,
1931, p. 1547). Chemistry textbooks were written by college professors,
with the content organized logically rather than psychologically. It was
also the influence of college faculty tnat resulted in the use of the
laboratory method in high school chemistry classes. College professors in
America were in turn influenced by European methods of science teaching,
with Wolcott Gibbs of Harvard bringing to American education von Liege's
emphasis on research. Chemistry was the first high school science course to
make any extensive use of the laboratory method (Fay, 1931, pp. 1548-1949).

5
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By 1880, laboratory equipment was installed in some high schools.
Chemistry instruction also changed in that chemistry textbook content
emphasized information on laws and theories. Fay wrote "By the end of the
century the concept of mental discipline overshadowed every other objective
in high school chemistry; the laboratory in many cases almost entirely
superseded the textbook. . ." (p. 1550).

Many people went to Germany to study physics and brought back with them
the German emphasis on "no final truth" and the use of the laboratory for
impersonal observations of factual phenomena (Rosen, 1954). These ideas
seemed to combine well with the emphasis on object teaching as popularized
by the Oswego Normal School. Object teaching was intended to develop
accuracy of observation and perception, helping pupils to form correct
concepts and developing skill in reasoning. Materials and lessons were to
be adapted to the stages of children's mental development (Good, 1956, p.
217).

Object teaching was criticized as consisting of lessons lacking in
connection and for failure of an overall plan. The pressures for
standardization of curricula were, in part, responsible for the decline of
objet teaching. It may also have taken on a more acceptable form as nature
study. Some of the early ideas of nature study still exist today in ecology
and outdoor education.

While nature study and object teaching were in vogue in elementary
education, secondary education was influenced by college domination.
Emphasis was placed on preparation for college, with little consideration
for the interests and needs of the learner. College domination and
pressures for standardization both influenced secondary school science
teaching.

For example, in 1878 a questionraire was sent to a large sample of
schools to determine whether they offered a physics course with laboratory
work and to determine the length of this course. Only 11 of the 607
respondents used the laboratory in their physics classes and only 4 of the
11 offered the course for an academic year. Frank Clark, of the University
of Cincinnati, who analyzed these data for the United States Commissioner
of Education, suggested that laboratory work should be an "essential and
prominent feattre" of every course in the physical sciences, with the goal
of. training the faculty of observation and teaching pupils the experimental
method of solving problems (Moyer, 1976, pp. 96-97). Moyer suggested that
Clark's point of view was probably influenced by his background in
chemistry, a science in which the instructional laboratory was fairly well
established by 1880.

A second study was commissioned in 1883 in an attempt to upgrade
secondary school physics programs and to deal with what was considered aL,

undesirable duplication (and , ',versity) in high schools, normal schools,
colleges, and unversities. There were 70 respondents to this questionnaire
and they were in favor of standardization of course content. Another
objective of this survey was to determine the aims of physics teaching.
Twentysix of 32 high school physics teachers responding thought the high
school physics course should be experimental, with experiments being
largely qualitative. Laboratory work was favored but little tried.

6
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Charles Wead, a faculty member at the University of Michigan who was
directing the 1883 study, decided to develop a list of 47 "fundamental
experiments that should never be omitted in a high school course" (Moyer,
1976, p. 98). Wead frequently cited a high school physics textbook that
emphasized student experiments. The author of this textbook, Alfred Gage,
justified the use of experiments in physics because of the success of the
introduction of student laboratory work in chemistry during the past 20
year period (1862-1882). Gage reasoned that if laboratory work made
chemistry more interesting to students, the same cause and effect
relationship should hold for high school physics (Moyer, 1976, p. 98).

When Harvard admission standards were revised in 1886, a decision was
made to create a laboratory requirement in physics for secondary school
students who wished to enroll at HarvarL. This may be interpreted as
evidence both of college domination and of the move toward standardization
of the secondary school curriculum. Edwin Hall and his colleagues were
asked to specify what this requirment involved. They decided the laboratory
course should have at least 40 experiments and should cover mechanics,
sound, light, heat, and electricty. This turned out to provide too much
latitude in the choice of experiments and it was decided to prepare
detailed descriptions of the 40 experiments the physics course should
include. This effort eventually led to the descriptive list which was
revised and lengthened, in 1897, to include 61 experiments grouped into
mechanics and hydrostatics, light, mechanics, heat, sound, and electricity
and magnetism (Moyer, 1976, p. 99).

Hall maintained that laboratory instruction was essential because it
provided training in observation, supplied detailed information, and
aroused pupils' interest--outcomes of laboratory instruction which are
still espoused and investigated in the 19701s.

While the move toward standardization of curriculum was under way,
other changes were taking place in the American schools which had
implications for science teaching. Enrollments were increasing. More and
more immigrants were coming to America. Prior to 1830, most immigrants were
from northwestern Europe. These people pushed inland for farming land.
During the 1880's, southern and eastern European countries provided
immigrants. These differed from their predecessors in several ways. They
tended to remain in eastern cities, and they also differed in religion,
language, and customs.

While the laboratory was being added to high school physics, biology
in the secondary school was studied relative to its function and purpose.
Prior to 1890, practically all secondary school students went to college
because only 3.87 of highschoolaged pupils were enrolled in secondary
schools. Hurd characterized the 1890-1900 period in biological education as
one dominated by the use of tne laboratory manual, providing some
indication that laboratory activities had been taking place in biology for
a longer period of time than in chemistry and physics. Growth of laboratory
work received its strongest support, according to Hurd, from the mental
discipline theory rather than from any biological justification. Laboratory
work was seen, in all the science,, as an ideal procedure for training and
exercising those faculties of the mind devoted to observation, will power,
and memory until this idea was rejectcd after the turn of the century
(Hurd, 1961, p. 18).

7
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The influence of faculty psychology, with its emphasis on mental
discipline, was also evident in physics. G. Stanley Hall, an educator and
psychologist, criticized the overemphasis on exacting laboratory work in
physics and hypothesized that this emphasis had in part caused the decline
in physics enrollment (from 25% to 20% of the high school pupils eligible
to take the course). Hall said the physics course did not consider the
nature, needs, and interests of high school students; the laboratory
experiments and textbooks were too quantitative and were too concerned with
precise measurements. Hall's criticisms were rebutted with the argument
that quantitative experiments were the best means for training the mental
faculties and for cultiya:ing the powers of observation (Moyer, 1976, p.
102).

The National Education Association (NEA) continued to be involved in
the problems of lack of uniformity of high school curricula and in college
admission standards. In 1893, the Committee of Ten, convened by the NEA,
issued a report which called for emphasis on secondary school science
education for non-college-bound students and also encouraged the use of
laboratory work. In 1898 the science committee of the NEA recommended that
high school science courses should contain four hours of laboratory work a
week, with all laboratory periods being two hours long, and two periods of
recitation-demonstration instruction (Hurd, 1961, pp. 13-14).

The emphasis on science for the non-college-bound helped to promote
the development of a general biology course in the high school resulting
from the unification of botany, human physiology, and zoology. It was hoped
that such a course would appeal to the average student and would emphasize
the scientific method and the de\2.1opment of problem-solving skills.

G. Stanley Hall, whose criticisms of high school physics teaching were
discussed earlier in this review, was an advocate of equal opnortunity for
all students at the secondary level--stressing the right of all who came to
school to be offered something of value. Educational psychology as ex-
pounded by Dewey, Thorndike, and Kilpatrick became popular and replaced the
mental discipline emphasis. The project method, with its emphasis on
student interests and experience, began to influence teaching (Hurd, 1961,
p. 28). 4

1910-1938. During this period the reaction against college preparation
as, the chief function of the secondary school continued. There was some
reversion in science teaching to descriptive-information, utilitarian aims.
Part of this change was a result of the iapid rise in the secondary school
population and the need to accommodate these pupils. Many students entered
high school but did not continue to graduation. General science was
developed as a ninch grade course in the hope that such a course would
provide more adequate preparation for biology and general orientation to
high school science. Subject matter was concentrated in the physical
sciences. During the 1900-1910 decade the 6-3-3 form of school organization
was set up and general science was introduced in the junior high school as
a replacement for a course in physical geography. Demonstration was a
primary teaching method. Science courses with a "general" emphasis
attracted high school students and enrollment in general science and

8



biology rose while enrollments in physics, physical geography, and
physiology dropped.

Even if there were more demonstration activities than laboratory work
in general science, the laboratory was still in use in other science areas.
In the report from the NEA's Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary
Education, published in 1920, the use of the laboratory was criticized in
relation to the seven cardinal principles of secondary education. The
laboratory was considered to contain too many experiments designed merely
to check on generalizations the student already perceived and to repeat the
textbook, often data were collected as an end in themselves and were not
further used, many experiments were mint.. Ay quantitative and called for
refinements beyond the understandings of ne pupils, the laboratory and the
science classroom were separated both physically and intellectually, and
notebook-making and notebook records appeared to serve no real purpose
(Hurd, 1961, p. 36).

The Commission recommended that the aim of laboratory instruction in
science should be to develop a consistent chain of significant ideas
related to class work, with the laboratory serving to provide concrete
experiences; laboratory work should precede textbook assignments, under
most circumstances; laboratory work should not be an end in itself and,
therefore, detailed microscope work, elaborate drawings, and excessive
notebook making were not encouraged (Hurd, 1961, p. 33).

In 1932, leaders in science education produced a yearbook for the
National Society for the Study of Education in which they advocated some
changes in science teaching. Entitled A Program for Teaching Science, this
yearbook contained a discussion of the contributions of educational
research to the solution of tLdching problems in the science laboratory
(Chapter 7, pp. 91-108). Francis D. Curtis, who wrote this chapter,
summarized the findings of studies in which the individual laboratory
method of instruction was compared with the demonstration method by saying
that each method offerer training in certain knowledges, skills, and habits
not offered by the other method (Curtis in Whipple, 1932, p. 106).

The authors of the 31st NSSE yearbook, as A Program for Teaching
Science is frequently called, advocated the establishment of a K-12 science
program with science teaching focused on big ideas rather than on laws and
thaories of pure science so that students could learn how to make
interpretative generalizations. Thirty-eight generalizations were listed as
being considered of such importance as to form the core of all science
teaching in the public schools (Woodburn and Obourn, 1965, p. 173).

The depression years of this period also led people to question
educational practices. Attention began to 1,e focused on the individual
student and his/her personal, social, and economic welfare. The major
criterion for content selection was the meeting of student needs. Schools
began to take over parent functions of health information and consumer
education. Society demanded that the purpose of science in the high school
curriculum be justified.

9
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In addition to the 31st NSSE yearbook, other national reports produced
during this period had implications for science teaching. In 1q38, several
publications appeared related to science teaching. One, entitled Science
in General Education, was produced by a group from the Progressive
Education Association. The chief contribution of this publication was the
analysis of the use of reflective thinking in the solution of problems and
contributions or science to broad areas of living. The use of the
laboratory was advocated for its opportunities in problem solving. Also in
1938, the Educational Policies Commission of the NEA issued a goals
statement advocating that American education should have a common set of
goals; both elementary and secondary schools should develop programs that
would fulfill the purposes of education in a democratic America.

A third 1938 publication was that of the National Association for
Resaerch in Science Teaching which was a report produced by the NARST
Committee on Secondary School Science. This group had sent out a
questionnaire designed to identify "better" practices in secondary school
science teaching. The questionnaire went only to a selected group of
individuals, 79 of whom responded. items reported received 95X agreement
(or more). Those related to the science laboratory were "Laboratory work in
secondary school science should be designed to teach pupils how to observe,
how to come to independent conclusions on the basis of their own
observations, and how to check their conclusion." (Hurd, 1961, p. 69).
Respondents identified the need to use both demonstration and laboratory as
instructional methods and to closely correlate classroom and laboratory
work.

While individuals or groups were issuing reports, other persons were
criticizing these materials, complaining that there was too much emphasis
on what should be done and too little emphasis on how it should be dos ,
even though some reports contained course outlines and sample teaching
units (Hurd, 1961, p. 72). The strongest criticism of individual activity
was that the student spent a large amount of time in the activity for very
little educational return. Teacher demonstration appeared more economical
in terms of both time and money, especially since research evidence
indicated that students could learn facts by either method. As a result,
some schools dropped the double laboratory period (Hurd, 1961, p. 73).

1938-1950. 'entified World War II and the advent of the atom4.c
.a.w as two major .rences on the teaching of science in this period.
Society hgan to recognize the growing importance of science in education.
In 1942 4 committee representing 17 scientific and science teaching
societies attempted to develop a philosophy for secondary school science
instruction. The committee's report, entitled Science Teaching for Better
Living, was based, in part, on replies from 2,500 science teachers to a
qt.stionnaire concerned with aims of science teaching. Science should
stress problems of everyday living, the committee concluded. The
scientist's greatest contribution was considered to be his method and this
scientific metliod should be applied to personal and social problems (Hurd,
1961, p. 77).

In 1947, the 46th yearbook of the National Society for the Study of
Education was published. It was called Science Education in American
Schools. The role of the science laboratory was considered in Chapter 4,
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which was focused on issues in the teaching of science. Issues were stated
in the form of questions, with question 16 he4rtg "What are the purposes of
laboratory work?" The writers decry the over-use of verification in the
science laboratory, writing "Performing demonstrations or individual
experiments merely for the purpose of verifying facts or principles already
known is rarely, if ever, justified. . ." (Henry, 1947, p. 51). "The
primary purpose of experimenting is to secure evidence which nay reveal
answers to problems. . ." with laboratory work preceding class discussimi
of a topic or principle. The practice of carrying on experiments for she
mere purpose of verification often emphasizes the antithesis of the
scientific method." (Henry, 1947, pp. 52-53).

Question 18, "Is the observation of a demonstration experiment as
effective and valuable to a pupil as his performance of that experiment?"
was followed by the remark that this issue has persisted for several
decades. An article by Cunningham was cited to the effect that early
research supporting the demonstration method was crude and that only
retention of factual information was measured. Later research, looking at
other outcomes, indicated ". . .that in certain important respects the
individual method is superior to the demonstration method."(Henry, 1947, p.
54).

The authors conclude that because experimentation involves learning by
doing, there can be no substitute for this activity and, therefore, pupil
experimentation is an essential part of good science education. They
considered the conclusions of Curtis about research on the individual
method vs. demonstration, as stated in the 31st NSSE yearbook, still valid.

In a later section of this yearbook, the authors stated that
laboratory work was at a minimum in junior high school science and
identified several factors that may account for this situation: research
showing the lecture-demonstration method of instruction as superior for
immediate retention, class size too large for laboratory work, and a lack
of science equipment (Henry, 1947, pp. 160-163). They suggested there was a
need to build a case for laboratory instruction based on the idea that
laboratories provide practice in problem solving, the manipulation cif

apparatus, and the need for pupils to learn out-of-school uses of the
scientific method (Henry, 1947, p. 164).

. Concerns for the school science laboratory were again evident in a
section of Chapter 14 on "Special Problems of Science Teaching at the
Secondary Level." In a subsection of this chapter, "The Role of the
Laboratory in Teaching Science," the authors emphasized the need to avoid
cookbook-type laboratories. Instead, the laboratory should provide pupils
practice in raising and defining worthwhile problems, with laboratory
activities comlucted so that pupils learn the mearing and use of controls
in experimentation and gain practice in analyzing data from problem
situations so they learn to test hypotheses and interpret data. The authors
stressed the need to maintain the proper balance between teacher guidance
and student exploration. They dealt with the demonstration method by
conceding that it is time-saving and a loss expensive way of completing
laboratory activities, but suggested that it be used mainly in problem-
solving situations to challenge pupils rather than to illustrate the
textbook (Henry, 1947, pp. 236-238).



which
Hurd characterized the latter part cf this time period as one in

The importance of laboratory work with experience in observation
and experimentation was regarded as self-evident in science teach-
ing. . . Experimentation develops skills and coordination in
manipulation; trains the powers of observation and provides
opportunities for developing resourcefulness in the use of
physical materials and instruments. Individual laboratory
work with its active participation is to be desired over
passive observation. (Hurd, 1961, p. 93)

He also said that the question of teaching secondary school science as
science for the scientist or for the citizen was never clearly answered
(Hurd, 1961, p. 105).

1950-1970. In 1950 the National Science Foundation was established,
with its major function that of improving education in the sciences. To
quote the act of Congress that established NSF, the foundation was designed

.to promote the progress of science; to advance the national health,
prosperity, and welfare; to secure the national defense; and for other
purposes." (Woodburn and Obourn, 1965, p. 175). Again, social change led to
the time when a federal agency was created to become involved in the
development of science courses and their administration.

Hurd described the 1950-1960 period as one of a crisis in science
education and reappraisal, identifying such factors as the accelerated
growth of science and technology following World War II, the increase in
scientific knowledge, the fact that more than 70% of all American youth
were in school and more were now considering higher education, and a
concern that the gifted and talented high school students were not being
intellectually challenged by their education. Enrollments in science
increased but the number of science teachers decreased. In 1958 the
National Defense Education Act made it possible for schools to purchase
science laboratory equipment (Hurd, 1961, pp. 108-110).

The third NSSE yearbook, Rethinking Science Education, was produced in
1960 as the 59th yearbook of the Society. Its authors attempted to forecast
"oncom4ng objectives' of science education. Although the statement "there
is.no one method of teaching science that can be considered unquestionably
superior to all others" appeared in several places in this yearbook, there
was continued emphasis on laboratory teaching. In Chapter 13, "Facilities,
Equipment, and Instructional Materials for the Science Program,"
sub-heading: "Equipment for Science-Teaching," the place and function of
laboratory teaching and types of laboratory-teaching equipment and
procedures were discussed. The authors stated, "All science-teaching is, to
some extent, laboratory teaching. Children (and grownups, too), when they
get the chance seem naturally to want to try out things. . .Every classroom
where science is taught should be a place for experimentation. . ." (Henry,
1960, p. 246).

The authors stated that every laboratory exercise should have a

clear-cut educational purpose and identified five: (1) to add reality to
textbook material, (2) to develop first-hand familiarity with tools,
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materials, and techniques of science; (3) to allow students to demonstrate
to themselves something they already know to be true; (4) to give students
opportunities to pit their laboratory skills against par in seeking
experimental answers; and (5) to create opportunities wherein students
predict events or cire,,..,tances and then design experiments to test the
accuracy of their predictions. The fifth purpose was considered the most
cogent reason for using science laboratory activities (Henry, 1960, pp.
245-247).

In Chapter 18, the yearbook authors, in considering problems and
issues in science education, dealt with the question that Hurd said was not
clearly answered in the early 1950's: science for the scientist or for the
citizen? They asked the questions "Should the objectives of science
teaching be the same for all students? for the potential scientist vs. the
layman? Should science be taught for its own sake or for social usefulness?
What emphasis should be placed on technology as opposed to pure science?"
They conceded that critics say that science teaching should be oriented
toward the intellectual processes (creative or intuitive thinking) and
suggested that the purposes of science teaching need to be clarified. They
also considered the roles that the scientist, the science teacher, the
science educator, and the layman should play in developing curriculum
changes in science. In addition, they raised the question of whether there
should be a nationwide curriculum in science and, if so, who should serve
on the planning committee?

In another section, focused on the problems of teaching in science
education, the laboratory was again scrutinized. The authors concluded
that

Changing conceptions of the values and purposes of science-teaching
have tended toward an increasing emphasis upon laboratory work.
The nature of the scientific enterprise is found in the methods by
which problems are attacked. Therefore, more attention should
be directed to the processes or methods of seeking answers in the
laboratory rather than putting so much stress on finding exact
answers. More time should be spent by students in developing
insights as to how data may be processed and predictions
made from them. (Henry, 1960, p. 334)

In 1963 the Office of scientific Personnel (OSP) of the National
Academy of Sciences produced a booklet entitled "Guidelines for Development
of Programs in Science Instruction." The authors of this publication
identified three basic elements to be considered it planning for the
laboratory: the student, the teacher, and the facilities and equipment.
They wrote,

. . . the function (of t'e laboratory) has far more significance
than the practical appi cation of the lessons learned. . .

One of the important functions of the laboratory is the deepen-
ing of a student's understanding that scientific and technolo-
gical concepts and applications are closely related to his own
natural environment. (OSP, 1963, p. 1)

In the laboratory students should be able to observe natural phenomena
with a discerning eye, make measurements and analyze data recorded, and
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engage in free-ranging investigations that do not necessarily have a

predetermined end (OSP, 1963, p. 1).

The writers suggested that widespread misconception of the nature of
science led to laboratory assignments that were merely exercises designed
to verify laws or rules while others saw the laboratory as showing the
practical side of science, divorced from and having less prestige than the
theoretical parts of a science course. The essential nature of science as
a continually evolving enterprise of the human mind depends upon
careful experimentation and upon more and more sophisticated work in the
laboratory (OSP, 1963, p. 3).

In the laboratory the student can be taught more readily to be
discriminating in observation, to evaluate evidence or data,
and to sense the importance of care and skill in the taking of
measurements.

In the laboratory the student should develop the contemporary
view of the limitations of measurement, of inherent uncertainty,
of the possibLYIty of actieving only better approximations as
to what will ultimately be accepted as most likely values. But
with this must be coupled an appreciation for the continuing
utility of sucl measurement., 'oeca-se one can know the limits
of their applicaL.lity or of their exactness. Similarly, the
continuing usefulness of certain scientific 'laws' can be
demonstrated through applica,ion even if they fail to account
for all phenomena, for example, in the .icroscopic domain.
(OSP, 1963, pp. 3-4)

The authors consider that --dies on learning processes have
implications for C.-le role of the laboratol. in science teaching. In terms
of transfer of training, the laboratory can provide students with an
understanding of pronedures for scientific investigation, including control
of certain variables. careful observation -nd recording of data, and the
development of conclusions. In terms of concepts cf 'readiness, motivation,
and structure, work 4n the laborator must take into account differences in
the level of student development, ewrironmcnt, and experience. An
emotionally satisfying, successful learnln6 experience is one of the
strongest incentives for continLed learning. It is here that the laboratory
holds great potential. . ." (OSP, 1963, pp. 4-6).

The authors emphasised the need to p- side initial laboratory
experiences to build or. previous ones whit l- result in student
involvement it an emotionally and intellectually satisfying ,anner (OSP,
1963, p. 7).

Teacher, need to kuw how mat rial should be presented as well as what
students should ,earn. ". . . a preoccupation with the material and
physical : -nent,, or a laboratory will not guarantee effective learning.
The attitua2, understanding, the knowledge, and the motivation of the
teacher are central. However, even the best teacher must have facilities
and equipment to teach effectively" (OSP, 1963, pp. 12-13). Again, (p. 38)
"The most important element in any program of laboratory science
instruction is a well-prepared teacher."
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Publications seldom, appear in printed form without a lengthy interval
devoted to conceptualization, research and/or literature review, writing,
and editing. Those publications resulting from committee work or from the
efforts of a number of authors probably involve more tine in production
than do others written by one person or by a limited number of individuals.
Usually committee-developed publications involve an initial meeting or
series of meetings to get the problem identified, and may involve
additional meetings to react to the work in krogress.

Because this is the way things appear to happen, work was probably
underway on the 59th NSSE yearbook in which future objectives of science
education were forecast while other individuals ,Jere involved in science
course improvement project work funded, for the most part, by the National
Science Foundation (NSF). The development of curriculum materials by the
Physical Sciences Study Committee (PSSC), by the Biological Sciences
Curriculum Study Committee (BSCS), and by other groups at both elementary
and secondary levels has been well documented in other publications and
will not be discussed here.

However, some discussion of the factors that caused these curriculum
reforms to take place does appear relevant. Again we need to refer to the
three-stage model from the history of education:

society keeps changing,

schools lag behi-id changing social needs,
so -- periodically --

we have new schools.

Prior to National Science Foundation involvement in science curriculum
reform, forces existed that were pressing for such reform: (1) the need for
more and better scientific and technical manpower, (2) the need for better
science education for talented students, (3) the idea that better education
equals better economy, and (4) the increasing accumulation of knowledge,
both in depth and amount.

Although this review focuses on the role of the laboratory in science
teaching, it would be less than realistic to ignore the role of the
textbook in science curriculum. For some schools and teachers, the textbook
is the curriculum. Reasons for this situation vary. Curriculum development
is. not an easy process and teacher education preservice programs seldom
include experiences aimed at helping in-service teachers feel comfortable
with this task. It is a time-consuming task and, to be done well,
necessitates that the persons involved be well equipped both in up-to-date
content and instructional methodology.

Therefore, the role of the textbook in science teaching is an
important one. Numerous authors and committees have decried laboratory
activities designed to verify the textbook. Now textbooks also deserve ;ome
consideration. Mayer, in the third edition of the Biology Teacher's
Handbook (1978), focused on biology textbooks but his remarks apply equally
well to those in other science courses.

Biology textbooks in the 1800's and the early 1900's "contained a mass
of disconnected facts and elementary generalizations that were presented
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almost entirely as description. . ." (Mayer, 1978, 13. 3). However, these
books were written by scientists or their colleagues who knew the state of
the discipline. Mayer commented that in 1915 more than 50% of the authors
of high school textbooks were listed in American Men of Science. By 1955,
this number was less that 10% (1978, p. 3).

The years 1929-1957 were ones in which modifications of the
conventional science textbook took place. These modifications reflected the
concern for the growing school population with its diversity of abilities,
irr.:erests, backgrounds, and intentions of secondary school students (Mayer,
1978, p. 4). Emphasis changed from that of disciplinary content and the
knowledge required for admission to college to more _mphasis on what could
readily be taught and the relations tip between secondary school science
textbooks and the working scientist was lost. Te"xtbooks reflected the
pressures within and without the educational system rather than the current
state of a science discipline. Many were written by staff editors of
publishing companies who tailored their efforts to the type of textbook the
marketing staff indicated would sell. Special interest groups also exerted
pressures on publishers to include, or exclude, materials thac would make a
textbook more salable to their communities.

In the mid-1950's there was dissatisfaction with American education in
general and secondary school science education in particular. The plea was
not for a return to the college-preparatory emphasis of curriculum
materials in the 1910's but for information that reflected the current
state of science (Mayer, 1978, pp. 4-6).

Lee and Peterson reported seven criticisms of traditional high school
biology courses in the 1960's: (1) they represented little of the science
of biology, (2) they were out of date in terms of current theories and
knowledge, (3) they were fragmented and lacked logical coherence, (4) they
did not present biology as a discipline, (5) they forced memorization
rather than requiring understanding, (6) laboratory work failed to portray
the investigative nature of biology, and (7) they were taught more as a
dogma than as an on-going science (1967, p. 67). Laboratory activities
were illustrative rather than experimental and quantitative.

These criticisms applied to sciences other than biology. Rosen, in his
review of the histcry of the physics laboratory which was published in
19.54, reported that he stopped discussing the laboratory as it existed
, fter 1910 because, even though some changes in practice had taken place,

. .theory behind the format of the high school laboratory work seems
to have undergone little further development" (1954, p. 194).

The NSF-funded curriculum projects involved an emphasis on student
investgationiind inquiry (or enquiry). Joseph J. Schwab's publication "The
Teaching of Science as Enquiry" in The Teaching of Science (1964) was an
influential one. Schwab deplored the teaching of science as dog. i. He
described science teaching practices as those designed to cause pupils to
regard science as a rhetoric of conclusions rather than as fluid enquiry,
to accept the tentative in science as certain, and to consider the doubtful
as undoubted. Science was, Schwab wrote, ". . .exhibited as a process
exclusively of verification . . ."(Schwab, 1964, p. 29).
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Schwab described factors affecting the curriculum as composed of four
clusters: (1) "milieu" factors--needs, demands, and conditions which
social structures impose upon their members, (2) "learner" factors, (3)
ephemeral and perennial characteristics of teachers or the teaching
process, and (4) subject matter factors. Schwab considered that there were
perennial projections and ephemeral conditions affecting each of these four
clusters, so there were really eight sets of factors working on the
curriculum.

In the 1950's and 60's the most powerful force on the science
curriculum came from the milieu cluster: the need for scientists, the
competences required of political leadership, and *'. need for a
scientifically literate public which would support science

Schwab considered that the science laboratory could easily be
converted to enquiry if some changes were made. A substantial amount of
work in the laboratory should lead rather than lag behind the classrool
phase of science teaching. The demonstrative function o the laboratory
should be subordinated to two other functions -- to provide tangible
experience of some of the problems dealt with, and of the difficulty of
acquiring data. The illustration of conclusions should be replaced by the
illustration of problems. The laboratory also should provide occasions for
and invitations to the conduct of miniature but exemplary programs of
enquiry. In both instances, the laboratory work should lead the classroom.

An adequately inquiring curriculum in science, according to Schwab,
needs to have a substantial component of doubt, although publishers and
teachers do not like to have this in science textbooks. Because standard-
i7ed and widely used examinations play an important part in determining
curriculum, a significant modification of existing texts and examinations
was needed.

Schwab said that teaching and learning skills for enquiry are not
common in the schools; students seldom take an active role in learning.
Therefore, a science teacher's first and major responsibility should be to
help students learn to learn for themselves -- to know what questions to
ask of a report of enquiry, when to ask them, and ''here to find the
answers. Students learn this skill by doing, according Schwab. Teachers
also need to be skilled in the art of conducting a discussion of the type
that promotes enquiry. Teachers need to avoid having students do research
and then not deal with the problem of interpreting data.

Science course improveme projects at both elementary and secondary
levels reflect some of the poirts Schwab stressed in his paper. These
projects may be characterized as discipline-centered reforms, designed in
large part to meet the needs of bright, science-oriented students. In using
the curriculum materials students were expected to explore and discover
rather than to memorize. The laboratory became the context for giving
students insights into the role played by experiment in uncovering new
knowledge rather than being made up of cookbook exercises. The emphasis
was on scientific inquiry, both as a noun and a verb. Because scientists
were involved in the curriculum reforms, these materials presented a more
authentic picture of scientific disciplines than textbooks had done for
several decades.
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Did the use of the laboratory as an instructional method really change
in keeping with this emphasis? If it did, students should have been
involved in discovering for themselves rather than in completing activities
designed to illustrate, describe, or verify. One method of determining what
takes place during the laboratory period is that of conducting research.
Some science education research taking place in classrooms and laboratories
is of the observational variety. Frequently what is observed is the
classroom .interaction, focusing primarily on teacher and student verbal
behaviors. In a few instances anthropological research has been done in
science classrooms, particularly as a part of the Case Studies funded by
the National Science Foundation and discussed in a later section of this
review.

A more common approach to classroom research has been of the
comparative variety in which students receiving method A are compared with
similar students receiving method B. Frequently one of these methods is
referred to as the "traditional" approach to the instruction in science.
The reader is often left to his/her own devices in attempting to determine
just what took place in the traditional approach, even if the experimental
treatment is described in detail (which does not always occur!).

The next section of this review is devoted to a discussion of research
on the role of the laboratory in science teaching as this was identified
from a collection of reviews of research, as well as from individual
research studies.
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THE ROLE OF THE LABORATORY IN SCIENCE TEACHING:
A RESEARCH PERSPECTIVE

A number of research reviews were studied in an attempt to identify
trends in science education research related to the use of the laboratory
as an instructional method in science. These reviews included the three
produced by Francis D. Curtis (1931, 1931, 1938) as well as the three
companion volumes produced by Boenig (1969), Swift (1969), and Lawlor
(1970). In addition, reviews published in the journal Science Education, as
well as in special publications produced by personnel in the U. S. Office
of Education, were analyzed. The USOE reviews were done in cooperation with
the National Association for Research in Science Teaching. A more recent
series of cooperatively produced reviews of research is that of the
National Association for Research in Science Teaching and the ERIC
Clearinghouse for Science, Mathematics, and Environmental Education. These
reviews, spanning 1963-1979, were included in the analysis, as were issues
of the Review of Educational Research which were devoted to science
education. Additional reviews by individuals or persons at a specific
college or university include those by Blick (no date), who reviewed
research in science education for the years 1937-1943 and followed the
pattern of the Curtis Digests; Mepplink (no date) whose master's thesis was
an annotated bibliography of science education research published during
1938-1960; a review completed by Lee and some colleagues at The University
of Texas (1965) which focused on research studies in college science from
July 1963 to July 1964; a review by T. Wayne Taylor et al. covering
research in secondary school science for the years 1963-1966; and an
article by Willard Jacobson (1974) entitled "Forty Years of Research in
Science Education."

Research on the Laboratory, 1900-1950

Francis D. Curtis, who was responsible for the early reviews of
research in science education, published an article in The Science Teacher
in 1950 in which he made a plea for the retention of individual laboratory
work. This article is of interest for several reasons. It was written about
science education research but directed to classroom teachers rather than
to science education researchers. Also, it provided an overview of the
ptoblem as seen by an individuEl who had been involved in doing research as
well as in reviewing it.

Curtis wrote that the idea that secondary school students should do
laboratory work came from the "scientific movement" and was influenced by
college practices at the turn of the century. Increased school enrollment
was also a factor. Enrollment in high schools increased so rapidly that,
beginning about 1902, one high school was built every day for at least 30
years. Increased numbers of students made it less than economical to do
individual laboratory work; so demonstrations were substituted.

This increase in school enrollment came at about the same time as the
rise of the educational research movement. People began studying the
relative merits of individual laboratory and demonstration methods. In
1918, the first such science education investigation, by Wiley, was
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published. In the next nine years, 13 such studies were published. Data
from these studies were interpreted as indicating that the demonstration
method was as effective as the individual method for learning. However,
college and university teachers opposed the trend toward substantial
reduction in laboratory work. Educational research was criticized for the
limited number of studies, the small number of subjects involved,
inadequate statistical treatment, the general lack of reporting of the
techniques used, and the aims which the laboratory work was to achieve
(Curtis, 1950, pp. 63-64).

In 1928 Horton's study of laboratory work, "Measurable Outcomes of
Individual Laboratory Work in High School Chemistry," was well enough done
to be used by the authors of the Thirty-first NSSE Yearbook to say that
both demonstration and individual laboratory work should be done, in that
each method supplements the other ". . .with unique and essential
contributions." Curtis reported that "Horton's findings convincingly
established the real values of the individual method and effectively
destroyed the assumed justification for its elimination. . .' (1950,
p. 64).

However, the 1930's and the Depression arrived, along with a trend to
reduce science from seven to five periods per week (three recitation
periods and two double laboratory periods). Administrators did not like the
scheduling problems that double periods posed; teachers found it hard to
integrate laboratory work with class discussions when the laboratory work
had to be done at fixed periods; research did not support the use of double
periods over single, for science classes; and teachers of other content
areas did not like the idea that science got more tim..! in a student's
schedule (Curtis, 1950, p. 82).

Curtis also reported that the 46th NSSE Yearbook "championed"
retaining the individual laboratory method in science in that learning by
doing was well exemplified in the process of experimentation. However, he
admitted that ". . . for at least half a century, the individual method of
performing laboratory experiments has been progressively losing ground. In
some courses and in many schools, it is facing complete elimination. . ."
(1950, p. 82).

This 1950 article was actually a reiteration of some of the
information Curtis had presented in the 31th NSSE Yearbook (1932) in which
he discussed research relatek: to laboratory work grouped under the headings
of resourcefulness, reporting of laboratory exercises, laboratory drawings,
correlating class work and laboratory experimentation, and the individual
vs. the demonstration method of performing laboratory exercises. Additional
groupings of research included performing laboratory exercises in pairs or
in groups and laboratory teaching at the university level.

In chapter seven of the 31th NSSE Yearbook, Curtis identified what he
considered to be the three most important objectives of laboratory work:
(1) teaching the pupil to manipulate learn by doing (which was
different from knowing)); (2) teaching the pupil to interpret experimental
data; and (3) teaching the pupil the concept of the scientific method
(1932, p. 100). In discussing the objectives of laboratory work, Curtis
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cited a study by Horton involving high school chemistry classes, from
which it was concluded that

We need not expect individual laboratory work to assist the
pupils in gaining abilities to succeed in written tests
. . . If problem-solving ability and ability to do tasks
in the laboratory are important, practice in doing similar
tasks in the laboratory by self-direction seems to attain
this end best. . .If ability to do experimentation or solve
perplexities of a chemical nature is a desirable goal, prac-
tice in this experimentation - not practice in watching someone
else e periment - is necessary. . . (Curtis, 1932, p. 103).

Compar ng the individual laboratory method with the demonstration
method, Cur is came to six conclusions, or generalizations: (1) each method
offered training in certain knowledge, skills, and habits not offered by
the other; (2) for economy of time and money, it was desirable to perform
more laboratory exercises by the demonstration method than by the
inAividual method; (3) at the beginning of the laboratory course, the
teacher should make sufficient use of the demonstration method so pupils
learn the apparatus and some accepLed methods of experimentation and then
shoule allow students to work individually; (4) the time saved by use of
demonstrations should be used for som_ other types of learning; (5)
demonstrations should be used for dangerous activities (i.e., those
requiring "delicate manipulation and accurate observation" and expensive
apparatus); and (6) teacher demonstrations should be used in more
elementary courses or with younger or less able pupils (Curtis, 1932, p.
106).

Curtis Digests, Volume I. The research studies on which these
statements were based probably came from research discussed in the first
volume of the Curtis Digests (1971a). In this volume, seven studies were
described that relate in some manner to the use of the science laboratory;
Mayman, Wiley, Phillip:, Cunningham (two studies), Kiebler, and Cooperider
are cited. These researchers reported the laboratory to be slightly
superior" for permanent learning (Wiley) and purposes of delayed recall
(Cooperider, Cunningham), valuable in familiarizing pupils with apparatus
and methods of laboratory procedures (Phillips), and useful for sustaining
interest if experiments run for more than one day (Cunningham).

Curtis Digests, Volume II (1971b). Eight laboratory research studies
are discussed in the second volume of the Digests which was also first
published in 1931. Johnson, Walter, Pruitt, Anibal, Knox, Horton, Nash and
Phillips, and Noll were the investigators cited. Pruitt and Anibal reported
that the use of the laboratory method is superior to other methods for
retention of information although Anibal's findings were less positive than
those of Pruitt. Knox reported the laboratory method to be slightly
superior relative to knowledge and method of attack (on problems) for the
"average inferior pupil" (1971b, p. 298).

Horton's research involved the study of several problems. He was
interested in determining the manipulative skills and habits involved in
laboratory work in high school chemistry and then in identifying the
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relative importance of these skills and habits. Horton listed nine groups
of skills: (1) use of the Bunsen burner and heat, (2) setting up and
connecting apparatus, (3) handling glassware, (4) handling liquids, (5)
handling solids, (6) handling gases, (7) measurements, (P) general
laboratory habits, and (9) miscellaneous, unclassified techniques. Horton
looked for corresponding items in 15 widely used laboratory manuals and
developed a list of 102 items which he sent to 25 chemistry teachers to
rate the desirability of developing the skill into a habit.

Horton came up with an approved list of 55 items. Thirty-five of these
were chosen by 75% or more of the respondents as deserving to be taught as
habits and the first three items on the list were chosen by all
respondents. These were (1) twist or screw a stopper into a tube, (2) twist
or screw a glass tube into a rubber stopper, and (3) smooth the ends of
freshly cut glass tubing (fire polishing).

Horton then conducted a study to determine the relative values of the
individual laboratory exercise and the demonstration exercise on written
tests and on individual performance of certain tasks in the laboratory.
Results of both written tests and the performance test favored the classes
using the individual laboratory method (Horton in Curtis, 1971b, p. 305).
Horton also reported a second study in which cognitive and psychomotor
outcomes in chemistry were investigated. In this study, results also
favored the individual laboratory method (as opposed to the demonstration
method). In a third study, Horton looked at the Influence of types of
'directions (three types) compared to teacher demonstration on three
outcomes: laboratory techniques, cognitive knowledge, and ability to solve
problems. This study lasted for 10 weeks of instruction. Horton reported no
significant differences for any of the methods relative to achievement on
the written test. Pupils favored the individual laboratory as a method of
instruction, however.

In Noll's research some reading or oral recitation was substituted for
laboratory work in general inorganic chemistry for college freshmen. The
section having the greatest amount of laboratory work showed "fairly
consistent superiority in general achievement" (Noll in Curtis, 1571b, p.
401). However, Noll reported that there were other factors involved that
may have contributed to this finding.

. Curtis Digests, Volume III (Curtis, 1971c). Three studies related to
the laboratory were discussed in this publication (Applegarth, Duel,
Payne). Only one of these was a conventional comparative study, by Payne,
in which he studied first-year college chemistry classes and found "no
marked differences" in the upper halves of the groups (individual
laboratory vs. lecture-demonstration) but that the demonstration method
was favored for the lower halves of the groups and for the whole group.
Although Payne's data favo.A the demonstration method, students reported
the laboratory was more interesting (than was the demonstration method) and
helped them to remember better.

Applegarth and Duel both looked at the effects of time in the
laboratory. Applegarth's data indicated that the double period for
chemistry could be shortened in terms of completion of experiments without
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sacrificing comprehension. Duel's research focused on college physics
classes and the effect on knowledge of two hours of laboratory work as
compared to no laboratory work. He found no significant differences in mean
achievement.

Curtis Digests, Volume IV (Boenig, 1969). Two studies related co the
laboratory were identified, and one of these is questionable in terms of
inclusion in this review `,_cause nothing in the report indicates that
either student group involved was engaged in laboratory activities. Barnard
investigated zhe use of the lecturedemonstration method as compared to the
problemsolving method on cognitive achievement. While it may be assumed
that solving problems involves experimentation in the laboratory, this may
not be the case. Anyway, Barnard reported that the problemsolving method
was statistically significant for biology survey students in problem
solving situations and for the development of scientific attitudes. Johnson
looked at the question of whether making detailed drawings in the zoology
laboratory was of any value and concluded that tne time should be spent in
studying material rather than in polishing drawings.

Review of Educational Research (RER), 1930-1950. Volume 1, Issue 4,
published in October, 1931, covered research for the years 1928-1930
(Breed, 1931). The authors wrote, "On the side of methods the value of
laboratory work is still a subject of debate. Experimental studies indicate
that the demonstration method yields better educational results than the
laboratory method, and is more economical from the standpoint of time
expnditure, current expense, and capital outlay"(p. 293). In Volume 1,
Issue 5, Powers (1931) contributed a chapter in which he cited three
investigators who did experiments in laboratory teaching and found that the
demonstration method was favored over the individual laboratory method of
instruction, and five others who found no sign -scant differences in the
use of the two methods in terms of tests of information. He also discussed
Horton's stud; in which no significant differences on subject matter
attainment were iound but statistically significant differences were found
on tests constructed to measure abilities ". . . definitely exercised in
the laboratory. . ." (p. 385).

Volume 2, Issue 1, published in February, 1932, contains the
information that, since 1923, 15 experiments on the high school level have
been reported but

. . .The experimental technics used are open to serious criticism.
Lecturedemonstration appears to engender informational
abilities when tested immediately, as well as the individual
laboratory method; but when retention of information
is tested some months later the differences favor consis
tently, but not with high statistical significance, the
individual laboratory method. (Engelhart, 1932, pp. 21-22)

The author concludes, "Although most, if not all, of these experiments are
subject to certain limitation'', the consistency of the findings probably
justified the conclusion t,at demonstration lectures by a skillful
instructor are satisfactory substitutes for a considerable portion of the
usual individual laboratory exercises" (p. 23).
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No research relevant to the topic of this review was identified in the
April, in4, issue of the Review of Educational Research. The December,
1934, issue contains a citation of Payne's study of college chemistry in
which students were reported to make better progress when new topics were
introduced by the lecture-demonstration rather than by the laboratory.

No relevant research was found in Volume 5, Issue 1, February, 1935;
Volume 7, Issue 2, April, 1937; or Volume 7, Issue 5, December, 1937--all
of which focused on science education research.

Volume 8, Issue 1, February, 1938 (Powers, 1938), contained a
criticism of a study 1.)y Atkins related to objectives of laboratory
instruction in general biology. It was said that the study had evidence of
a high degree of resourcefui^ess but no significant differences related to
methods and that there was a weakness in evaluation. The emphasis in the
study was on methods of thinking but the instruments used to measure this
objective were tests on information.

In Volume 12, Issue 4, October, 1942 (Powers and Edmiston, 1942), a
study was reported in which pupils who answered a series of study
questions related to laboratory work had better test scores than those who
wrote formal laboratory reports. The authors wrote ". . .In general the
superiority of students having experimental activity programs over students
having traditional programs is reported as inconclusive for science and
mathematics. . ." (1942, p. 364).

In Volume 18, Issue 4, October, 1948, covering research for the period
of May 1945-1948, Cunningham's review is cited (Richardson and Barnard, P.
333). Cunningham reviewed 37 studies (6 doctoral dissertations, 18 master's
theses, and 13 articles) dealing with the problem of the lecture-demon-
stration vs, the laboratory - and concluded that the data did not
conclusively favor one method over the other. The desirability of the
method to be used should be determined by the objectives sought and the
conditions under which the course was taught (p. 333). In chapter six of
this issue, Burnett and Gragg discussed teacher education in science and
cited an article by Richardson on the problems faced in the education of
science teachers. One criticism of teacher preparation was that teachers
had a very limited conception of the function of the laboratory in the
learning situation in science (p. 364).

Research on the Laboratory, 1950-1970

Curtis Digests, Volume V (Swift, 1969). This publication covers the
years 1948-1952 and overlaps the arbitrary division in this review.
However, the studies cited which related to the laboratory were published
in the 1950's. Boeck looked at the inductive-deductive approach as compared
with the deductive-descriptive approach in high school chemistry
instruction. He found the inductive-deductive approach to be superior for
knowledge of and ability to use the scientific method with accompanying
scientific attitudes.
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Martin's research was a status survey of high school biology teaching
in the United States in 1949-1950. He reported

Laboratory work, used in instruction in 97.7% of the schools,
was performed during regularly scheduled single or double periods
in 36.6% of the schools, during integrated laboratory-
recitation periods in 35.2%, and with flexible scheduling
in 28.2%. Small group experiments were used in 26.27 of the
schools, individual laboratory work in 20.2%, pupils paired
for experiments in 19.0%, teacher demonstration only in 15.5%,
observations by pupils in the classroom in 5.9%, and pupil
demonstrations in 2.2% . . (in Swift, 1969, p. 100).

Research by Smith was related to the laboratory in that he attempted
to determine experiments desirable for a course in general science in the
junior high school based on four criteria: (1) the experiment must be safe,
(2) it must be simple enough to be comprehended by children in dull-normal
groups, (3) it must be capable of being performed with the usual, simple
equipment available, and (4) its performance must be practicable within a
30-minute lesson period (in Swift, 1969, p. 156).

Curtis Digests, Volume VI (Lawlor, 1970). This volume contained
studies, completed during 1953-1957, fitting into one of three categories:
experimental, analytic, or synthetic. All studies not fitting in one of
these three categories were eliminated from this review. Five studies
related to the laboratory are cited. Three were completed by the same
investigator (Kruglak) who was much interested in laboratory performance in
physics. Kruglak investigated methods for construction, administration, and
analysis of paper-pencil tests designed to evaluate laboratory instruction
in general college physics. He concluded that ". . .In general, all of
these commonly used measur9s of scholastic aptitude are unreliable or very
poor predictors of performance test scores" (in Lawlor, 1970, p. 20).

Kruglak also explored the extent to which the ability to solve a
lahora.tory problem on paper related to the ability to solve the same
problem with apparatus and materials. He compared essay and multiple choice
forms of a paper and pencil test with a performance test. Kruglak worked
with 83 premedical students and 82 engineering students, all of whom had
completed two quarters of college physics. One group took the performance
test and the essay test; the other, the performance test and the multiple
choice test. Students were given familiar laboratory problems, originally
unfamiliar problems, and a group of specific skills and techniques with the
order of the test and problem presentation randomized.

Kruglak failed to find any significant correlations among the three
types of tests. The difference between the mean of the multiple choice test
and the means of the other two tests was significant but there were no
significant differences between essay and performance tests means. Certain
practice effects were found--the essay or the multiple choice test produced
greater differences in means of the performance test than the reverse, with
the effect of the multiple choice test being more pronounced than the
essay. Familiar problems were easiest on the performance test and most
difficult on the essay. Skills and techniques tested equally well on all
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three forms. Except for skills rid techniques, the paper and pencil tests
were, at best, only crude approximations of students' ability to deal with
laboratory materials and apparatus in the solution of problems. The
multiple choice test was probably the least suitable type of test for
evaluati )riginality, Kruglak reported (in Lawlor, 1970, p. 21).

The third study by Kruglak daring this period was not reported in the
main section of the Digest because statistical data were not reported in
the article analyzed for the review. This study involved the determination
of the effects of high school physics, sex differences, and the college
laboratory on the scores of four laboratory paper-pencil tests in college
physics.

Lahti investigated ie effectiveness of the laboratory in developing
students' ability to use the scientific method and found no significant
differences among the four methods studied (inductiAo-deductive,
historical, theme, and standard).

Rosen's study (1954) involved tracing the development of the American
high school physics laboratory from its beginning in the early 1800's to
its domination of science teaching in 1910. (This information has been
discussed in an earlier portion of this paper.)

USOE Reviews of Research. The review covering 1951 (Johnson, 1952)
contains the citation of Kruglak's study on individual laboratory vs.

demonstration methods of teaching elementary college physics. An additional
study cited is one by Diamond who was interested in seeing if students
gained anything from their experiences in chemistry laboratories:
information, laboratory techniques, development of logical or scientific
thinking, or the understanding of science. Diamond's sources of data were
reference books, periodicals, and control grou^n, according to the USOE
review. Diamond reported little difference between laboratory and
demonstration methods relative to the learning and retention of chemistry
facts. He said 10 other investigators had found the demonstration method to
be superior but 11 had found in favor of the laboratory. Three, in addition
to Diamond, found no significant differences. Diamond concluded that the
findings appeared to indicate that the laboratory method was better for
developing resourcefulness, techniques and manipulative ability. The
demonstration method was better for immediate recall and the ability to
think logically.

The 1952 USOE review (Johnson, 1953) contained a citation to a study
by Kruglak in which he looked at the achievement of physics students with
and without laboratory work. Three groups of 38 students each were
involved, one with individual laboratory activities, one with
demonstrations, and one without either the laboratory or demonstrations.
All attended the same lectures and took the same tests. Test scores of the
students having laboratory experience were superior to those of the other
two groups although the laboratory experience did not significantly
influence their scores on paper-pencil tests.

In the 1953 USOE review (Brown, Blackwood, & Johnson, 1955) a study by
Lucow was described in which he investigated the use of the textbook vs.
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the laboratory for teaching introductory high school chemistry to college
preparatory and to general education students. Lucow reported that, for
college preparatory students, both methods produced a statistically
significant increase in zariation but the laboratory produced the greater
increase.

Review of Educational Research (RER), 1950-1970. In Volume 21, Issue
4, October, 1951, one of the conclusions of a study by Nelson was reported
to be ". . .d) the roles of the textbook, laboratory work and field trips

the teaching of physical science have not yet been clarified." (`ceder,
p. 255) A study by Anderson on achievement in chemistry, which was based on
a survey of 17 teachers in 8 states, was described. Anderson found that, in
his limited sample, students achieved significantly more in chemistry when
they received laboratory work rather than demonstrations and when they had
two double periods per week rather than five periods per week for both
class and laboratory work. Anderson also surveyed biology teaching and
reported that students achieved more in biology when the number of
laboratory hours received was in the upper quartile of the state
distribution (Burnett & Porowski, pp. 264-265).

Washton's survey of college general education courses in science was
also reported in this issue. Of the 847 return to his questionnarie,
Washton reported that 46% had science survey courses, most of which ran for
two semesters and omitted laboratory instruction. Some institutions used
demonstrations in these classes, but many did not.

During this period of time the idea of the laboratory's primary
purpose in science appeared to be that of demonstrating facts and phenomena
already learned -- to illustrate and show and not to experiment. In a study
by Forbes, six criteria for significant laboratory experiences were
identified: (1) they should involve a cooperatively planned group proje "t;
(2) students should experiment with concrete materials; (3) materials
shoul.i be observed and manipulated with the understanding of their general
position in the environment, with some familiar element(s) for the
individual; (4) the procedures to be followed should be determined by the
group, with a need to know the reasons for details; (5) the abilities and
the backgrounds of the group should be used in doing the experiment; and
(6) the focus of attention should be on ideas contributed by the experience
to the association of ideas in which the problem or question occurred
(Richardson, et al., pp. 286-287).

In Volume 27, Issue 4, October, 1957 (Smith & Washton), there was some
identification of studies related to the use of laboratory activities in
the elementary school section of the issue but insufficient details were
included for analysis. Two of these studies were aimed at the development
of criteria for selecting laboratory experiences to be included in courses
in science for preservice elementary school teachers.

Lucow's study, described in a USOE review, was included in this RER
issue. So was the report of a study by Smith to investigate the use of
experiments in general science courses at the junior high school level. A
large number of experiments were judged suitable for use with the
individual method, with move than half of these being suitable for
individual laboratory work.
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A study by Miles on the organization and teaching of a high school
physical science course was mentioned and used as an indicator that
individual laboratory experiences could be made suitable for the
development of the understanding of basic principles of the physical
sciences.

Volume 31, Issue 3, June, 1961, contained a review of an article by
Schwab in which he urged a reorientation to the role of the laboratory.
Schwab suggested that the laboratory should be viewed as a place ". . .

where nature is seen 'more nearly in the raw' and where 'things seen' are
used as occasions for the invention and conduct of programs of inquiry
. . ." (Smith & Homan, p. 290). However, a study by Breukelman et al.
which involved college biology sections produced ". . . no evidence that
students taught by the lecture-only method varied significantly in
achievement from those taught by the lecture and laboratory method. . .'
(Miles & Van Deventer, p. 305).

A study by Hilton on the evaluation of the laboratory in a physical
science course for non-science majors was described. Feedback from students
indicated they felt the laboratory was valuable, that it improved their
understanding of lecture topics, and that it illustrated experimental
problem solving in which answers had to be based on evidence (p. 305-307).
In this study there was no evaluation of the contribution of the laboratory
to the retention of knowledge of science principles or to the acquisition
of scientific attitudes and of problem-solving skills.

The third issue of Volume 34, produced in June, 1964, contained
information about science education research completed during the 1960-1963
period. In a discussion about NSF curricula, laboratory acitvities were
described as designed to be less illustrative and more investigative and
quantitative than they had been. Laboratory work often preceded class
discussion and was used to stimulate questions rather than to answer them
(Hurd & Rowe, p. 287). Research studies began to be published in which some
NSF curriculum project was compared with a more traditional way of
teaching. Such studies were criticized on the basis that ". . . valid
comparisons of goal achievement cannot be made between two courses that
have no common goal. . ." -(p. 288).

Two research studies, both resulting in findings of no significant
differences, were reported about the use of the laboratory. Oliver used
three methods of teaching biology (lecture-demonstration, lecture-
discussion-demonstration, and lecture-discussion-demonstration-laboratory
work) and measured the effects of these methods on factual 'information
acquired, overall achievement in biology, application of scientific
principles, and attitudes toward science and scientists. Grassell looked at
filmed instruction vs. lecture-laboratory instruction.

Mattheis used two approaches to laboratory work in college science
courses for preservice elementary teachers. The control group was given
"recipe" laboratory exercises while the experimental group worked on
science projects. The project laboratory was superior to the control
laboratory in producing gains in science knowledge for students who
pretested high in science knowledge and interest, but the control
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laboratory was superior for those students who pretested low in science
knowledge and interest (Burnett, 1964).

An article by Michels, originally published in the American Journal of
Physics, was discussed because of its ideatification of the characteristics
the modern teaching laboratory should exhibit. According to Michels such a
laboratory (1) should lead, whenever possible, to results not known in
advance by the student; (2) should lend itself to differing degrees of
precision; (3) should demand, wheneyer possible, some theoretical analysis;
(4) should involve apparatus that is as simple as possible so the student
can understand the operation of the devices that he uses; and (5) at some
stage of work, the laboratory situation should force the student to make a
choice of procedures on the basis of the work already completed
(Van Deventer, p. 335).

An interesting section in this issue contained some criticisms of
research on teaching methods, as discussed by Travers. He suggested that
there was a need to start with a theory of learning in the classroom which
would postulate specific changes in conditions of learning that would lead
to changes in performance. Also, research tended to deal directly with
phenomena rather than a selection that would (a) provide special
opportunities for throwing light on some broad problems of education or
(b) allow generalizations to be made about the value of particular
practices for achieving specified goals (p. 379).

Volume 39, Issue 4, October, 1969, contained an analysis of the
science education literature for the period of Fall 1964-Winter 1969. The
focus of this issue was topics of current significance in science and
mathematics education. There was more consideration of broad questions and
less reporting of specific studies as had been done in past issues.
Laboratory work was mentioned, in a chapter by Robinson on the
philosophical and historical bases of science teaching in reference to its
use in the NSF science course improvement projects, as the major device for
teaching processes.

Science Education Reviews. Annual and topical reviews of research,
produced primarily by persons associated with the U. S. Office of
Education, were published in the journal Science Education in the 1950's
and early 1960's. These reviews were coordinated by members of the
National Association for Research in Science Teaching (NARST). Reviews
identified were as follows in volume 38(1), February, 1954, by Anderson
(pp. 6-38), by Mallinson and Buck (pp. 58-81), and by Buck and Mallinson
(pp. 81-101); in volume 38(5), December, 1954, by Anderson, et al., (pp.
333-365); in volume 39(2), March, 1955, by Brown, Blackwood, and Johnson
(pp. 141-156); in volume 39(5), December, 1955, by Smith, et al., (pp. 335-
356), by Fraser et al., April, 1956, (pp. 357-371), and by Blackwood and
Brown (pp. 172-389); in 40(3) by Mallinson (pp. 206-208); in 40(5)
December, 1956, by Boeck, et al., (pp. 337-357), and by Fraser et al., (pp.
363-387); in volume 41(5), December, 1957, by Obourn, et al., (pp.
375-411); in volume 44(5), December, 1960, by Obourn and Boeck (pp.
374-399); and in volume 46(2), March, 1962, Wheeler et al., (pp. 133-139).

Nine studies related to the laboratory were found in these Science
Education materials. Several of these studies (Kruglak, Lucow) have been
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discussed earlier in this paper. Three studies contained findings in
support of the use of the laboratory: significant gains in science
.attitudes were found only for the group using the individual laboratory
method in general education physics in Balcziak-'s study [39(2):143 -1'4,
April 19551. Lucow reported [39(2):149, April 19551 that the use of the
laboratory approach in high school chemistry classes produced statistically
significant increases in variation for the non-accelerated, non-college
preparatory students. Lathi [41(5):394, December 1957] found the
inductive-deduction or problem-solving use of the laboratory in a natural
science class for non-majors was significantly superior in promoting the
ability to develop a line of attack for problem solving.

The authors (Obourn, et al, 1957) of the fifth annual review, in
discussing the research surveyed for this review, wrote

The effective use of the laboratory in college science has
been an almost perennial problem reflected in the research
literature. . .When one considers that perhaps the most
unique thing about learning in science is the experiment,
it is surprising to see that no studies are currently
reported which deal with the experimental exercise as a
learning situation in elementary science.

At the junior high school level the individual experiment has
almost di appeared in favor of the pupil and/or teacher-
demonstration . . . It is hoped that children in the elementary
school will have a rich experience in direct learning through
experimental exercises. . . (pp. 404-405).

ERIC/SMEAC-NARST Reviews and Related Reviews. Individuals at Michigan
State University (Taylor et al., 1966) reviewed the science education
research literature which involved the secondary school level for the years
1963-1965, They identified 195 titles, located 125 abstracts or articles,
and discussed 57 studies in the body of the review. One of these, by
Coulter (1966), involved a comparison of the inductive laboratory-inductive
demonstration method and the deductive laboratory. Another group of science
educators at The University of Texas (Lee et al., 1965) reviewed science
education research al_ the college level for July 1963-July 1964.
(Thirty-eight of the 59 studies identified were doctoral dissertations.)
Twenty-four of the studies were selected for abstracting. Programmed
instruction was a popular topic of investigation. Schefler looked at the
discovery laboratory vs. the traditional laboratory and White investigated
the biology knowledge of students who had no hours of laboratory, as
compared to four hours, per week. Most research was done with students in
freshman-level college science courses.

The ERIC Clearinghouse for Science, Mathematics and Environmental
lEducation (ERIC/SMEAC) in cooperation with the National Association for
Research in Science Teaching (NARST) took over the responsibilities of the
annual review of research in science education, beginring with the years
1965-1967, although a review of research on elementary school science for
1963-64 was completed to tie in with the efforts of the Michigan State and
Texas groups. This cooperative effort still continues, with the most recent
review for 1979 being in press at the time this paper is written.
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The reviews for the years 1965-1969 are by educational levels, but
beginning with the 1970 review all thre4 levels have been combined into one
review. Authors for these reviews are chosen by the two groups involved
(ERIC/SMEAC and NARST). These individuals are free to involve colleagues in
the production of the review and a:,,o may decide upon the approach they
take in reviewing the literature. Althcugh this allows for variation in the
style of a particular review, methods of instruction, or instructional
techniques and procedures, or some similarly titled section is usually
identifiable in each review. It is in these sections that research related
to the use of the laboratory is most often located.

There were no additional studies related to the science laboratory in
the research for 1963-64 when the elementary level review was included.
Cunningham and Butts (1970) commented that, ill their opinion, ". . .to
determine the adequacy of the effectiveness of an instructional procedure,
the research design should include a treatment group and a comparison group
with evidence of pre- and post-test gain . . ." (p. 1) but only one study
they reviewed did so.

The reviews for 1965-1967 showed no studies identified with the use of
the laboratory by elementary pupils, three studies at the secondary level
that involved comparing the laboratory with other methods of instruction
(of 17 studies identified related to instructional procedures and classroom
organization), and eiglIt studies at the college level which involved the
use of the laboratory as compared with some other method. Westmeyer et al.
(1969), in commenting on the "instructional procedures" studies at the
secondary level, wrote that there appeared to be interest in teaching
inquiry in the laboratory via open-ended investigations but ".

. . there is
not yet a firm basis of concrete evidence supporting the effectiveness of
this practice. . ." (p. 10).

Montean and Butzow (1970), in discussing the instruction research at
the college level, said

. . .It has been shown by most of these studies, that laboratory
work is not particularly helpful in achieving the course
objectives of traditional courses as measured by the instruments
used. If laboratory work is considered in more depth, partic-
ularly if the kind of thinking which laboratory work is designed

. to produce is analyzed, then there is some evidence for the
choice of an inductive approach over an approach in the
laboratory designed for illustration or validation of principles
presented in the lecture. . . . (pp. 4-5).

The research reviewed for the years 1968-1969 shows the influence of
the NSF science curriculum improvement projects. Studies in the instruction
section of the elementary level review were grouped under the headings of
project acronyms: SAPA, SCIS, ESS. Four studies are cited that provide
'vidence that children can generally achieve objectives of instruction if
objectives and educational experiences are consistent with each other.
Forty-eight studies were identified in the "instructional procedures"
section of the secondary level review although these really were 43 in
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number when duplicates were removed. Areas of research included open-ended
vs. directed laboratories, expository-deductive vs. discovery-inductive
laboratories, and variation in the format of laboratory reports. In
discussing one study involving a comparison of the use of the laboratory
with other instructional methods, the author of this review introduced it
with the comment ". . . in what should probably be the last study of this
type, . . ." (Welch, 1971, p. 38).

The college level review for 1968-1969 (Koran, 1972) reported studies
as either descriptive or experimental research. In the experimental
research section, two studies were reported which involved the comparison
of methods of laboratory instruction. Chanin looked at scheduling
patterns--three one-hour laboratory periods per week as compared with two
one-and one-half hour labs per week and found the shorter periods
significantly better than the longer ones. Richardson reported on the use
of an inquiry-discovery laboratory method with a control group. In all, ten
studies were cited that related in some way to the use of the laboratory.

The authors of the 1970 review commented that "tight definitions" of
inquiry teaching were absent in the research (Trowbridge et al., 1972, p.
30). Studies relating to the use of the laboratory were found in the
"methods of instruction" section as well as in the section entitled
"laboratory practices." The reviewers concluded that, because of the small
number of studies identified, science educators were ". . . satisfied with
the present laboratory setup. . ." (p. 45). Seven studies were found in the
college section, grouped as comparative studies: laboratory programs.

No studies involving the use of the laboratory were found in the
elementary section of the 1971 review. In the secondary education section,
a study by Egelston was cited as being a good example with much descriptive
detail. In the college section, the author devoted considerable discussion
to the weaknesses of comparative research (Anderscn, 1973, p. 16).

Research completed in 1972 was viewed from the paradigm of Ausubel's
learning theory. A subsection in the instruction section did contain some
reference to laboratory activities but most studies in this section
involved the use of media and/or materials as the problem to be
investigated. The author did cite an article by Hurd to the effect that
science education is in need of a theory base for instruction and that,
because we operate on a theoretical basis, instructional fads go
unchallenged (Novak, 1973, p. 18-19).

The authors of the 1973 review emphasize Novak's contention, expressed
in the 1972 review, that - since 1920 - most investigations which focused
on the impact of different instructional regimes resulted in no significant
differences (Novak, 1973, p. 8) and say that such was generally the case in
the research published in 1973. They are not certain, however, that they
agree with Novak's desire for more steeping in learning theory (Rowe and
DeTure, 1974, p. 5).

Herron et al (1974), in discussing research published in 1974,
discussed the fact that an instructional system is complex and that most of
the variables extant in the system hive been shown to affect learning under
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some set of conditions: teacher and szudent personalities, difficulty of
the learning material(s), method of instruction, reading level of the
materials, and kind and amount of " aboratory activity. In the
"implications" section of this review they reLmphasized the idea that we
do not know the set of conditions under which each of the variables studied
will or will not have an influence. For example, the expository method
probably is better when the material taught is so difficult that students
are unlikely to discover important relationships on their own. They
emphasize that thinking discovery learning is always good or bad is
"simplistic."

The 1975 review, by Mallinson (1976), does not contain any citations
of laboratory studies until the college level is considered. Three studies
are discussed. King, using an audiotutorial biology laboratory vs. a

traditional biology laboratory, found a significant improvement in attitude
toward biology in the experimental group. Wheatley's study of a college
general biology course showed that the experimental group scored
significantly higher on the items involving the higher levels of Bloom's
taxonomy of the cognitive domain when they had completed more than onehalf
of the special laboratory activities available to them. Rowsey,and Mason
studied the use of the r -entional lecture laboratory setup as compared
to an audiotutorial appr, 1 and found results significantly in favor of
the audiotutorial group.

The authors of the 1976 review discussed problems inherent in studying
teaching methodology, some of which are beyond the control of the
researcher. It is difficult, if not impossible, to apply research results
in a setting different from that of the original researcher relative to
student achievement with respect to content. There is great variability in
the meaning of "achievement" and this variability reflects the lack of a

common theory base for the practice of and research in the profession of
science education. The authors call for the beginnings of the establishment
of one or more theory bases for science education (Renner et al., 1977, p.
34).

The 1977 research review looked at studies clustered on the basis of
the research design involved: ex post facto, survey, or experimental. No
studies on the use of the laboratory were discussed. This lack, combined
with the 1976 review in which no studies on the role of the laboratory per
se' were discussed, may indicate that science education researchers are
beginning to heed Welch's (1971) plea for the abandonment of comparative
studies involving the use of the laboratory. However, it may only indicate
that the author's biases in repotting and discussing research were such
that laboratory studies did not merit discussion.

But, the laboratory reappeared in research published in 1978 (Gabel,
et al., 1980). The studies cited under "laboratory approaches" in the 1978
review were a mixed lot. Tamir reported on the actual use of high school
and college laboratories. Webber studied the effects on delayed retention
and consequent transfer in physics and found no significant differences.
David looked at the use of lecturediscussion, inductive laboratory, and
verification laboratory activities with fifth and sixth grade students and
found no significant differences in achievement but found the inductive
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laboratory more effective in producing positive attitudes toward science
and a better understanding of science. Spear reported on the use of the
lecture-laboratory vs. lectureonly in college geology and found the
lecture-laboratory group had 10% higher achievement scores. Lee attempted
to identify the role of laboratory instruction in biology and reported that
five major functions were identified and affirmed.

Gabel et al., concluded that these studies showed that the laboratory
was not particularly effective in increasing students' knowledge of subject
matter but that it did increase attitudes (p. 459).

Butts, in the 1979 review (in press), reported some investigations
focused on the use of hands-on activities vs. textbook instruction in
elementary school science. Story and Brown found a significant change in
student attitude with hands-on instruction, but Cohen reported no
significant differences in a study designed to change cognitive
development. Some research involving the use of the laboratory in secondary
school science was reported, but the majority of the studies involved
college students. Butts concluded that, with college students, expository
and hands-on strategies are both effective.

When science education research published during the last 15 years and
summarized in various reviews is considered, it is evident that Novak's
(1973) characterization of research on the study of instruction as a
"classic" area continues to be true. Although the emphasis may vary from
that of the laboratory vs. some other method to the use of NSF science''
curriculum materials vs. conventional programs and materials, researchers
are still concerned with finding the most effective means of instruction.

Combined with the desire to find the most effective means of
instruction is the long-held belief that the laboratory is an important
means of instruction in science. Further consideration of currrent research
on the role of the laboratory is found in a later section of this paper. It
seems logical next to take a look at opinion statements about the role of
the laboratory in science teaching as these have been made by the science
education community over the years, even when -- or, especially when --,
these opinion statements are not airectly supported by research evidence.
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THE ROLE OF THE LABORATORY IN SCIENCE TEACHING:

OPINION STATEMENTS

It is possible to find in the literature discussions of the science
laboratory that do not have a research base. Frequently these materials
have as their focus a listing of the objectives for science teaching, with
the identification of the role(s) the laboratory can play in their
achievement. Less frequently one may find an article in which the author
considers whether or not the laboratory should be retained. 'Usually such
article ends with the conclusion that the laboratory should be retained
but that its present form needs to be modified in order to make it more
effective or more in keeping with the current trends in science education.
Even less common are articles whose authors suggest that laboratory courses
are a waste of time (Pickering, 1980).

In Favor of the Laboratory

Persons advocating the use of the laboratory as an instructional
method in science frequently support their position, not with research
data, but with the idea that the laboratory will aid in the achievement of
educational goals considered desirable: scientific literacy, knowledge of
the scientific enterprise, and other worthy aims. Sometimes they suggest
that the times "call for" the use of the laboratory (Schwab's milieu
factor).

The authors of the 59th NSSE Yearbook (Henry, 1960) wrote,

Changing conceptions of the values and purposes of science
teaching have tended toward an increasing emphasis upon
laboratory work. The nature of the scientific enterprise
is found in the.methods by which problems are attacked.
Therefore, more attention should be directed to the processes
or methods of seeking answers in the laboratory rather than
putting so much stress on finding exact answers. More time
should be spent by students in developing insights as to how
data may be processed and predictions made from them. (p. 334)

Hurd (1964), writing in Theory Into Action, produced by the National
Science Tsachers Association's Curriculum Committee, said the goal of
science teaching is to develop s entifically literate citizens. According
to Hurd

Laboratory and field work are central to the teaching of science.
Learning from work in the laboratory and field is central to the
teaching of science. It is here that the student relates
concepts, theories, experimen*Q_ and observations as a means of
exploring ideas. While technical skill and precision are
important outcomes of the laboratory, it is the meaning they have
for the interpretation of data that is more important.(pp. 13-14)
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Students need to explore ideas, test theorie,, raise questions. They need
to go beyond collecting data -- they need to formulate statements based on
data and test these statements against theory. ". . . The conclusion of an
experiment is found in the interpretation of data, and it is this
interpretation that generates new questions, stimulates further inquiry,
helps to solve problems, and leads to the refinement of theories." (p. 14)
Apparently, these activities would help students develop into
scientifically literate citizens.

A knowledge of how a scientist goes about his/her work appears to be
an objective closely related to that of scientific literacy. Experiencing
the methods scientists use, via laboratory activities, may lead to a more
scientifically literate citizen. It may also lead to continued interest in
science as a career.

Another reason given for using the laboratory is that it is necessary
if students are to learn scientific content. (Many research studies are
devoted to testing for achievement.) Some remarks of Bentley Glass (1959)
are relevant to this position. These comments are found in the minutes of
the American Institute of Biological Sciences, Biological Sciences
Curriculum Study meeting of the Committee on Innovation in Laboratory
Instruction. Glass suggested that the group needed to examine the true
function of laboratory work for students and to consider why laboratory
work was initiated.

Glass said,

. . .Is laboratory work in honest fact necessary for a student to
obtain a good grasp of biological concepts and principles and the
observations on which they are based? . . . There seem to be two
conceivable functions of laboratory work . . . The first
function of laboratory work was probably the principal one in the
minds of Thomas Henry Huxley and Louis Aggasiz when they
introduced it in biology. . . Their truth was a simple one:
seeing is believiag. . .one looks squarely at the facts, the
infinitely varied phenomena of nature. Thus, the first function
of laboratory work was to present the evidence, to illustrate
from nature the basis of our biological concepts.

The second function of work in the laboratory is to convey
something to the learner of the nature of science, of its method
and the spirit that pervades it. . . . in the scientific labora-
tory the novice learns for himself how to ask questions of nature
and how to obtain unequivocal answers (even though couched in
terms of probabilities rather than certainties).

. . (pp. 3-4)

Glass (1959) goes on to say thPt audiovisual aids, demonstrations, the
open laboratory, and photography may suffice to fulfill the descriptive
function of the laboratory but ". . . For the other function something
entirely different is needed and at the present time we have no certain
knowledge of how long a period of work is needed to achieve this aim. . ."
(p. 4)
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He also suggests that it is not necessary to have laboratories
parallel all lectures and class discussion topics. Glass (1959, pp. 4-5)
makes the point that all scientists do not possess all skills, nor do they
know all techniques or how tc operate all types of scientific instruments.
Thus, the idea of laboratory blocks in biology concentrating on certain
topics was given support. It is interesting to see that the support for
this curriculum innovation was based not on research data but on personal
opinion about what the science laboratory should he, or do.

Baillie, (no date), in a publication written for the Nebraska State
Department of Eiucation, propose, that laboratory work should be. used with
disadvantaged youth in the middle school. His main reason for proposing
laboratory work for this age and type of pupil is that such students can
very easily lose interest in school and school work. Being involved in
laboratory activities should stimulate interest in science and, it is
hoped, interest in completing high school. The use of discovery activities
capitalizes on the middle school child's natural curiosity about the world.
Baillie le te, "The laboratory approach is crucial throughout the school
year, And its general nature should change from illustrative in the early
grades, to investigative in the later grades. . ." (p. 6). The use of
laboratory work makes the pupil active rather than passive in the learning
process.

Individuals involved in the development of the Human Sciences program
also cite the need for student involvement in learning. They stated (1973,
p. 43) that Piaget advocated that children should be able to do their own
experimenting and their own research. The essential element is that, in
order for a child to understand something, he/she must construct it for
himself/herself, he/she must re-invent it. Children need to be allowed to
discover for themselves rather than being taught something.

The Human Sciences writers criticize existing curricula,
saying

. . .Most curricula for sixth, seventh, and eighth grade students
presuppose they are capable of principled logical and moral
thought. We find this presupposition inconsistent with knowledge
of human development, agreeing with Kohlberg that new curricula
must be formulated as tools for developing such thought

. processes. Most science curricula are organized in logical
subject matter topics that reflect a choice of selected elements
of a discipline. Materls are designed to motivate and interest
the student in underst-Ading the subject matter. In a sense, the
student's concerns and development are subsurvient to the subject
matter organization . . . When the materials fail to motivate or
interest the student or when he fails to learn, the
responsiblities for failure are variously assigned to teachers,
to students, and to parents. We suggest that the theoretical base
of traditional education produces failures as a consequence of
its assua,ptions. Fo amount of reform can eliminate student
failure within th4s paradigm. (p. 51)

And they identify the following teaching and learning strategies to use
with middle school children: observing, questioning, describing,
speculating, interpreting, valuing, choosing, verifying, and experimenting.
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Outcomes and Objectives of Laboratory Work

Other authors talk in more specific terms of outcomes of laboratory
work or of specific objectives to be attained through the use of laboratory
er.periences.

Shulman and Tamir (1973, p. 1119), in their chapter in the Second
Handbook of Research On Teaching, grouped objectives sought through the use
of the laboratory into five categories: (1) skills--manipulative, inquiry,
investigative, organizational, communicative; (2) concepts--for example,
hypothesis, theoretical model, taxonomic category; (3) cognitive abilities
- -critical thinUing, problem solving, application, analysis, synthesis,
evaluation, decision making, creativity; (4) understanding the nature of
science--scientific enterprise, scientists and how they work, existence of
multiplicit: of scientific methods, interrelationships betwten science and
technology and among the various disciplines of science; and (5) attitudes
- -for example, curiosity, interest, risk taking, objectivity, precision,
confidence, persever,nce, satisfaction, responsibility, consensus,
collaboration, and liking science.

Pella published an article in The Science Teacher (1961) in which he
reported that he had analyzed high school science textbooks and laboratory
workbooks and had also interviewed 140 teachers to identify the objectives
or functions of laboratory activities. Pella listed eight functions:

1) a means of securing information,

2) a means of determining cause and effect relationships,
3) a means of verifying certain factors of phenomena,
4) a means of applying what is known,
5) a means of developing skill,
6) a means of providing drill,
7) a means of helping pupils learn to use scientific methods of

solving problems, and
8) a means of carrying on individual research.

He also reported that he had reviewed courses of study or curriculum
outlines from 22 states or individual school systems for their objectives
for teaching science and found seven that appeared in these materials.

According to Pella, these commonlyheld objectives were:

1) understanding science course content,
2) learning methods of science,
3) developing scientific attitudes,
4) developing desirable social attitudes,
5) stimulating interest in science,
6) learning how to apply the princip es of science, and
7) developing an appreciation for the growth and development of

scientific knowledge.

Pella concluded that, while these two sets of objectives appeared to be
related, the preqence or absence of the laboratory did not influence the
realization of these goals. The laboratory can be used as a dispenser of
knowledge, serving for drill or verification, or asa place where knowledge
is discovered.
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The teacher determines which function the laboratory fulfills in

instruction. To illustrate this, Pella developed a table in which he

described five different instructional situations (1961, p. 31).

Degrees of Freedom Available to the Teacher Using the Laboratory

Steps in Procedure I II III IV

1. Statement of Problem T T T T P

2. HypothesIs T T T P P

3. Working Plan T T P P P

4. Performance P P P P P

5. Data Gathering P P P P P

6. Conclusion T P P P P

T Teacher P Pupil

If a teacher's primary obAtive for using the laboratory is skill
development, situations I or II would apply; if the methods of science are
to be stressed, then situations IV or V should be used. A teacher
concentrating on promoting individual pupil research would use situation
V.

If the teacher believes that the function of science class is to

transmit the factual heritage of a civilization, then the laboratory's
primary use is a deductive one and laboratory work comes after the teacher
has lectured or the pupils have read the textbook. The laboratory then
serves for verification. If teaching is inductive and pupils are to

discover, laboratory activities come before any teacher lecture or reading
about a science topic or problem (Pella, 1961, 29-31).

An earlier publication about science education (NASSP Bulletin, 1953,
pp. 102-103), written to be read by public school administrators, contained
the following listing of functions that the laboratory can serve -3 well as
or better than any other learning activity:

1) skill development in critical thinking, problem solving;
2) learning to observe rather than to look or see;
3) the development of initiative, resourcefulness, cooperation;
4) insight into the work of a scientist and the tole of the

laboratory in mankind's progress;
5) improved under.tanding of basic concepts, principles, and

facts of science (by providing contact with actual equipment
and processes of science);

6) increased proficiency in generally useful skills: recording,
organizing and analyzing information, making readings on
measuring instruments, handling equipment;

7) development of interest in and curiosity about science
principles and processes -- as an avenue to future science
learning.

The author does admit that these are not automatic or guaranteed outcomes
of laboratory work.
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Another publication from the 1950's was the report of a conference
focused on the theme "Educating a Chemist" (Andrews, 1957). In chapter
three of the conference report, the discussion was about pre-college
science--what should the content be (facts vs. principles?). Conference
participants felt that very little of what was taught in high school was
retained in college. (See a study by Brown in the "more recent research"
section of this paper for another look at this problem.) Therefore,
conference participants reasone1 that if students could acquire the ability
to solve problems in high school, perhaps this abilitly would remain with
them when they enrolled in college. And, if they had to use facts in
solving problems, perhaps the facts would stick longer.

play.

Conference participants considered the role the laboratory should

. . .Our Conference had a strong conviction of the importance of
having laboratory periods in pre-college chemistry and that
lecture demonstrations are no substitutes. Moreover, to make the
laboratory meaningful, it must have sufficient equipment and
facilities for meaningful experiments. A double-period for
laboratory, an hour and a half to two hours instead of chopped up
single periods, can be an essential factor in making the
laboratory meaningful.

What should the objectives of the laboratory be? The problem
is very much like *hat of the objectives of the classsroom. The
acquisition of .cific skills, the learning of specific
processes may not be too permanent; the improvement of general
skills may in the long 1,a1 be more important. In the middle teens
the power of observation of the unfamiliar should be ready to be
developed. Accurate note-taking and accurate computation should
be within the grasp of the student and will be a most valuable
asset for future y'ars. Even the ability to push forward a little
bit into the unknown and to :Ly to make sense of it, should be
ready for development.

If there is to be a real incentive to produce this
investigative ability, the experiment in the laboratory at this
level must be challenging . . . (p. 20)

By the mid-to-late 1960's the science course improvement projects were
in use, even if on a limited basis, and the emphasis on enquiry (nr
inquiry) was appearing in the literature. Some opinion statements reflected
these influences. For example, Sund and Trowbridge produced a science
methods textbook entitled Teaching Science by Inquiry (1967). in it they
wrote about skill development in the laboratory and classified skills as
(a) acquisitive, (b) organizational, (c) creative, (d) manipulative, and
(e) communicative. Each of these categories was further subdivided into
more specific skills.

Acquisitive skills included (1) listening, (2) observing, (3)
searching for sources and acquiring library skills, (4) inquiring, (5)
investigating, (6) gathering data, and (7) research. Organizational s!:ills
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involved (1) recording, (2) comparing, (3) contrasting, (4) classifying,
(5) organizing, (6) outlining, and (7) reviewing. Creative skills were (1)
planning ahead; (2) designing a new problem, approach, device or system;
(3) inventing; and (4) synthesizing. Manipulative skills were (1) using an
instrument, (2) caring for an instrument, (3) demonstration, (4)
experimentatio-, (5) repair, (6) construction, and (7) calibration.
Communicative skills consisted of (1) asking questions, (3) discussion, (3)
explanation, (4) reporting, (5) writing, (6) criticism, (7) graphing, and
(8) teaching to classmates (pp. 93-95).

Sund and Trowbridge advocated that junior high school students be
involved in laboratory activities. They listed 15 knowledges and skills
that laboratory work could help junior high school students develop:

1) understand the purposes of the laboratory in the study of
science,

2) understand and become familiar with the simple tools of the
laboratory,

3) understand and use the metric system in simple measurement
and computation,

4) attain the und.2rstaading necessary for the proper reporting
of observations of an experiment,

5) keep neat and accurate records of laboratory experiments,
6) understand the operation of simple ratios and proportions,
7) understand the construction and reading of simple graphs,
8) understand and use the simpler forms of exponential notation,
9) understand the proper use and operation of the Bunsen burner,

10) use the slide rule for simple operations,
11) understand and demonstrate the use of a trip balance,
12) ability to work with glass tubing in performing laboratory

experiments,
13) keeping glassware and equipment clean,

4
14) putting together simple equipment in performing laboratory

experiments, and

15) measuring accurately in linear, cubic, and weight units.
(pp. 102-103)

Sund and Trowbridge also identified nine "safety skills" that
laboratory work could develop in students:

1) ability to hardle glass tubing,
2) ability to heat test tubes of chemicals,
3) ability to handle acids,
4) ability to test for the presence of noxious gases safely,
5) ability to treat acid spillage or burns from caustic

solutions,

6) ability to operate fire extinguishers,
7) ability to set up gas generators properly,
8) ability to use standard carpenter tools, and
9) ability to use dissecting equipment. (n. 106)

They listed, but did not elaborate on actual methods involved, 20 specific
student laboratory activities that may be evaluated (p. 104); and, they
identified eight goals for laboratory work;
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1) to develop skills in problem solving through the identifi-
cation of problems, collection and interpretation of data,
and drawing conclusions;

2) to develop skills in manipulation of laboratory apparatus;
3) to establish systematic habits of record keeping;
4) to develop scientific attitudes;
5) to learn scientific methods in the solution of problems;
6) to develop self-reliance and dependability;
7) to discover unexplored avenues of interest and investigation;

and

8) to promote enthusiasm for the subject of science. (pp.103-104)

A different set of objectives students could develop through
laboratory work was also published in 1967 by Jeffrey as an article in
Science Education based on his doctoral work. He stated that success in the
laboratory depends on something other than the ability to manipulate
symbols and that measurable outcomes to be achieved as a result of
laboratory experiences should be decided upon before the course begins so
the course syllabus can be organized correctly. Jeffrey proposed six
student performance objectives resulting from individual laboratory work.
These consist of (1) vocabulary competence --the ability to translate
symbols into non-symbols quickly or vice versa (pictures into words or
words into objects); (2) observational competence -- recognition of
laboratory occurrences, distinguish like from unlike; (3) investigative
competence, referring to (a) knowledge of capabilities of laboratory
equipment, (b) ability to design experiments to quantify characteristics,
(c) ability to design experiments to separate substances, (f) ability to
formulate hypotheses, (h) ability to predict effects of actions, (i)
ability to search the literature, and (j) ability to use standard
handbooks; (4) reporting competence --record laboratory investigations and
report the results; (5) manipulative competence -- handle laboratory
equipment and supplies rapidly and sagely; and (6) laboratory discipline --
self discipline, keeping an orderly laboratory, and exactness in reporting.
(p. 187)

Jeffrey provided examples of ways in which these various competences
could be tested but admitted that laboratory discipline was harder to test
for than were the other five.

The student population with whom Jeffrey was ,oncerned were college
students enrolled in chemistry classes. Another author also concerned with
college science wrote about the role of the laboratory in the general
education of non-science majors. Bradley (1968) emphasized the fact that
beginning college science courses play two roles: a first course for majors
and a general education/culture course for non-majors. These roles are not
always compatible, Bradley said, and perhaps two separate courses are
needed. Science courses for non-majors should, or could, have several aims:
information, the development of an interest in science, understanding of
relationships of science to the environment and everyday life,
understanding of the relationships of the sciences, and culture. Bradley
highlighted several functions of laboratory work in general education
science courses: (1) development of manipulative skill, (2) to aid memory,
(3) to give the students the scientific manner of thought and training in
drawing conclusions, (4) to provide opportunities for developing the sense
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of perception and the acquisition of conce?ts, and (5) to develop powers of
observation. (Bradley had culled these functions from a list of 43
functions of the laboratory developed by Archer Hurd in 1929.) He then
asked 47 secondary school science teachers if these functions could be
developed without the laboratory. Thirty-three ._eachers said "No," 12 said
"Maybe," and 2 had no opinion.

Bingman (1969), writing about the Inquiry Role Approach to teaching
high school biology, identified three skills needed for this activity:
(1) asking initial questions, (2) making observations, and (3) organizing
observations. He listed six factors common to all modes of inquiry
(1) formulating a problem, (2) formulating hypotheses, (3) designing a
study, (4) executing a plan of investigation, (5) interpreting the data or
findings, and (6) synthesizing knowledge gained from the investigation.
Bingman also listed 12 affective or atitudinal qualities of inquiry
behaviors: (1) curiosity, (2) openness, (3) reality orientation,
(4) risk-taking, (5) objectivity, (6) precision, (7) confidence, (8) per-
severence, (9) satisfaction, (10) respect for theoretical structures,
(11) responsibility, and (12) consensus and collaboration.

Hincksman published an article (1973) in which he asked several
questions and then stated some conclusions related to the function of the
school laboratory. Hincksman asked: What is effective science learning?
What are the contributions of Piaget, Bruner, and other learning theorists
to evaluating and understanding the function of the school laboratory? What
do present day educators consider to be the role of the school laboratory?
He concluded, without ever explicitly stating the bases for his
conclusions, that (1) the school laboratory is essential for teaching
students at the concrete operations stage; (2) laboratory demonstrations or
experiments are useful when teaching a difficult concept by reducing it
from symbolic to iconic or even the enactive mode; (3) individual
laboratory experiences are necessary if the aim is to acquire skill in
handling scientific apparatus; (4) in the senior years of pre-college
education, when cognitive stages are fully developed, the laboratory may be
largely irrelevant except for the manipulative function; and (5) the school
laboratory may be used in ways incidential to science teaching -- to
promote social adjustment, to illustrate the learning conditions of
scientific work, and for motivation (pp. 85-86).

- Tamir (1976) claimed there are four major rationales for using the
laboratory in science teaching: (1) science involves highly complex and
abstract subject matter which elementary students and some high school
pupils fail to grasp without concrete objects and opportunities for
manipulation, (2) laboratory work gives students an appreciation of the
methods and spirit of science, (3) practical experiences promote the
development of skills with a wide range of generalizable effects, and
(4) students enjoy activities and practical work and consequently become
motivated and interested in science (pp. 8-9).

Tamir classified the objectives of the laboratory into (1) skills,
(2) concepts, (3) cognitive abilities, (4) understanding the nature of
science, and (5) attitudes (pp. 9-10).
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Lancaster, in his presidential address reported in Engineering
Education (1978), stated that laboratories were needed in engineering
education to (1) obtain basic information, (2) provide students practice in
how to get data (choose objectives, devise methods, make measurements,
record data, check results, decide if more data are needed), (3) acquaint
student with the real world, and (4) develop the habit of critical
thinking. Citing Piaget, Lancaster said that knowledge begins with the
assimilation of data from the environment. Understanding of a concept
occurs when an individual thoroughly explores and interacts with the
material and discipline of the concept. The learner needs to probe,
disassemble, construct, and interact with material, to carry out
experiments with freedom of initiative. The student needs to enjoy what he
is doing and to be rewarded for success. Teachers need to be interested in
and enthusiastic about their subject and to also be interested in students.

White (1979), writing about the relevance of practical work to
comprehension of physics, in a British journal, says

. . . Rather there seems to be a settled faith in the value of
practical work, a near religion to which we are preparad to donate
large amounts of time and money . . . . only too often it becomes
a matter of ritual, the purpose of which is lost. Then practical
work is included in courses because it is expected, not for a
particular reason . . . (p. 384)

White is not a critic of practical or laboratory work. In fact he advocates
the addition of three types of experiments to physics laboratory courses:
(1) unusual experiments which engage emotions through being odd, dramatic,
beautiful, or puzzling; (2) experiments intended to establish generalized
episodes involving materials and events of common experience, with the
purposes of linking school subject matter and daily life and of providing
experiences whit', will be called into play in making subsequent information
comprehensible; and (3) true problemsolving exercises which serve to
integrate the knowledge of physics.

Reif and St. John (1979) were also concerned with physics classes.
They described a prototype college introductorylevel physics laboratory
course which was developed because most students could not meaningfully
summarize the important aspects of an experiment they had just completed.
Also, the students questioned whether or not the laboratory was worthwhile
since it was not particularly interesting or enjoyable.

Reif and St. John decided the laboratory should (1) teach some general
intellectual skills likely to be widely useful to students in their future
work, (2) teach skills practicingscientists commonly use but which most
students do not possess, and (3) involve skills which can effectively be
taught end practiced in a laboratory context.

They identified both basic and higherlevel skills. Basic skills
include (1) the ability to use operational definitions to relate symbolic
concepts to observable quantities (subsuming the ability to estimate or
measure important physical quantities at various levels of precision), (2)
the ability to estimate the errors of quantities obtained from measurements
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(involving habitually applying some qualitative or semiquantitativestatistical Gptions), and (3) knowing and applying some generally usefulmeasuring techniques for improving reliability and precision (p. 950).

Higherlevel skills include (1) being able to describe and talk aboutan experiment in a form easily understandable to other people (especially,being able to summarize the most important ideas of the experiment and thento elaborate them to any desirable extent), (2) being able to remember thecentral ideas of an experiment over a significantly
long period of time,and (3) being flexibly able to modify the design or measurement proceduresof an experiment when confronted with slightly different conditions or.experimental goals (pp. 950-951).

In summary. The situation appeArs pretty much as White descritA itthe science education
community does have a "settled faith" in the value oflaboratory work. Economic circumstances, critics, and some educationalresearch data interject an element of doubt.

Criticisms of the Laboratory

Criticisms of the use of the laboratory may be grouped intoadministrative and educational areas. Within the administrative area arethe criticisms and concerns that the use of the laboratory involvesexpenditures of both time and money. Money is needed for both facilitiesand equipment. Time is needed to make proper use of them. The concernsvoiced in the historical perspective portion of this publication continueto be heard into the present day. Providing double periods for scienceclasses so laboratory work can be done involves scheduling problems foradministrators and problems in perception of teacher load if teachers inother disciplines do not fully understand the various aspects of laboratoryteaching in science.

Another concern that is both administrative and educational relates tothe problem that Hurd identified: are we teaching science for the citizenor for the future scientist? Can these two goals be achieved within thesame science class? Some of the individuals wbo have written about generaleducation courses in college science appear to believe they cannot and thattwo types of science courses need to be offered. Secondary schools usuallydo not have the resources to offer science courses for those studentsplanning to major in science in college and another set for those who willnot go to college or who will not major in science if they do go. As aresult, junior high and middle school science courses usually have ascienceforthe citizen emphasis while senior high school science, possiblywith the exception of biology, becomes more tailored for the collegeboundstudent. However, senior high school science teachers are realistic enoughto admit that all of their students are not interested in science careersand that the emphasis in the science class and laboratory becomes that ofthe curriculum materials being used.

Even the advocates of the science laboratory have been critical of theuses to which the science
laboratory has been put. During the NSF sciencecourse improvement activity, and even prior to that time, there were
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science educators who decried the emphasis on verification in the science
laboratory. The science course improvement project materials resulting from
the NSF-funded projects and later materials that have been patterned after
the NSF materials contain laboratory activities that are designed to be
investigative rather than illustrative or verificational in nature.

Is a change in curriculum materials sufficient to bring about a changein instructional practices? Not necessarily. Even the advocates of thelaboratory emphasize that the key to success is an enthusiastic,
well-prepared teacher. Even prior to the development of the NSF materials,
Richardson was quoted by Burnett, in a 1948 issue of the Review ofEducational Research, as writing that teachers had a very limitedconception of the function of the laboratory in the learning situation.

Another critic of the way the science laboratory was being used is
Rasmussen (1970). In an article in Bioscience, Rasmussen criticized both
college science teachers and teacher educators. He claimed that high school
laboratory work is no better than it is because formal science training (at
the college level) is ". . . more often . . . about science rather than in
science. . ." (p. 292), with very limited opportunities to reallyinvestigate ideas. Laboratory activities, according to Rasmussen, arelargely illustrative, non-investigative, and not particularly exciting.
Laboratory achievement is usually evaluated separately from the science
content of the course. "Operationally, he learns that the function of the
laboratory should be certification of statements made by the teacher or bythe textbook. . ." (p. 292). In science methods courses, the student does
not get exposed to ideas about science. Instead, ". . . Most of all he
learns by default, how to be bland and avoid any issues that are concernedwith value systems. . . ." (p. 293). When people become in-service
teachers, they get handed a textbook plus a set of laboratory activitiesand their behavior is determined by the structure of the program they are
supposes to teach.

Rasmussen said that, in good science teaching, "the textbook supports
the laboratory but in most present cases these roles are reversed." He
pointed out that the BSCS materials (lab blocks, patterns and processes,
interactions of experiments and ideas) are not as successful as one mightwish ". . . due in large part to teacher reluctance to change their mode of
operation" (p. 293).

Tamir (1976), in a report on the role of the laboratory in science
teaching, identified 10 "arguments against excessive use of the laboratory"
and cited the sources from which the statements came. Briefly, these 10
criticisms are: (1) laboratory activities have little relevance to daily
life or problems in which students are interested, (2) there is lack of
knowledge about the effective use of laboratories in science teaching, (3)teachers are not competent to teach science and use the laboratory
effectively, (4) overemphasis on laboratory activities may lead to anarrow view of science, (5) much laboratory time is spent on trivial
experiments, (6) the kinds of laboratory expe-iences students have will
not result in a respect for science (7) laboratory work in the public
schools reflects too much of the style of university laboratory courses,
(8) demonstrations are better instructional methods for slow learners,
(9) girls are less interested in conducting laboratory activities than are
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boys, and (10) students can carry out a laboratory activity without
intellectualizing what they are doing (pp. 4-5).

A recent article containing criticisms of the college science
laboratory was published in The Chronicle of Higher Education (1980). Much
of what Pickering said in this article has been said by other individuals
at other times but his is a relatively succinct description of the
situation. Pickering said that laboratories are (1) very expensive, (2)
not popular with students, and (3) timeconsuming for faculty.

Although people appear to agree on the need for laboratories for
training scientists, the majority of students in laboratory courses do not
have this career goal. Administrators think that college faculty are
holding on to an archaic goal: the professional school requirement. Faculty
members do not help their cause because they are not clear on what teaching
laboratories can/ought to do for their students. The laboratory is often
asked to do jobs for which it is unsuited and its real strengths are
ignored.

Pickering (1980) identified two misconceptions about the use of the
laboratory in college science. Misconception one is that laboratories
somehow "illustrate" lecture courses. This function is not possible in a
simple, oneafternoon exercise, Pickering said, because "most scientific
theory is based on a large number of very sophisticated supporting
experiments" (p. 80). When a lecture topic can be illustrated, this
probably can be done with a lecturedemonstration or with audiovisual
aids.

Misconception two is that laboratories exist to teach "finger skills."
Pickering claimed that very few of the techniques students learn in their
college science laboratories will be directly usable in the careers they
plan. The importance of manipulative skills has been oversold, Pickering
argued. Many of the skills students learn in the laboratories are obsolete
in science careers -- few biologists do dissections and few chemists do
titrations. Such skills are worth teaching only as tools to be mastered for
basic scientific inquiry and not. as ends in themselves (p. 80).

Pickering distinguished between lecture and laboratory courses by
contending that a good laboratory course should be an exercise in doing
science while a good lecture course has the objective of learning about
science. He viewed good laboratory teaching as being essentially Socratic,
involving the posing of carefully defined questions to be asked of nature.
The intellectual processes students should use are those of real scientific
research so they come to see how difficult it is to obtain totally
unambiguous data. Such a laboratory course could easily be defended as
fitting into a liberal educaP]ion, according to Pickering. Unfortunately
most laboratory courses do not fit this model.

Pickering stated that laboratory courses do not live up to their
potential for several reasons. It is not easy to teach a laboratory course.
Much attention to detail !-, required and there are problems of organization
and management. In most college science courses, the teaching associates
teach the laboratory sections. Faculty members are not prepared for or
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comfortable with the role of managing teaching associates. As a result,
teaching associates receive few rewards for good performance and are seldom
dismissed for poor performance.

There are other problems. "Too few lab courses offer any sort of
confrontation with the unknown. . . .The element of creative surprise is
almost completely missing. The results of an experiment should be ambiguous
enough so that a student is compelled to think through the bearing of his
results on the possible conclusions" (p. 80). Grading contributes to the
problem because students put their efforts where the rewards are.

As one reads Pickering's article it becomes obvious that he is
arguing not for the abolition of laboratory courses in science but for
their improvement.

The criticisms just described have been focused on laboratory courses
and the ways in which they are taught. Just as teachers and instructional
methods have been criticized, so have the materials involved in science
instruction.

Part of an article on the nature of scientific enquiry, by Marshall
D. Herron (1971), relates to the analysis of some of the science course
improvement project materials to determine if they really involved what
their developers advocated relative to scientific enquiry. Herron examined
CHEM Study, PSSC, and the Blue Version BSCS biology materials. Chemical
Education Materials Study materials emphasize

the importance of accurate 'observation, controlled experi-
mentation, and the development of 'models' which allow the
observed phenomena to be explained and permit related phenomena
to be predicted (p. 196).

The overriding impression one receives from the CHEM Study
materials is that truths or 'facts' about unchanging
properties of nature come to us from the phenomena. . .The
net result is to deemphasize or ignore Schwab's distinction
between fluid and stable enquiry by centering the entire story
around various aspects of the 'stable' variety. (p. 197)

- Herron examined 41 CHEM Study laboratory exercises for their content
and stated purpose. He grouped these 41 exercises into three major
categories: (1) exercises through which the student was expected to
"discover" certain specified principles or regularities in chemical
phenomena; (2) exercises involving inference or problem-solving behavior
and having no predetermined, unique solution; and (3) exercises said to
"illustrate" or to "give the student the chance to observe, together with
exercises intended to give the student practice in developing laboratory
techniques."

According to Herron, 24 of the 41 laboratory exercises (more than 50%)
were of the illustrative demonstrative variety. Six were of the open-ended
problem-solving type, with four of the six occurring very late in the
course. Herron found an identifiable generalization element in only 11 of
the exercises (about 25%). He concluded, "In the light of this 'analysis, it
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would appear that the 'discovery' rubric is misleading as applied to the
laboratory portion of these materials" (p. 198).

Herron characterized the Physical Science Study Committee (PSSC)
materials as relying almost exclusively upon an implicit presentation of
scientific enquiry (p. 198) and picturing ". . . a universe governed
throughout by fixed and unchanging laws which it is the difficult business
of physics to uncover. . ." (p. 199). Laboratory activities are designed to
establish a pattern of movement from familiar to unfamiliar and most are
intended to precede the textbook and class discussion.

Herron developed a device for analyzing laboratory materials based on
the levels of openness and permissiveness in an inquiring laboratory as
spelled out by Schwab in "The Teaching of Science as Enquiry." Herron
added a zero level. Herron's model is similar to that of Pella (1961),
illustrated earlier in this paper, and appears as follows:

Level Problem Methods Answers

0

1

2

3

Manual

Manual

Manual

Student

Manual

Manual

Student

Studelit

Manual

Student

Student

Student

Using this model, Herron analyzed 52 PSSC laboratory activities. He
judged 38 (nearly 80%) to be at the 0 level, 11 at level 1, 2 at level 2,

and none at level 3. From these data, Herron concluded ". . . that students
in PSSC physics courses are prc5ably never asked to attempt to formulate a
problem or hypothesis and rarely, if ever, asked to devise their own
procedures for collecting relevant data (p. 201).

Herron, quoting from BSCS materials, identifies the goal of the Blue
Version of the course as that of helping the student "obtain some
understanding of the nature of science as a vigorous interaction of facts
and ideas" (p. 201). However, Herron says, these ideas are not the
prevailing structures Schwab has in mind but refer to tentative solutions
or 'hypotheses which became theories if they stand up under repeated
testing. Although laboratory work is a major part of the BSCS course, there
is a lack of emphasis on an ideational factor and, thus, the origin of
scientific problems is "shrouded in mystery" with ". . . no light shed on
the process through which problems are formulated . . " (p. 202)

The laboratory guide for the Blue Version of BSCS, contains 62 separate
exercises, according to Herron. Many of these exercises have several
subparts. In a school with only single periods for biology, about one-third
of the school year would be spent in the laboratory, according to Herron's
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calculations. Allowing for time taken from class for ocher school
activities (assemblies, etc.), the percentage of time for the laboratory
portion of the course is increased. Teachers are frequently motivated by
the belief they must cover the book and so Herron considers that such
coverage and emphasis on enquiring activities are mutually exclusive
possibilities (p. 203).

Using his fourpoint scale model to analyze the BSCS laboratory
activities in the Blue Version, Herron found 45 of the 62 activities to be
at the 0 level (no openness), 13 at level 1, four at level 2, and none at
level 3 (p. 203). He also reminded the reader that whether students ever
get to the level 1 or level 2 activities is dependent on the teacher.

Because the teacher, with his/her philosophy for teaching science, is
the deciding factor, Herron was interested in teachers' views of scientific
enquiry and their perceptions of the courses they taught. ". . . By the
intellectual milieu he fosters, by the conceptual contexts he engenders in
the minds of his students, indeed, by virtue of the topics he emphasizes
(and tests for) and those he does not, he is in a position to either
amplify or shortcircuit the purposes of those who developed the course
materials" (p. 204).

Herron interviewed 49 teachers from 20 different states and one
teacher from Canada. Twentytwo had attended an institute designed to
acquaint them with the "new" courses they were teaching; twentyeight had
not. The sample included 17 physics teachers, 16 biology teachers, and 17
chemistry teachers. Based on their responses, teachers were placed in one
of five categories: (1) exhibiting an almost total orientation toward the
content of the textbook and showing a lack of concern for any other
dimension in the materials; (2) using terms such as "enquiry," "models," or
the "scientific method" but perceiving these terms as related mostly to the
knowledge dimension of enquiry; (3) making fairly coherent but very general
references to scientific enquiry with total lack of reference to any
ideational factorand the apparent absence of any systematic relationships
between the variables they injected into the conversation; (4) verbalizing
concerning scientific enquiry comparable to the level of the materials they
were teaching; and (5) exhibiting the ability to view the science materials
in a larger context, to go significantly beyond the level of discussion of
the course materials themselves. Only two teachers were placed in this
fifth category (pp. 206-208,.

Herron contended that his data ". . . raise serious questions
concerning the effectiveness of reorientation programs for teachers in
awakening potential users of curricular material to the importance and
relevance of a frequently stated curricular objective . that of bringing
students to some level of competence in understanding the nature of

(p. 209).scientific enquiry . . . "

Herron described the 50 teachers in his sample as being impressed by
the fact that the impetus for the new science materials originated with
eminent scientists. If such persons wen.: involved, why should the validity
of the materials be doubted? Herron spoke of the "missionary zeal" toward
the materials. He also identified another factor that complicates the
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picture. The new materials advocate investigation and enquiry in the
laboratory. Teachers attending institutes designed to prepare them to teach
these new materials are "lectured to" which renews their exposure to
college (scieuc.e) teaching as "telling." Setting up a model in which
science at the college level is taught by lectures and t' -,n expecting, the
teachers to return to their classrooms and promote investigation by
students appears highly questionable (p. 211).

In summary. It would seen that we face a large number of problems, or
oae large problem with many aspects, relative to the role of the laboratory
in science. We must overcome, or work within, financial and time
constraints; we must improve the preparation of science .teachers so they
are competent to use the laboratory effectively; we must be more critical
of the materials we use in teaching science; and we must adopt a teaching
model other than the one by which we were taught science as college
students. What support, if any, does science education research completed
in the last two decades provide?
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THE USE OF THE LABORATORY IN SCIENCE TEACHING:

SOME CURRENT RESEARCH

Journal articles, research reports, papers presented at professional
association meetings, and abstracts from Dissertation Abstracts
International were the sources of information used for this portion of the
review. As other reviewers have found, the majority of the research was of
the doctoral dissertation variety. Several of the journal articles were
also based on dissertation research, resulting in duplication in the
reporting. The educational levels involved were primarily secondary school
and college, with only a few of the studies reporting the involvement of
elementary school pupils.

Rather than arbitrarily taking the five categories of objectives for
laboratory teaching listed by Shulman and Tamir (1973) (i.e, skills,
concepts, cognitive abilities, understanding the nature of science, and
attitudes), the reviewer decided to look at the dependent variables
identified in the studies to see if these might form natural clusters. Not
surprisingly, since some of the same studies were reviewed by Shulman and
Tamir for the "Second Handbook of Research on Teaching" (1973) as were
analyzed for this publication, the clusters identified resemble the five
categories listed earlier in this paragraph.

Investigators appeared to look at the influence of the laboratory on
(1) achievement; (2) attitudes; (3) reasoning, critical thinking,
scientific thinking, cognitive style--which could be termed "cognitive
abilities"; (4) understanding science; (5) science processes; (6)
laboratory skills or manipulative skills; (7) interests; (8) dogmatism; (9)
retention in a scieace course;,and (10) the ability to do independent work.

Several investigators looked at more than one dependent variable. The
idea seemed to be that if a population were available to be sampled and
"treated" in some manner, it was wise to study as many variables as
possible. This is in contradiction to some of the earlier research on the
laboratory in which the reviewers expressed disappointment that only one
or two factors were studied per investigation. One of the objectives of
doing this review, whether explicitly stated in the introductory section or
nor, wks to identify those studies in which positive results were found.
"Positive" may be interpreted to mean in support of the use of the
laboratory and at a level of statistical significance. In order to maintain
some degree of objectivity, *hose investigations in which the results
favored some condition other than the use of the laboratory will also be
reported. There seems to be little to gain in scrutinizing and describing,
in this review, those studies in which no Agnificant differences were
re carted. Results will be discussed as they relate to the dependent
variable being considered so the reader will find the same author being
cited in more than one portion of this section of the review if he/she
examined more than one dependent variable.
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TABLE I

VARIABLES INVESTIGATED RELATIVE TO THE USE OF THE LABORATORY IN SCIENCE TEACHING

Dependent Variable

Achievement

Attitude

Cognitive Abilities

Skills: laboratory
manipulative

Understanding Science

Science Processes

Interests

Independent Work

Retention in Course

Total Studies Favored Lab Favored Other NSD Mixed

87 8 4 72 3

32 5 1 21 5

25 7 2 14 2

19 6 0 11 2

11 2 0 7 2

8 1 -0 5 2

6 0 0 6 0

2 0 0 2 0

1 0 0 1 0

Results
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Achievement

Even the eight investigations identified, in which results favoring
the laboratory were found, do not constitute overwhelming evidence in its
favor when achievement is considered. Dickinson (1976) worked with
community college students enrolled in general education biolJgy in three
situations: lecture-laboratory, lecture-recitation, and lecture-only. It is
assumed that only the group termed "lecture-laboratory" was involved in the
laboratory, as described within the confines of the abstract. When results
were compared on the Nelson Biology Test and an investigator-designed test,
the lecture-laboratory group scored higher on both tests than did the
lecture-only group. The lecture-laboratory group did not significantly
differ from the lecture-recitation group on the Nelson Biology Test and had
significantly different scores on the investigator-made test when SCAT
scores were used as the covariate.

Crozier (1969) worked with college general education science classes,
using the laboratory vs. no laboratory. He found no significant ,differences
in achievement -- except for students who pretested below the median. These
students acquired significantly more material with the laboratory. The use
of the laboratory also helped male students develop the ability to
interpret data.

Gunsch (1972) used the curriculum Physical Science for Nonscient4sts
(PSNS) with some freshmen enrolled in a physical science course and
compared their progress with that of other freshmen enrolled in the
conventional lecture-demonstration physical science course. He reported
that the PSNS students did better on the two investigator-designed
achievement tests used in his study.

Toohey (1964) looked at the effects of a laborato v course in science
as compared with a lecture course for ninth grade students enrolled in
general science or earth science. (The control group had no science.)
Toohey reported definite advantages in learning and retention when earth
science was taught by the laboratory method. He advocated that, if general
science were to be retained in the junior high school, it, too, should be
taught by the laboratory method.

Napier (1969) and Lucow (in the 1953 USOE publication) both
i;vestigated the effects of the science laboratory as compared with the use
of the textbook. Napier, working with high school biology classes, found no
significant differences on factual knowledge between groups although there
were higher individual scores on measuring understanding of biological
concepts and the interpretation of biological data for the group using the
laboratory. Lucow worked with high school chemistry students, categorizing
them as college preparatory or general education. He reported that, for the
college preparatory group, both methods produced statistically significant
increases in variation but the use of the laboratory produced greater
increases.

Disinger (1971), in a study of the development of junior high school
science students in specified cognitive and affective areas, reported that
students appeared to learn more with laboratory activities than without
them. Anderson (1949), in a survey of a random sample of 56 high schools in
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Minnesota, reported that students in biology and chemistry did signifi-
cantly better on the final examination in each subject if they were
enrolled in those schools classified in the upper one-fourth of the state
distribution of number of laboratory hours per student per year rather than
in the lower one-fourth.

Boghai (1'479) studied college chemistry classes in which the
laboratory preceded discussion vs. those in which the laboratory followed
the discussion. He found that having the laboratory first resulted in
superior achievement and that low aptitude students made significantly
better academic progress under this method.

Steele (1975) looked at the effects of self-pacing in physics courses
for non-science majors and reported that the scores of the students in the
self-paced laboratory activities group were significantly different, at the
.05 level, from those in the conventional approach to the laboratory.

Namek (1968) compared high school chemistry students enrolled in what
he termed an integrated approach to the laboratory vs. those in the
conventional laboratory method and reported mean achievement scores
significantly different in favor of the experimental group. Boeck conducted
a study, reported in the fifth volume of the "Curtis Digests" (1971c), in
which he compared the achievement of high school chemistry students using
the inductive-deductive approach as compared with the deductive-descriptive
approacn. He reported that the inductive-deductive method was superior in
promoting the knowledge of and ability to use the scientific method.

Four investigators studying at achievement found results which favored
some method of instruction other than the laboratory. Townes (1976) looked
at college physical science classes in which data were collected by a
vicarious method in which the students saw 2x2 colored slides and listened
to cassette tapes as compared with other groups using the conventional
laboratory. The performance of the vicarious group exceeded that of the
conventional group on all three criterion instruments used in the study.

M. 0. Smith (1972) also used a vicarious method of instruction in his
research with college physical science students. The vicarious method is
not described in the abstract of his research. Smith reported that the
vicarious method of instruction was significantly more effective in
promoting achievement than was the conventional one.

A third investigator also used a method which might be termed
vicarious although he did not call it that. Brosius (1965) worked with high
school biology students. One group viewed color sound films and the other
group performed dissections on earthworms, crayfish, perch, and frogs. The
films were judged to be superior to the actual dissection activities in
teaching factual knowledge.

Andriette (1970) looked at the effects of teacher-demonstration vs.
small group laboratory methods on cognitive learning of above average
seventh grade students. He found no significant differences at the
knowledge level cut the achievement at the comprehension level was
significantly greater for the students in the teacher-demonstration group.
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Another study In the achievement area deserves mention, not so much
for the data reported from the experimental treatment as for the
side-effects.

Baxter (1969) worked with general education physical science classes.
Some received what he termed a subject-centered treatment; sons, a
historical treatment; and some, the historical treatment plus the
laboratory. There were no significant differences in achievement. However,
the students in the laboratory group thought the laboratory experiences had
helped them to better understand the concepts and principles involved. And,
the students who had not participated in the laboratory were of the opinion
that if they had had laboratory activities, they, too, would have been
better able to understand the concepts and principles. (Another example of
the laboratory "mystique"?)

Although the various researchers purported to study the effects of one
treatment or another on achievement, there are so many differences among
studies or the way in which they are reported, that generalizations are not
easy to come by. The most obvious one appears to come from the "negative"
findings--vicarious experiences can promote some types of achievement as
effectively as laboratory activities can. Laboratory activities appear to
be helpful to those students who are rated as medium or low in achievement
on pretest measures, at least in two studies [Boghai (1979), and Grozier
(1969)]. _,'---

------

Attitudes

Ramsey and Howe (1969a,b,c) in a review of research on instructional
procedures said that, when considering attitudes, we should be careful to
distinguish between scientific attitudes and positiNe attitudes. Scientific
attitudes are characterized by accuracy, intellectual honesty,
open-mindedness, seeking cause and effect relationships, and the ability to
suspend judgment. Positive attitudes are feelings, opinions, emotions, and
appreciations (p. 66). It was not always possible to determine which kind
of attitudes investigators were studying in the research reviewed.

The feelings/emotions/opinions type of attitudes were probably those
measured by King (1975), who reported students had more favorable attitudes
toward the audio-tutorial approach to college biology than those non-majors
in the traditional classes. Dickinson (1976) also looked for attitude
changes and found more favorable ones in students in lecture-laboratory and
lecture-recitation classes than among students in the lecture-only classes
in general education biology. Steele (1975) looked at attitudes toward
science instruction and found these to be significantly different for the
students in the self-paced laboratory group in his study. Gunsch (1972)
looked at attitude changes toward science and found more favorable changes
among PSNS students than among those students enrolled in the traditional
physical science courses. Campbell (1978) found students in a personalized
system of instruction approach to beginning college physics had attitudes
that differed significantly from the control group in three of four areas
and were not as likely to withdraw from the course as were the control
group students.
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Johnson et al. (1974) looked at the effects of different teaching
situations on the attitudes of sixth grade students toward science. They
found that those students who used materials to answer questions developed
more positive attitudes about science than those who did not. No
significant loss of positive attitudes was found when the textbook was
mixed with materialsoriented laboratory activities, causing the authors to
question whether the instructional pendulum has swung too far in terms of
all activities and the effect of activities on attitudes (p. 55).

Balcziak's study, reported by Brown and Blackwood (1955), contained
the statement that students made significant gains in "science attitude"
only under the individual laboratory method, as compared with the
demonstration or demonstrationindividual laboratory work methods (pp.
143-144). "Science attitude" is hard to classify using Ramsey and Howe's
categories.

Coulter (1966) talked about "scientific attitudes," which apparently
belong in the first of Ramsey and Howe's two categories. He used three
instructional methods: inductive laboratory experiments, deductive
laboratory exercises, and the demonstration of inductive experiments.
Coulter found the inductive methods produced significantly greater
attainment of the attitudes of science. Allison (1973) looked at attitudes
toward science, breaking these into intellectual and e,.,y>tional components
and a total score. He found that students using inquiry laboratory
activities in an introductory college chemistry course showed significant
improvement in their intellectual attitudes, although there were no
significant differences in the total score or in the emotional component of
the attitudes. Boeck, in the study previously mentioned in the Achievement
section, reported that the inductive deductive approach was superior for
the development of scientific attitudes.

Cravats (1969) investigated the use of laboratory exercises with low
IQ ninth grade students. Although he concluded that the teachers were the
most significant factor in his study, Cravats also reported that those
students who had completed the laboratory activities developed better
attitudes toward school.

The disappointing study in this group is the one by Crozier (1969) who
worked with general education science for nonmajors. He reported that the
students who did not have laboratory experiences improved in their
attitudes toward science while those enrolled in the laboratory sections
decreased in positive attitudes.

Considering the attitude studies with positive findings and those with
mixed results again produces a lack of generalizations. More investigators
looked at the feelingkind of attitudes than at scientific attitudes. Is
this a reflection of Hurd's verbalized dilemma about teaching science for
the citizen or for the scientist? Are these two aims really that
incompatible for the same class?
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Cognitive Abilities

The cognitive abilities mentioned in the various research studies were
reasoning, critical thinking, scientific thinking, and cognitive style. A
few researchers looked at cognitive development, according to Piaget,
either to study the effect of laboratory activities on this development or
to differentiate between formal operators and concrete operators in the
science laboratory.

Dorrance (1976) studied community college students enrolled in an
introductory biology laboratory course. Students received either a lecture
and structured laboratory or lecture with structured demonstration, with a
lecture-only group serving as the control. The laboratory method of
instruction proved superior to the demonstration method on a 40-item test
on cognitive skills based on Bingman's (1969) (BSCS MOREL) analysis of the
processes of science.

Holloway (1976), in a study of the effects of open-ended laboratories
on critical thinking abilities and attitudes toward science, reported that
he found significant differences in both variables. Unfortunately the
abstract of his dissertation does not identify in whose favor the
differences were.

Mandell (1967), Rogers (1972), Allison (1973), and Sorensen (1966),
also investigated critical thinking. Mandell studied the use of college
biology laboratories to uevelop or increase critical thinking. Students
were either in a control group or in a critical thinking laboratory. Both
groups increased in critical thinking, with the increase being significant
for the experimental group at the .10 level. The experimental sub-group,
with IQ's below the mean, had significant gains in critical thinking,
although a similar sub-group of control group students did not. Mandell
suggested that caution should be used in interpreting the results of his
study because of the low number of cases involved (17 in the control group,
23 in the experimental). Rogers worked with 103 freshmen in a college
general studies science course. The treatment Rogers used was not described
in the abstract of his study but it must have involved the use of the
laboratory as opposed to discussion, based on his problem statement as well
as on his conclusions. He concluded that if critical thinking were to be
promoted, laboratory investigations were significantly superior to the
discussion - centered instruction. Sorensen, working with 20 randomly
selected high school biology classes (with 10 of these randomly selected to
be the experimental group), found that the lab block classes constituting
the experimental group exhibited significant growth in critical thinking
ability at all IQ levels.

Allison compared the inquiry laboratory approach with a "structured"
approach in an introductory college chemistry course. He found no signi-
ixant differences between the experimental and control groups in critical
thinking skills. However, the students in the inquiry approach did exhibit
significant improvement in critical thinking skills.

Palmer (1967) looked at the role of the laboratory in conceptuali-
zation, using 36 students randomly selected from three classes studying the
Green Version of BSCS biology. These students were involved in a series of
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structured interviews. Palmer reported that the laboratory did not directly
contribute to the acquisition of factual knowledge related to conceptuali-
zation but that it did contribute significantly to those mental abilities
and processes requisite to conceptualization. The laboratory appeared to
play an important role in developing mental abilities such as critical
thinking and reasoning.

Godomsky (1971) designed a study with three problems: to determine
the effectiveness of (1) experiments without explicit directions, (2)
programming of prerequisite capabilities for each of four basic
experiments, and (3) using performance problems programmed for computer
evaluation. One treatment group and three control groups were involved.
Godomsky concluded, after studying student data from performance tests,
that the designed laboratory instruction did increase students'
problem-solving ability in physical chemistry and that the laboratory can
be a valuable instructional technique in chemistry if the experiments are
genuine problems without explicit directions.

Tamir and Glassman (1971) compared BSCS and non-BSCS students'
performance on an inquiry-oriented performance laboratory test. They found
that the BSCS students did significantly better, due mainly to superiority
in reasoning and self-reliance. The researchers concluded that BSCS
students have a distinct advantage in solving open-ended problems using
experimental procedures in the laboratory.

Campbell (1978) evaluated a Piagetian-based model for developing
materials and instructing the laboratory portion of a beginning college
physics course. Students (N=55) in two different states were involved.
Although there were no significant differences in learning physics content,
there was significant improvement in the use of more formalistic reasoning
abilities for the students. Campbell's "learning cycle" model involved
three separate but interrelated activities: exploration, concept
invention, and concept application with 10 "laboratory intervention
periods."

Ward (1979) investigated the interaction among level of intellectual
development, design of laboratory exercises, and comprehension of ideas
requiring either concrete or formal operations logic. Students in
introductory college chemistry for non-majors were randomly assigned to
treatment or control groups, with the treatment group using instruction
materials based on the learning cycle (not further described in the
abstract). Formal students outperformed concrete students on both types of
test items: those requiring concrete thought and those requiring formal
thought. The limited exposure to the learning cycle did not appear to

improve either student group on test items requiring formal thought. Ward
expressed the concern that intellectual development was an important factor
in the design of general chemistry instruction. However, methods for
altering in:truction to make it amenable to concrete students and still
include all the concepts necessary in a first college course in science are
yet to be developed.

Two investigators found results that did not support the laboratory in
the development of critical thinking ability. M. O. Smith (1972) found that
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students who gathered data in college-level general physical science by
vicarious experimentation were better in the development of critical
thinking ability than were those who performed conventional experimen-
tation. Edgar (1969) worked with 6 teachers and 148 tenth grade college
preparatory biology students in his analysis of the effects of labora-
tory-centered instruction on the improvement of student critical thinking
skills and the development of positive student attitudes toward biology.
(He found no significant differences related to attitude change.) Both the
BSCS biology students and those in "conventional" biology showed
significant improvement in critical thinking but the non-laboratory group
exhibited more improvement than did the laboratory group.

The same situation prevails in this cluster as in the two previous
ones: the majority of the studies reported no significant differences.
However, combining those studies in which the researchers report
significAnt differences with those of mixed results does provide some
support for the idea that laboratory activities can be used to help
students learn to think critically. Does this relate back to the faculty
psychology idea or is it a part of being scientifically literate?

Laboratory Manipulative Skills

Two studies (Knox, Horton) that do not qualify as "recent" research
contained reports on investigations of the variable of manipulative skills.
These are reported in the second volume of the Curtis "Digests," first
published in 1931 and reprinted in 1971.

Within the last two decades several more researchers have looked at
manipulative skill development. Dorrance (1976) found the laboratory meth
to be superior to other methods in the acquisition of manipulative skills
by community college students enrolled in biology. Allison (1973) also
worked with college students enrolled in an introductory chemistry course,
and reported that the inquiry laboratory experiences were significantly
more effective than the structured approach in increasing laboratory
performance skills.

Other investigators worked with secondary school students. Sherman
(1969) investigated the relative effectiveness of two methods using
laboratory -type activities in teaching Introductory Physical Science (IPS):
a direct manipulative approach and an indirect non-manipulative approach.
Eighth grade students of average and high ability were involved in the
study. The experimental group saw a series of 2x2 colored slides of a
sequence of laboratory activities which the control group performed in
their classes. Sherman looked for changes in critical thinking abilities,
understanding of science, academic achievement of knowledge and skills in
IPS, and the development and expression of inLerest in science. The only
significant difference he found was that the control group, using the
direct manipulative approach, was significantly superior in selected
laboratory skills demonstrated by their performance on a laboratory skills
test Sherman constructed. [Information on this well-designed study is
available as a dissertation abstract, as a report from the Wisconsin
Research and Development Center (1968), and as an article in School Science
and Mathematics (Pella and Sherman, 19o9)).
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Yagar, Engen and Snider (1969) conducted the study which Welch
(1971c), in a NARSTERIC review, 'hoped was the last of its type (it was
not). They worked with 60 students in grade 8 in the University of Iowa
laboratory school. These students were studying the Blue Version of BSCS.
The students were divided into three groups: one group did 50 of the 57
experiments in the BSCS materials, one group used demonstrations (performed
by the teacher or the students), and one group used discussion only. All
studied the same content and took the same tests. Teachers changed groups
every four weeks to counter any possible teacher effect. The investigators
looked f-)r differences in critical thinking, understanding the nature of
science, knowledge of general science and biology, and the ability to use
biology tools. The only variable on which ther' was significant difference
was that of mastery of laboratory skills. The laboratory group had
increased their skill in laboratory manipulations as demonstrated by
performance in focusing a microscope under high and low power, the time
involved in constructing a manometer, and the ability to make coacervates.

Grosmark (1973) looked at the effects of increased laboratory time in
high school chemistry. Students enrolled in regents chemistry in suburban
New York City high schools were randomly assigned to one of two treatments.
The experimental group performed an additional chemistry experiment each
week, completed in each student's free time under a modular scheduling
plan. Grosmark reported that performing an additional experiment each week
resulted in a significant difference in laboratory skills as shown by
scores on a laboratory performance test.

Beasley (1979b) took an interesting approach to methods of increasing
psychomotor performance. He looked at the effects of physical practice and
those of mental practice, working with students enrolled in introductory
college chemistry. Although Beasley failed to find significant differences
among his various treatment groups, he found that when each treatment group
was compared to the control group, the treatment group was significantly
better. He concluded that some form of planned practice of psychomotor
skills -- physical, mental, or physical and mental -- is likely to be
associated with superior laboratory performance.

Coulter (1966) compared the effects of inductive laboratory
experiments, deductive laboratory exercises, and demonstrations on a number
of variables, one of which was laboratory techniques. Coulter found that
the laboratory treatment groups were significantly different from the
demonstration group on a test of laboratory techniques. Most researchers
would have stopped there, but Coulter did not. He provided the
demonstration group with a fiveperiod laboratory technique instruction
course and found the demonstration group to be as adept in laboratory
techniques as were the laboratory groups.

Apparently the opportunity to learn by doing does produce significant
results when manipulatil,e skills are investigated, as indicated by the
studies reviewed. However, Coulter's study provides some new questions for
investigation: How much handson experience with laboratory materials and
equipment is needed in order to equate groups? To produce a significant
difference?
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Understanding the Nature of Science

It science educators are concerned with producing scientifically
literate citizens, it would seem that more researchers should be
investigating methods for increasing students' understanding of the nature
of science and of the scientific enterprise. Although 11 studies were
located in which this variable was studied, this is a small number when
compared to the 85 studies on achievement.

Stekel (1971) compared the effectiveness of two different laboratory
programs in college physical science: a traditional program with a
laboratoty manual and a more flexible, open-ended program. In the
open-ended approach students selected their own problems related to a
general topic, designed their own procedures, and completed an experiment.
Stekel found a significant difference (p < .01), favoring the open-ended
group, on the understanding of acticns or operations of scientists.

Whitten (1971) looked at the effects of changes in a general education
laboratory physical science course. He found the experimental group made
significant gains on the Test of Understanding of Science Processes (TOUS),
parts I, III, and total, as well as on the Wisconsin Inventory of Science
Processes (WISP). When differences in ability, school achievement,
background knowledge, or skill were covaried out, the experimental group
still scored significantly higher on TOUS I, III, and total. Whitten
concluded that laboratory activities had made an important contribution to
the TOUS scores.

Sorensen (1966) reported that high school students who had performed
two BSCS lab blocks (Plant Growth and Development, Animal Growth and
Development) exhibited significant growth in their understanding of science
at all IQ levels.

Crawford and Backhus (1970), studying different approaches to
laboratory work in a survey science course for no

t

-majors, set 'ip three
treatments: scheduled laboratory, free laboratory ( tudents came when they
wished within the times the laboratory was open), ad take-home laboratory
kits. In the second experimental period of their s dy, the researchers
found that the free laboratory ana take-home labor ory groups scored
significantly higher than the scheduled laboratory stu ents on the TOUS.
Crawford and Backhus speculated that the first two situations may have
emancipated the students to such an extent that they investigated further
than the researchers expected.

Other Variables Investigated

Science processes. Many investigations which include this variable
show the effect of the NSF science course improvement projects. Serlin
(1977) talked about a discovery laboratory in college physics. In his
terms, such a laboratory would emphasize hypothesizing, experimenting, and
inferring rather than fact-gathering and principle verification. Serlin
established three criteria for the discovery laboratory: (a) activities be
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matched to the developmental stage of the learner, (b) guidance be provided
by the use_of advance organizers, and (c) further guidance be provided by
describing the nature of science as a discovery activity for the students.
Although Serltn's concern was for the improvement of physics laboratories
for undergraduates, he and a colleague worked with students in a calculus
course which was a prerequisite for the undergraduate physics course.

Two experimental groups and one -ontrol group were involved. Students
were provided practice in the procc=tses of science, problem-soling, and
setting up and applying standards of evaluation. With verbal SAT scores
used as a covariate, Serlin found that the discovery 1-Yoratory was
effective in 'ncreasicg students' science process skills (p=0,05).

Robertson (1972) attempted to identify differences between students
taking Introductory F ,sical Science (IPS) and those in general science in
the manipulation of basic laboratory equipment, graphing data, and the
interrretation of data. He found no significant differences in the
manipulative area. However, the IPS group was significantly better than
the general science group three of the six times a table of data was
constructed and graphed and significantly better all seven times data were
interpreted in an experiment.

Hughes (1974) investigated the effect of computer-simulated
experiments on attainment of science process skills by high school physics
students. Hughes used three groups: the laboratory group which did the
experiments in the traditional manner, the laboratory-computer group which
did one trial experiment and then used computer simulations to get data for
analysis, and the computer group which got instruction sheets describing
the experiments but used simulations for their data. The laboratory group
and the laboratory-computer groups had higher mean process test scores than
did the computer group but these differences were not significant. Hughes
concluded that maximum benefits were realized from computer simulated
experiments only after a first-hand laboratory experlience.

The study done by Hughes, combined with the study by Coulter (1966),
again raises', le question of how much laboratory experience is necessary to
produce a desired change it psychomotor skills or in use of the processes
of science.

. interests. Although this is another assumption science educators
cherish (participation _a laboratory activities develops interest in
science or increases those interests already present), the six studies
related to this variable all produced no significant differences.

3

Abilit, to work independently. This area also failed to produce
results of significant differences, atthough Tamir and Glassman (1971)
characterized BSCS students as being more self-reliant than were non-BSCS
pupils. ,

Dogmatism. This variable might have been forced into the cognitive
cluster or considered as an attitude, but it appears to differ from those
factors and was treated separately. Sorensen (1966) found that the high
school biology students who had participated in the two BSCS laboratory
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blocks became significantly less dogmatic, with the higher IQ students less
dogmatic than those of lower IQ. There was no significant change for the
lecturedemonstration group in his study.

Retention in course. This, again, may be a function of attitudes.
Campbell (1978) found that students in a beginning college physics course
based on a Piagetian mcdel were less likely to withdraw before the end of
the semester, but he did not indicate this finding was at a level of
significance.

In summary. If what we investigate is what we value, it would appear
that increasing achievement is of most worth. If that is true, it is
unfortunate that few of the studies in which achievement was a dependent
variable contained results of significance in favor of the use of the
science laboratory. The next highest value appears to be placed on
developing attitudes -- in large part attitudes favorable to science rather
than scientific attitudes. Third place appears to go to variables of the
cognitive variety that differ from achievement -- ability to reason and, to
think critically as two examples of this area. Next we strive for the
development of manipulative skills related to the laboratory, the area in
which we appear to have the most likelihood of success. Eventually we worry
about whether the laboratory helps our students to understand the
scientific enterprise -- an objective that might be assumed to rank higher,
based on the concern for scientifically literate citizens and for pupils
who are expected to experience science as a pratticing scientist does
through involvement in enquiry. In all of these first five areas, "no
significantdifference" studies predominate.

Another Look at the Research

Because the research does not provide overwhelri:ng support for
teachers of various age groups who are faced with pressures to decrease, or
eliminate, laboratory work and who wish to retain the laboratory- the
decision was made to look at the competition the laboratory faced in
various studies, as well as which instructional method "won." The
comparative studies were divided into those in which the use of the
laboratory was compared with some other instructional method or methods,
and those in which the "traditional" laboratory was compared with some
modification or version designed to improve instruction.

Laboratory vs. other methcd(s). Studies within this category have been
further classified, as follows:

a) Laboratory vs. no laboratory

Investigator Used Result

Holloway (1976) openended laboratory vs. NSD on attitudes,
no laboratory thinking

Whitney (1965) no laboratory for one NSD on any of 11
semester
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Investigator Used

Andriette (1970) small group laboratory

teacher-demonstration

King, C. R. (1969) laboratory vs. demonstra-
tion

Crozier (1969)

Bailey (1965)

Rogers (1972)

Bradley (1963)

Strehle (1964)

'Ioohey (1964)

Cravats (1969)

Napier (1969)

Saunders &

Dickinson (1979)

Bybee (1970)

lecture-laboratory vs.
lecture-only

laboratory vs. enriched

lecture-demonstration

laboratory vs. discussion

laboratory vs. lecture-
demonstration

laboratory vs. lecture-
discussion

laboratory vs. lecture

laboratory vs. lecture

laboratory vs. textbook

lecture-laboratory vs.
lecture-only

laboratory vs. no
laboratory
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Result

teacher-demonstration
better at comprehen-
sion

lab students "do
better" on applica-
tion of laboratory
experiences

students without lab
improved their atti-
tude toward science;
students pretesting
below median acquired
significantly more
material with lab

NSD on chemistry
achievement

lab group significantly
superior on critical
thinking

NSD on achieving the
objectives of general
education

NSD on achievement

lab group had definite
advantage on learning
and retention

students having lab work
had better attitudes
toward school

neither method increased
factual knowledge; lab
method "seemed" to
generate more student
interest, enthusiasm

lecture-only least effec-
tive method

NSD on achievement



Godomsky (1971) laboratory vs. no problem-solving ability
laboratory was greater for

laboratory group

In this cluster, the use of the laboratory a,r'peared to help in the
development of critical thinking (Rogers), in learning and retention
(Toohey), and in generating more favorable attitudes toward school
(Cravats), as well as in producing student interest and enthusiasm
(Napier). It also helped students pretesting below the median to learn
more material (Crozier), as well as enabling students to apply laboratory
experiences (C. R. King).

b) Laboratory vs. two other methods (which may or may not involve lab
work)

Investigator

Doirance (1976)

Used

lecture-structured lab vs.
lecture-structured
demonstration, lecture-
only

Dickinson (1976) lect,Ire-laboratory vs.
lecture-recitation,
lecture-only

Paulsen (1979) lecture-delayed lab vs.
lecture-laboratory,
lecture-only

Baxter (1969) historical + laboratory
vs.

subject-centered,
historical approaches

Coulter (1966) inductive laboratory
vs.

deductive laboratory
demonstrai:ion of inductive
experiments
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Result

lab method superior in
acquisition for
manipulative and
cognitive skills

NSD on achievement,
attitude

NSD for group comparison
on achievement;
lecture-delayed lab
group had higher score
on lab exam, higher
course grade

NSD on achievement,
TOUS. Students in lab
group "thought" lab
helped them; those
in other groups
thought the lab
experiences would
have helped them

attitudes signifi-
cantly different
for two inductive
groups; lab groups

significantly better
on lab techniques
test (but, only 5
sessions of lab work
brought demonstra-
tion group to equal
adeptness)



Blomberg (1974)

Costa (1974)

laboratory vs. reading
+ lecture, audio-
visual methods

laboratory vs. vicarious
experimentation,
descriptive narrative
methods

Hughes, W. R. (1974) laboratory vs. laboratory
+ computer, computer
simulation only

Spreadbury (1969) laboratory vs. Suchman
quiry session, teacher-

demonstration

Dearden (1959) laboratory vs. demonstra-
tion, workbook, report

Yager et al. (1969) laboratory vs. demonstra-
tion, discussion

Raghubir (1979) laboratory-investigative
approach vs. lecture-
laboratory

NSD on achievement

NSD on TOUS, atti-
tudes; all three
methods produced
increased achieve-
ment

NSD on process test
scores

NSD on achievement;
on retention test,
two groups lacking
laboratory did
significantly better

NSD on knowledge,

attitude, scientific
thinking

NSD on achievement,
TOUS, critical
thinking, attitude
toward science.

experimental group
significantly better
on pre/post gains
for cognitive fac-
tors, associated
attitudes.

When investigators have several treatments to handle in the same
study, more findings of no significant differences seemed to appear. The
laboratory did appear to be of us in developing manipulative skills
(Dorrance, Coulter, Yager et al.) but this difference may not have been
caused so much by the treatment as by the withholding of it, as Coulter's
findings seem to indicate.

c) Laboratory via a specific curriculum project

Investigator Used Result

Gunsch (1972) PSNS vs. traditional lecture- PSNS students achieved
demonstration better, had more

favorable attitudes
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Edgar (1969) BSCS vs. non-BSCS Non-BSCS group did
better on critical
thinking measure

Sullivan (1972) IPS vs. "control classes" NSD for psychomotor

abilities

Robertson (1972) IPS vs. general science NSD in manipulative
skills; IPS group
better at graphing,
data interpretation

Johnson ESS vs. traditional text- students using
et al. (1974) book, textbook + materials materials had

significantly more
positive attitudes
about science than
those using only the
textbook

This cluster would provide some support for the use of science curriculum
improvement projects if achievement of older stldents is desired (Gunsch).
If process skills are an objective, then these materials are also helpful
(Robertson). Project materials also engender positive attitudes (Gunsch,
Johnson et al.). They do not appear to promote psychomotor skills
(Sullivan, Robertson) but this result may lie more with the physical
development of the student groups involved than with the materials used.
(This last supposition is not based on a review of the research but on a
number of years of junior high school science teaching experience.)

d) Other variations

Investll,z'ator

Boghai (1979)

Reach (1977)

Simpson (1970)

Used Result

laboratory-discussion
vs.

discussion- laboratory

theory-proving lab
vs.

skill development lab

workbook experiment vs.
workbook or own experiment,
no experiments

Emslie (1972) laboratory-theory vs.
theory-laboratory
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laboratory-first
promotes supe-
rior achievement,
especially for low
aptitude students

theory-proving lab
for learning, when
lab questions were
excluded from the
analysis

NSD on any general
education objec-
tives

NSD on achievement



Simpson & analytic vs. represen- NSD for academically
Callentine (1971) tative drawings in talented pupils.

lab lower ability
seventh graders
did better on subse-
quent tests if they
had used the analytic
method

At first glance, one might think that the laboratory-discussion study
by Boghai and the laboratory-theory study of Emslie should have been
expected to produce similar results. Although the two studies appear to
have a common element (i.e., sequencing of instruction) they differ in
educational level and content involved, as well as in actual methodology
employed in instruction, evaluation, and data analysis.

Traditional laboratory vs. some modification. The researchers whose
studies are reported in this section did not appear to be questioning
whether or not the laboratory should be used but were interested in
determining if it could be modified so that its use would be more
successful in achieving certain outcomes. Again, studies within this
category have been placed in subgroups, as follows:

a) Laboratories involving some degree of student control of instruction

Investigator Used Result

King, T. J. (1975) audio-tutorial attitude toward biology
more favorable for
experimental group

Mitchell (1971) audio-tutorial NSD for knowledge, criti-
cal thinking (students
in experimental group
reported liking method
during study but, later,
recommended conventional
lab method for future
students)

Within this cluster, eight researchers reported no significant
differences while three reported results favoring the experimental group,
with two of these three indicating the results were at a level of
significance.

b) Studies using some form of media (films, slides, film loops)

Investigator Used Result

BrosiuF (1965) color, sound films
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films superior to
conventional dis-
session in teaching
factual knowledge,
NSD on other variables



Driscoll (1974) color video labs

Hughes, J. E. (1972) lab method films

Sherman (1968) 2x2 colored films

Benzvi et al. (1976) filmed chemistry
experiments

Hamilton (1967)

Townes (1976)

single concept filmloops

2x2 colored slides,
cassette tape

Calentine (1969) 2x2 colored slides +
the microscope vs.
microscope only

Dubravcic (1979) chemistry lab films

NSD on chemistry

achievement

NSD on achievement

significant difference
for lab group only on
manipulative skills
variable

NSD on variables

NSD on two process
skills (Students
"seemed" more
highly motivated by
lab instruction)

experimental group
superior on achieve-
ment in physical
science, competence
in use of science
processes

control group achieved
significantly better

NSD on achievement

This cluster of studies appears to provide evidence that if
alternatives to conventional laboratory instruction are no better than the
conventional methods, at least they are no worse. The study by Brosius
would support the use of films as a substitute for dissection in biology as
would that of Townes for instruction in general education college physical
science. In Calentine's report, he hypothesized that the experimental group
probably did not have enough time to study both the microscope slides they
were manipulating and the colored projections of these slides and so chose
to concentrate only on the actual slides rather than their projected
images. In Sherman's study, it was reported chat the indirect manipulation
IPS group of students also showed improvement in manipulative skills even
though they were restricted to viewing 2x2 colored slides. However, the
manipulative group's improvement was significantly greater than that of the
non-manipulative group.

c) Studies involving simulations

Investigator

Cavin (1977)

Used Result

computer simulations NSD in performance scores



Jones, J. E. (1973) computer simulations

Lunetta (1972) computer simulations

NSD in attitude scores
toward science course,
toward the laboratory

all groups made signifi-
cant increases from pre-
to post-tests

Smith, M. 0. (1972) vicarious experimentation vicarious group scored
better on critical
thinking, achievement

In addition to the studies listed above, the study by W. R. Hughes
(1974) also involved computer simulation. One of the three groups in the
Hughes study performed only one laboratory activity before spending the
rest of-the time working with computers. Hughes' concluding remarks seem to
indicate that he considered that single experience important in enabling
students to gain maximum benefits from computer simulations.

Cavin's study (1977) involved four pairs of simulated and conventional
laboratory experiments. Comparisons were made on :Ile basis of achievement
on written tests, time required to do the experiment, time required to do
the calculations for the experiment, and - in one case performance on a
practical test over the use of an instrument. She reported that although
there were no significant differences on the scores of the performance
test, the laboratory group took the performance test in significantly less
time. Students who did the simulated experiment performed significantly
better (than those in the lab) on some of the written achievement tests and
did the experiment in a shorter time in two cases.

Jones (1973) reported that, at the end of the experiment, the
experimental group of students had a significantly more positive attitude
toward using the computer as an instructional aid than did the control
group.

Lunetta (1)72) used two experimental groups and one control group in
his study. Group I used film loops and computer interactive dialogs. Group
II used film loops and simulated data and problem sheets. Group III
performed the PSSC experiments in the laboratory. All three groups learned,
at a significant level, in this order: I, II, III. Group III spent the
most time in instructional activities. Lunetta concluded that while his
study provided evidence that learning through the computer simulation
dialogs was more effective and efficient than learning the same concepts
with real laboratory materials, the evidence did not indicate that
simulations should replace all first-hand experience with real materials.
He suggested that the computer had potential use for individualizing
instruction.

d) Studies emphasizing 1:,quiry/enquiry, discovery

Investigator Used Result-

Serlin (1977) discovery lab successful in increasing
process skills
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Dawson (1975)

Mandell (1967)

Allison (1973)

Snyder (1961)

Sorensen (1966)

Charen (1966)

Egelston (1971)

Babikian (1971)

Hoff (1970)

guided decision-
making

critical thinking
lab

inquiry lab

adding problem
project

use of BSCS lab
blocks

MCA open-ended
experiments

open, inductive,
discovery unit

discovery
expository,
laboratory methods

enquiry vs. lecture-
demonstration,
directed approaches

NSD on critical thinking,
knowledge of science
processes

significant difference in
critical thinking (.10)
for experimental group

NSD on attitude, critical
thinking; significantly
more effective in increas-
ing lab performance skills

NSD on achievement

significant growth in critical
thinking, understanding of
science; significant decrease
in dogmatism

significantly more than one-
half the students involved
favored open-ended experi-
ments

significant differences
between groups on Learning
Environment Irwentory

achievement scores higher
for expository and lab
groups than for discovery
group

NSD on achievement, retention

Even though these researchers used the terms inquiry, enquiry, and
discovery, there were too many differences among the studies to permit
comparisons and generalizations.

e) Other variations on the theme

Investigator

Namek (1968)

Used

integrated lab vs.
traditional approach
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Result

mean achievement scores
in experimental group
significantly higher than
in traditional;
NSD on understanding
the processes of science



Spears and unstructured lab
Zollman (1977) vs. structured lab

Crosmark (1973) extended lab time

Smith, A. E. (1971) extended lab problem

Whitten (1971)

structured labs apneared to
benefit students who were
not formal operators

NSD on achievement,

attitude; additional
time significantly
improved lab skills

NSD on achievement,

attitude, understanding
of science

modified course significant gain in TOUS
scores

Campbell (1978) use of Piagetianbased
model of instruction

Ward (1979) use of learning style

significant improvement in
use of more formalistic
reasoning abilities;
NSD in learning physics
content

formal operators out
performed concrete
operators

This cluster, by virtue of its miscellaneousness, contains very little
that is common among studies. Three investigations did contain discussions
of cognitive development as described by Piaget (Spears and Zollman,
Campbell, and Ward). In the Spears and Zollman study (1977), the
unstructured laboratory approach involved the specification of objectives,
with the procedures for attaining these objectives left up to the students.
The researchers reported that students not at the formal operations level
could not devise their own experiments to solve the problems posed. In

Campbell's study (1978) students were provided with learning cycles made of
three separate but interrelated activities. This approach appeared to help
students at the concrete operations level move toward the formal operations
level. Ward (1979) wrote of a "learning cycle" (not described in the
abstract) and reported that a limited exposure to this learning cycle in
the laboratory did not appear to improve the performance of concrete or
formal students on test items requiring formal thought.

What have we found in all this research that is of any value? This
question cannot be answered without qualifying the response. What has been
said by 416thers bears repeating: the interpretation of such studies is
dependent upon the assumptions made about the purposes of laboratory
instruction. If the acquistion and retention of factual knowledge is
desired, one procedure is probably as good as another.

However, if we believe that the student learns to understand the
nature of science by "doing science," then involvement in investigation is
necessary. The student needs to be involved in planning experiments,
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collecting and organizing data, formulating results, interpreting findings,
and subjecting these to further study. Success in such activities should
be evaluated by some nethod other than an achievement test. (After Hurd,
1961, p. 227)

In addition to examining assumptions and objectives, the reader needs
also to consider the problems involved in comparing teaching methods.

Problems of Research on Teaching Methods

McKeachie, writing in a chapter in the "Handbook of Research on
Teaching" (Cage, ed., 1963), was concerned with discussing research on
teaching at the college and university level. His comments are equally
relevant for research at the elementary and secondary levels involving
instruction. McKeachie said,

. . .Determining which of two teaching methods is more effective
looks like a simple problem. Presumably, all that is necessary is
to teach something by one method and then to compare the results
with those obtained by teaching the same thing by another method
. . .Unfortunately, there are pitfalls which enthusiasts for one
method or another are likely to overlook. (p. 1122)

McKeachie identified ,ix such pitfalls (pp. 1123-1124):

(1) Taking a course taught by a new method may generate excitement
or hostility. The Hawthorne effect influences teachers as well
as students. The treatment rarely lasts for more than one
semester. What happens after the excitement fades?

(2) There is a problem of establishing a suitable control group. Can
one individual rez7lly teach using two different methods and not
have some aspect of one method influenCe the other? Is it possible
to get another individual to participate as a teacher and use the
method the study imposes?

(3) Conditions involved in the treatment may interfere with normal
results.

(4) Biased sampling may occur in that people who sign up for the
treatment are likely to be different from those who elect the
traditional course.

(5) Researchers need to consider the statistical methods used to
analyze the results. One should be careful to avoid concluding
that one method is more effective than the other when in reality
these methods do not differ significantly. It seems less likely
that the researcher will make the error of concluding there is
no differ:",,, in ettectiveness when the two methods do not differ
significantly. There is also the problem of the choice of methods
of analysis: "weak statistics."
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(6) There is also the problem of dealing with interactions among
teaching methods, student characteristics, teacher characteris
tics, or other variables.

McKeachie emphasized that the major problem in experimental
comparisons of teaching methods is the criterion problem. He stated,

. .Undoubtedly, one reason for the many nonsignificant differences in
studies of teaching is poor criterion measures. . ." (p. 1124) and warned
that a careful definition of desirable outcomes does not solve the
criterion problem. The measuring instruments may not be appropriale for the
task to which they are applied. It is also possible that the instruments
are appropriate but are not sufficiently-: sensitive to detect changes
occuring in the period of time involved ilithe study. 4

McKeachie also pointed out that seldom do researchers follow up the
students who composed the experimental group to see if the treatment has
any other effects on these students in their other courses, on the faculty,
or on the instructional program.

In discussing laboratory teaching at the college and university level,
McKeachie reported (pp. 1144-1145):

Laboratory teachirg assumes that firsthand experience in
observation and manipulation of the materials of science is
superior to other methods of developing understanding and
appreciation. Laboratory training is also frequently used to
develop skills necessary for more advanced study or research.

From the standpoint of theory, the activity of the student,
the sensorimotor nature of the experience, and the individuali
zation of laboratory instruction should contribute positively Co
learning. Information cannot usually be obtained, however, by direct
experience as rapidly as it can from abstractions presented orally or
in print. . .Thus, one would not expect laboratory teaching to have
an advantage over otner teaching methods in the amount of information
learned. Rather we might expect the differences to be revealed in
retention, in ability to apply learning, or in actual skill in
observation or manipulation of materials. Unfortunately, little
research has attempted to tease out these special types of
outcomes. . .

Whether or not the laboratory is superior to lecturedemonstra
tion in developing understanding and problemsolving skills probably
depends upon the extent to which understanding of concepts and general
problem solving procedures are emphasized by the instructor in the
laboratory situation.

It would appear that McKeachie also recognized the importance of the
teacher in determining the outcomes of instruction. Rasmussen (1970),
mentioned in the "critics" section of this review, stated that inservice
teachers' behavior is determined by the structure of the program they are
expected to teach. It therefore seems appropriate to look at research
related to the objectives of using the laboratory in science teaching.
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Research on Objectives for the Use of the Laboratory

Tamir (1976) describes four major rationales for the extensive use of
the laboratory in science teaching (pp. 8-9):

1. science involves highly complex and abstract subject matter which
students who are not at the formal operations level of cognitive
development grasp more readily if they interact with concrete
objects and have opportunities for manipulation,

2. proponents of enquiry argue that student participation in the
actual collection of data and the analysis of real phenomena is
an essential component of enquiry,

3. laboratory experiences are needed for the development of skills
with a wide range of generalizable effects, and

4. students enjoy laboratory activities and consequently become
motivated and interested in science.

Tamir cites various authors as develops these rationales, but persons
familiar with the literature will recognize the fact that many of the

_individuals cited are voicing personal opinions and assumptions rather than
research data supporting their contentions.

Shulman and Limit' (1973), in the Second Handbook of Research on
Teaching (Travers, ed.), group objectives into five Categories: skills,
concepts, cc ,nitive abilities, understanding the natur- of science, and
attitudes. This classification is based on the literature review relative
to science education in the 1960's. Again, this literature is composed of
opinion articles as well as research reports; and, the research studies
focused primarily on achievement of objectives rather than on their
consideration of whether or not the objectives were desirable or
attainable.

Shulman and Tamir wrote that they considered the ferment of science
education of the Sixties to be characterized by four conceptions: (1) the
structure of the subject matter; (2) the learner, his capabilities,
readiness, and motives - citing the influence of both Bruner and Piaget;
(34 teaching and learning: intuition, intellectual risk, discovery, and
inquiry; and (4) the technology of teaching, both hardware and software (in
Travers, 1973, p. 1099). Their depiction of the, times and activities is an
accurate one. It also, however, serves to reinforce individuals such as
Hurd, Renner, and Novak who stress the need for a theory base or bases for
science education,

Did any researchers confine their activities to investigating the
identifi:.ation of objectives for science teaching? Four studies were
located which dealt with this problem. Three were doctoral dissertations.
Jeffrey (1967b) studied student performance objectives for the chemistry
laboratory. He classified these objectives into one of six areas of
competence: (1) vocabulary, (2) observational, (3) investigative, (4)
reporting, (5) manipulative, and (6) laboratory aiscipline. As a p :t of
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his dissertation research, Jeffrey proposed tests for three of these six
area with the tests consisting of slides and films of the laboratory and
calling for written student responses.

Jensen (1973) was interested in establishing a list of acceptable
terminal behavioral objectives for the non-major general b: logy
laboratory. Jensen considered that such laboratories are taught by
specialists not really in tune with the students who take such courses. As
a result, the non-science majors are turned off and never take another
laboratory science course. Jensen limited the participants in his study to
instructors in Missouri institutions of education who teach a general
biology laboratory course for non-majors.

Jensen prepared a questionnaire containing 85 terminal behavioral
objectives and asked respondents to react to each using a five-point
Likert-type scale of importance. From the responses received (50%), Jensen
identified 29 objectives that would be acceptable to a majority of the
instructors.

Lee (1978) surveyed the literature to identify objectives of
laboratory work in biology and located 120 functions. Using these functions
she developed two instruments to measure perceptions about the role of the
laboratory. She worked with science educators, college biology teachers,
teaching as,,uciates, and college students.

Lee reported that the participants in her study accepted the five
major funct:_ons of the laboratory identified in the literature:
manipulative skills; processes of science; knowledge of subject matter,
nature of science; and attitudes, interests, and values. Different groups
rated these functions differently in terms of importance. Students enrolled
in the course for science majors, even if they were non-majors, considered
manipulative skills more important than did their peers who were enrolled
in a science course designed for non-majors. [This finding would seem to
coincide with Pickering's (1980) misconception number two: laboratories
exist to teach "finger skills.")

Pella (1961) identified objectives by analyzing high school textbooks
and laboratory workbooks and by reviewing curriculum outlines of courses of
study.

However, if we operate on the assumption thbt what actually goes on in
classrooms and laboratories is more important than the goals people say
they espouse, it seems logical to look for research in which teaching
practices are observed and reported.
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Research on the Realities of the Science Laboratory

Much research on teacher behavior in science classrooms has been
reviewed elsewhere (Balzer et al., 1973) and will not be re-reviewed here.
Included in this sectic.: of the paper are recent observational studies,
completed since the teacher behavior review was published, as well as

survey studies related to teaching conditions and practices in science.

Observational studies. Egelston's study (1973) probably deserves a
mention here although it follows the pattern of the interaction process
analysis studies reported in the teacher behavior review. Egelston
developed a cell physiology and nutrition urit designed to promote the
discovery method of science teaching and investigated see what changes
in teaching method and resultant behavior, learning, and climate were
produced. Observers trained in the use of a modified Flanders system (17
categories rather than Flanders 10) gathered data in the experimental and
traditional classrooms. Students were also asked to respond to the
Learning Environment Inventory (LEI) near the end of the unit. Egelston
reported that, when the two student groups were equated for entering
behavior, the control group surpassed the experimental, but that the
reverse situation was true at the end of the unit. The two groups also
differed in perceptions of the socioemotional climate of the classrooms.

Egelston found the control group to score significantly hiCler on
intimacy, satisfact'on, and diversity while the experimental group was
characterized by apathy, formality, goal direction, and disorganization. (A
reverse Hawthorne effect?) She concluded,

. . .The validity of the LEI appears questionable in the light of
such results. . . .When verbal behavior coding was analyzed,
the experimental group used significantly more indirect behavior
but displayed only slightly less direct behavior than the control
. . .the amount of direct behavior was overwhelmingly large compared
to the small amount of indirect behavior in both groups. . .

(pp. 473-474).

Egelston did report that students in tie experimental group were
decidedly more independent but the reader does not know if "decidedly"
indicates a level of significanr---therefore, it probably does not.

Further discussion of Walberg's Learning Environment Inventory is
found in a paper by Rentoul and Fraser (1978). These authors consider the
LEI inappropriate for use in inquiry classrooms, contending that it was
developi-t for use in conventional classrooms and with senior high school
students. Rentoul and Fraser have developed the Individualized Classroom
Environment Questionnaire (ICEQ) based on Moos' work, wtich has been
reported more in the psychological literature than in education.

Their ICEQ instrument has five scales (personalization, participation,
independence, investigation, differentiation) related to tnree dimensions
(relationship, personal development or goat. orientation, system maintenance
and system change). Rentoul and Fraser claim that the ICEQ gets at
students' perceptions of the actual classroom lean Log environment and
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perceptions of their preferred learning environment. There are 10 items in
each scale. The ICN has been tested and can he understood by j,.:or high
school students. It can be administered in 20 minutes.

Fordham '1978) has also written about the influence of student
perceptions on learning. it is Fordham's contention that such perceptions
are influenced by the particular characteristics of the student. Student
behavior (perceiving, renembering, or problem solving) is an outcome of the
relationship between the student ,-.nd his learning environment. Using the
"needs-press" model of Murray, Fordhan looked at achievement-oriented
behavior, intrinsic motivation, and students' level of cognitive readiness
(prior development of those cognitive structures necessary for learning a
particular section of curriculum). Working with 17 fifth-form biology
classes (274 students), Fordham concluded that it is necessary to examine
the nature of the interaction between the student and his/her learning
environment before testing for the presence of effects of student
characteristics on perceptions of the classroom (p. 97).

Linn, Chen and Thier (no date) have reported on some work with middle
school students in science. Influenced by Bruner, the investigators
assumed that learning is most likely to take place when students are
interested in what they are investigating and when_ the learning task is
challenging but not frustrating. This can be facilitated by allowing
students to pick their learning task as well as the apparatus to accomplish
it. They also cite Piaget's work as indicating that most
upper-elementary-age children are quite concrete in their logical thinking
and thus are more likely to learn from concrete experiences than from
abstract descriptions of experiences.

Linn et al. worked with two fifth grade classes in an upper middle
class school. Pupils worked on science activities twice a week for nine
weeks, forty-five minutes at a time. Staff observed that the students' use
of apparatus was primarily exploratory. A concrete approach was used and
variables were investigated unsystematically. The pupils appeared unable
to think ahead, to plan experiments, or to design controlled investigations
under conditions of the apparatus but with no specific directions. They
were not able to suggest activities without the help of a knowledgeable
adult and were influenced by their peers in choices of activities and
procedures.

The researchers concluded that the social structure of the classroom
and the fact that most rewards in the usual classroom come from the teacher
influenced the behavior of these fifth grade students. They suggested that
pupils unaccustomed to working independently find the transition from group
to perso alized work difficult. Such pupils may need to be provided with
an introduction to independent work. Also, methods for rewarding
independent work need to be established (p. 24).

Another investigator who also worked with intermediate grade students
was Lancy (1976). He reported on a year-long project in an experimental
school associated with the Learning Research and Development Center of the
Universit; of Pittsburgh. Lancy spent two hours a week in the school's
science laboratory as a paitic.Lpant-observer. Lancy said that the science
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laboratory was one of the favorite school settings for fourth and fifth
grade pupils. Students had class there once a week for 45 minutes, by
homeroom groups. They could also come there as a self-directed activity.
When they did so, the pupils had to work on the science curriculum for 10
minutes and then were free to do what they wanted.

Lancy reported that these pupils, even in the homeroom groups, worked
as individuals or pairs. Their activities ranged from reading to
investigation. The teacher in charge of the laboratory reported that
pupils gravitated to learning resources that involved manipulation of
materials and avoided those requiring a great deal of initiative or any
amount of reading (p. 9). Lancy characterized the science laboratory as
having an atmosphere of movement and excitement not present in the other
school settings.

Tamir, in an article entitled "How Are Laboratories Used?" (1977),
investigated five problems: (1) differences in high school laboratory
experiences at different grade levels, (2) the extent of inquiry
orientation, (3) the characteristics of inquiry and non-inquiry teachers in
the laboratory, (4) the. characteristics of different college laboratories,
and (5) how college and high school laboratories differed. Tamir modified
Smith's earth science observation instrument for items related to
pre-lat,:ratory, laboratory, and post-laboratory. He looked at 18 high
school biology teachers and their classes (grades 9, 10, 11) and four
different laboratories in Hebrew University (first year chemistry and
physiology, second year history, and physiology for medical school). Two
different observers were involved in this study.

Tamir reported that, in grades 9 and 10, one-fourth of the time was
spent in the pre-lab phase, two-thirds in the laboratory, and post-lab time
was rather short. In grade 11, the pre-lab was short and the post-lab
phase occupied one-third of the time. Be did not find a post-lab phase in
college laboratories and concluded that written reports substituted for
this. In high school biology, 11% of the total lab time was devoted to
verification and 13% to investigation (p. 313). To obtain what he called
an "investigatory index," Tamir divided inquiry by investigation.

Tamir found that, in college laboratories, pre-lab time was positively
related to the complexity of the task and negatively related to the
availability of previously prepared guidelines. There was a low
investigative index in the laboratory work for all four college laboratory
courses (p. 313), indicating the need for a critical look at undergraduate
science laboratories.

Other investigators also were interested in college science laboratory
instruction. Shymansky and Penick (197q) reported the development of an
instrument termed SLIC (Science Laboratory Interaction Categories) devised
specifically for use in science labiratoris. This instrument contains
teacher categories and student categories. Behaviors are coded every
three-to-five seconds. Use of T-1.(7, tells an individual (1) the specific
nature of the behavior being exhibited, (2) to whom a specific behavior is
being directed, and (3) the sex of the student or teacher to whom the
behaviors are being directed.
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Shymansky and Penick wrote, "The primary goal of the laboratory
experience for the beginning science student should be to reinforce through
concrete example and direct manipulation of materials the same basic
concepts presented as an abstraction in the lecture or text. . ." (p. 195)
while Tamir wrote about verification laboratories and inquiring
laboratories.

According to Tamir, in the verification laboratory the teacher
identifies the problem to be investigated, relates the investigation to
previous work, conducts demonstrations, and gives direct instructions.
Students repeat the teacher's instructions or may read aloud the
instructions from the laboratory manual. In the inquiring laboratory, the
teacher asks the students to formulate the problems, relate the
investigation to previous work, and state the purposes for the
investigation. The students do all these tasks, as well as performing the
investigation (p. 311). It would appear that the Shymansky and Penick
instrument has been designed primarily for use in what Tamir calls
verification laboratories

Kyle et al. (1979) reported a study in which the Science Laboratory
Interaction Categories (SLIC) instrument was used to investigate and
analyze specific student behaviors in introductory and advancedlevel
college 'science laboratories (botany, chemistry, geology, physics, zoology)
at the University of Iowa. The researchers were interested in determining
what the students actually do and if behaviors differed among the sciences.
Using tb-. SLIC in 10minute observations in a laboratory, 333 student
observations were made.

Kyle and his colleagues found (1) students spent only onethird of the
available time experimenting (21.9% in introductory laboratories, 43% in
advanced science course laboratories), (2) the behavior of asking questions
rarely occurred (2% for both introductory and advanced courses), and (3)
significant differences were found in the amount of time students spent
listening to the instructor or to other students in introductory and
advancedlevel classes within science disciplines as well as among
disciplines. The researchers concluded ". . . even at the college level
students are performing cookbooklike laboratories and students are not
learning the process skills of science but are learning about science. . ."
(p. 549).

Fuhrman et al. (1978) have produced an instrument called the
Laboratory Structure and Task Analysis Inventory (LAI). It is designed to
facilitate the analysis of laboratory investigations in secondary school
science. Its use can produce a quantitative picture of the kinds of
activities required of a student in performing laboratory investigations.
T-,s authors report that the instrument was NlOveloped in response to the
need for instruments designed specifically to test the quality of written
laboratory manuals (p. 6).

The ;978 version of the Laboratory Structure and Task Analysis
Inventory is a modification of an instrument developed by Tamir and Lunetta
for use with biological science materials. Further work involved the use
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of the LAI with physics curricula and, later, chemistry. Although the LAi
has been primarily used with laboratory handbooks, its developers consider
it of potential usefulness with a wider range of curriculum materials.

Lunetta and Tanir (1978) used the LAI to examine laboratory activities
from Project Physics aiid the Physical Science Study Committee (PSSC)
materials, to check on Herron's contention that the science course
improvement project materials did not always lend themselves to the goals
the project developers advocated. They decided that the laboratory guides
for the two courses were still lacking in instructions and questions that
might stimulate such inquiry activities as the formulation of hypotheses,
the definition of problems, and the design of experiments.

They identified what they considered to be six important deficiencies
where student involvement, or its lack, was concerned: (1) no student
involvement in identifying and formulating problems or in formulating
hypotheses, (2) relatively few opportunities to design observation and
measurement procedures, (3) even fewer opportunities to design experiments
and to work according to their own design, (4) lack of encouragement to
discuss limitations and assumptions underlying the experiments, (5) lack of
encouragement to share student efforts in laboratory activities when this
is appropriate, and (6) lack of explicit provisions for postlaboratory
discussions to facilitate consolidation of findings and understanding
(p.10).

Another type of observational analysis was described by Platts (1976).
He reported the use of super-8 movie film to record activity during single

and double laboratory periods. Three schools, six teachers, and five
laboratories were involved in his study. Platts looked at movement and
classified it as teachercentered or pupilcentered. He suggested that
using this filmed system is a way to see what physical activity takes place
in the laboratory a :.d to identify what portions of the lab room are most
frequently used.

Survey studies. An earlier smallscale survey by Anderson (1949) was
reported in another section of this review. A more recent one, involving
biology teachers, was reported by Beisenherz and Olstad (1980). They
developed a questionnaire identifying 26 laboratory activities that might
be done in high school biology. Items for the questionnaire were derived
frpm an analysis of some of the more widely used high school biology
programs. They surveyed teachers it the New Orleans and Seattle
metropolitan areas and asked them to tell if they used the laboratory
activity. If they did not, the teachers were asked to indicate, from a
list of eight reasons, why the laboratory activity was not rerformed.
Beisenherz and Olstad reported that lack of materials and equipment and a

low priority of the laboratory topic were the most frequent reasons given
for not doing an activity. They found that the Seattle teachers used more
laboratory activities than did the New Orleans teachers.

When the factors limiting biology instruction were consirlereal the
five most important factors were (1) lack of materials and equipment;--,(2)
large number of students per class, (3) lack of facilities (tables,
storage, gas, electricity, etc.), (4) lack of time during the school year
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to achieve course goals and to utilize laboratories, and (5) lack of
teacher preparation time.

Two largerscale studies of science education practices in the United
States are those produced by the Research Triangle Institute in North
Carolina, under the direction of Dr. Iris Weiss (1978), and a case studies
project operating under the direction of personnel at the University of
Illinois (Stake et al., 1978a,b). The national survey and the case
studies were both funded by the National Science Foundation in an effort to
assess the status of science education, mathematics education, and social
science education in the United States.

The national survey was designed to collect information to be used in
answering 11 questions. Questionnaires were mailed to superintendents,
supervisors, principals, and teachers, with samples being selected using a

multistage stratified cluster design. The 11 questions were:

(1) What science courses are currently offered in schools?

(2) That local and state guidelines exist for the specification of
minimal science experiences for students?

(3) What texts, laboratory manuals, curriculum kits, modules, etc. are
being used in science classrooms?

(4) What share of the market is held by specific textbooks at the
various grade level= and subject areas?

(5) What regioncl patterns of curriculum usage are evident? What
patterns exist with respect to urban, suburban, rural, and other
geographic variables?

(6) What "handson" materials, such as laboratory or activitycentered
materials, are being used? What is the extent, frequency, and
nature of their use by grade level and subject area?

(7) What audiovisual materials (films, filmstrips/loops, models) are
used? What is the extent and frequency of their use by grade
level and subject area?

(8) By grade level, how much time (in comparison to other subjects) is
spent on teaching science?

(9) What is the role of the science teacher in working with students?
How has this role changed in the past 15 years? What
commonalities exist in the teaching style/strategies/practices of
science teachers throughout the United States?

(10) What are the roles of science supervisory specialists at the local
district and state levels? How are they selected? What are their
qualifications?
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(11) How have science teachers throughout the United States been
influenced in their use of materials by federally funded
in-service training effcits in science?

Que :tions 3, 6, 7, 8, and 9 are particularly relevant to this review of the
role of the laboratory in science teaching.

Science course improvement projects for elementary school students
have emphasized a hands-on approach for science teaching, with students
actively involved in the manipulation of materials rather than reading
science textbooks. Before a teacher can use or order curriculum materials
for use, he/she must be aware that the materials exist. The national
survey questionnaire contained a listing of 34 different science curricula,
with 12 of these titles being for elementary school science.

Twenty-seven percent of the K-6 teachers reported they had not seen
any of the science materials. In grades K-3, 29% of the teachers were
using some of the elementary science materials, as were 31% of the teachers
in grades 4-6. The three projects frequently reported in use were the
Science Curriculum Improvement Study (SCIS), Science-A Process Approach
(SAPA), and the Elementary Science Study (ESS), in that order. Secondary
teachers were significantly more likely to be using federally funded
science curricula than were elementary teachers.

Fifty percent of the biology teachers were using at least one of the
Biological Science Curriculum Study (BSCS) materials, 40% of the physics
teachers were using Harvard eroject Physics (HFP) or the Physical Sciences
Study Curriculum (PSSC) materials, and 25% of the chemistry teachers were
using either the Chemical Bond Approach (CBA) or Chemical Education
Materials Study (CHEM Study) materials.

Teachers were asked to identify instructional techniques from a list
of 16 as to frequency of use: never, less than once a month, at least once
a month, at least once a week, or just about daily. The techniques were:

lecture,

discussion,

student reports or projects,
library work,

student!; uorking at chalkboard,
individual assignments,

students use hands-on manipulative or laboratory materials,
televised instruction,
programmed instruction,
computer-assisted instruction,
tests or quizzes,
contracts,

simulations (role-play, debates, panels),
field trips/excursions,
guest speakers, and
teacher demonstrations.

Techniques used almost daily in K-3 science instruction were
discussion (39% response), lecture (18%), and student projects or reports
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(9%). Thirty percent of the K-3 teachers reported using laboratory
materials at least once a week. Teachers of grades 4-6 reported almost
daily use of discussion (58), lecture (23%), 'fld individual assign-lents
(13%). Twenty-five percent of the 4-6 teachers rep- -ted using laboratory
materials at least once a week.

Films were used at least once a week by 17% of the K-3 teachers for
science lessons and at least once a week by 14% of the 4-6 grade teachers.
These two teacher groups retorted that they also used filmstrips at least
once a week: 127 of the K-3 teachers and 14% of the grade 4-6 teachers.

At the secondary level, two-thirds of the science classes used
lectures at least once a week, with 25% of the teachers indicating the
lecture method was used daily. (Lectures were never used in 16;: of the
science classes.)

Laboratory work was done once a week in at least 48% of the science
classes, although 97, of the science teachers indicated that laboratory work
was never done. Wscussion was used by 85% of the teachers once a week or
more, and student reports or projects were used at least once a week by
20% of the secondary school science teachers.

Given a list of 18 problems or factors affecting science instruction,
science teachers identified as the four most important factors: (1) lack
of materials for individualizing instruction, (2) insufficient funds for
purchasing equipment and supplies, (3) inadequate facilities, and
(4) inadequate student. reading abilities.

In relation to the questions the Research Triangle survey was designed
to answer, the investigators found, among the following results, that
(1) the most extensive use of federally funded science curriculum materials
was in grades 7-12 and (2) the textbook still retained a central role in
science teaching, with lectures and discussions being the predominant
teaching techniques, although 48% of the science classes used hands-on
materials at least once a week with this use increasing with grade level.

Under the direction of Robert Stake at the University of Illinois, a

case study research project was completed which involved 11 high schools
and their feeder schools. The sites were selected to provide information
from a variety of areas: rural and urban; east, west, north, and south;
racially diverse; economically varied; innovative and traditional; and
areas where new schools were being built and those where schools were
closing. Field researchers acted as educational anthropologists, living in
the communities from 4-15 weeks and interacting with teachers, students,
and parents. Their findings, while they encompass more of science
education than he role of the laboratory, have implications for this
review.

While the locations differed in important ways and each teacher made
unique contributions, there were some generalizations that could be made
from the case studies. Nationally, science education was being given low
priority, yielding to increasing emphasis on basic skills (reading and
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computation). Science faculties worked hard to protect science courses for
the collegeho,,,;d. These courses were often kept small by prerequisites
and "tough" grading. Only occasional efforts were made to do more than
read about science in the elementary schools. Ninth grade biology and
general science courses flourished, although general education aims for
science instruction were not considered vital at am- grade level. Seldom
was science taught as scientific inquiry. Science, as well as mathematics
and social studies, was presented ,, what experts had found to be true.
School people and parents were supportive of what was being chosen to be
taught, although they complained occasionally that it was not taught well
enough. The textbook was seen as tLe authority on kno -ledge and guide to
learning. The teacher was the authority on social and academic decorum.
Teachers worked hard to prepare their pupils for tests, subsequent
instruction, and the valueorientations of adult life. Although they were
relatively free to depart from the district syllabus or the community's
expectations, teachers seldom exercised either freedom.

In discussing the findings related to science education, in the
summary of the case studies, the authors used the phrase which the :;STA
report has publicizea: The teacher is the key. They said, "What science
education will be for any one child for any one year is most dependent on
what the child's teacher believes, knows, and does--and doesn't believe,
doesn't know, and doesn't do. For essentially all of the science learned
in school, the teacher is the enabler, the inspilation, and the con
straint."(Stake & Easley, p. 19:1, 1978c). Some children learn science
out of school but most do not. "For most, systematic science learning
will occur only if tne teacher can cope with the obstacles and is moti
vated to teach something of the knowlege and inquiry of the scientific
disciplines"(Stake & Easley, ,-,. 19:2, 1978c).

Decisions as to changing the science curriculum were largely in the
hands of the teachers. While teachers could not always bring about the
changes a few would have liked, they regularly could stop the curriculum
changes they opposed, either at the district level or in the classroom.
They were largely alone in a personal struggle to select and adapt
available materials to educate a distressingly reticent student body. The
role teachers play in setting the purpose and quality of the science
program was apparent in all case studies and reaffirmed in the national
overview.

As the student body grows smaller, the faculty grows older. Old
solutions seldom fit new problems. Most teachers have trouble teaching at
least a few children. Teachers needed assistance of one kind or another.
In most of the case study sites the inservice program was providing little
aid, partly because it was anemic and aimed elsewhere, partly because the
teachers paid little heed to it; the inservice personnel seen were seldom
oriented to helping teachers solve such difficult problems as keeping the
lesson going or adapting subject matter to objectives for which it was not
originally prepared. The teachers were apparently sometimes more on their
own than they wanted to be.

In school settings, greater emphasis was given to reading and
arithmetic and to the results of minimum competency testing aimed at the
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basics; less emphasis; was being given to science, nath, and sociol science
concepts and relationships. Teachers were willing to take trade-off,
saying that youngsters would not understand complex ideas until they could
read them. . . . Teachers appeared to he fully convinced that improvement
in all of education, including science education, was directly dependent on
improvement in Jeading. (Stake & Easley, p. 19:2-3, 1978c).

With perhaps an exception or two, in the case of environmental
education, there were essentially no interdisciplinary efforts in the case
study schools. Most high school science departments were offering biology
for all students and either chemistry or physics or both for the students
going on to college. These latter two courses usually had an algebra
prerequisite, which helped keep the course geared for the "faster"
students. Laboratory work in several sites appearJO to be diminishing in
importance because of the expense, vandalism and other control problems,
and the emphasis on course outcomes that would show up on tests. A general
science course was a standard offering in junior high schools almost
everywhere.

Although there were a few elementary teachers with strong interest in
and understanding of science, the number was insufficient to suggest that
even half of the nation's youngsters would have a single elementary school
year in which their teacher would give science a substantial share of the
curriculum and do a good job of teaching it (Stake & Easley, p. 19:3,
1978c).

The science curriculum of the schools was, in operation more than by
definition, taken to be a set of knowledges and skills rooted in tl,e

academic disciplines. It was to be shared in common by all students who
would undertake the study of science. Though it may emphasize conviction
in one place and skepticism in another, it was to be seen as belonging to
the collective wisdom of men, a part of the culture, a property that exists
outside the individual learner.

The curriculum was not the arrangement of context and contracts so
that students would have optimum opportunity to extend their own meanings
of things--to learn those things that interested, challenged, or puzzled
them. It was course-and skill-centered, authoritarian, external; the
motivation to learn was expected to be external (Stake & Easley, p. 19:4,
1978c).

The predominant method of teaching science yas recitation,
particularly in the junior high school. (Assign, recite, test, discuss.)
The high school class was more likely to use some workbook exercises,
possibly in groups at lab tables, but the emphasis was still on recitation,
with the teacher in control, adding new information and sometimes
demonstrating. The textbook was the key to information.

Textbooks and other learning materials we not used to support
learning and teaching; they were the instruments, f teaching and learning.
Learning was a matter of developing skills, of hcquiring information, and
the guide and source was the textbook. Most of the time the science
teacher asked students to tell what was in the reading assignment.
Reading time during the period was common. Homework was not very common.
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When people were interviewed about priorities in education, a large
number said other things were more important than science. They did not
wish to diminish the science program nor did they express a strong desire
to have science programs upgraded. Seventy-five nercent of the
superintendents, science teachers, and parent, said the lower priority for
science education would have a serious effect on the growth of technology
in our society, the economy in years ahead, and the quality of life in this
country. More than 80% said the schools should do something to reverse
this trend.

The researchers found very little anti-science feeling. While people
wanted a strong science program, they thought reading, vocational skills,
writing ability, and remedial courses needed attention first (Stake et al.,
1978b, p. 8).

The most common perception of the function of science education was
preparation for later training, for college, for work, or for increased
understanding of the environment. (Stake & Easley, 19:13, 1978c).

Barriers to improving science education at the local level were
identified. The one largest Barrie- seen by all groups was student
behavior, particularly student motivation. Financial barriers were often
mentioned. Teachers indicate- dissatisfaction with materials that did not
conform to their responsibilities for socializing youngsters. Many
students found courses boring (Stake & Easley, 19:16, 1978c).

Schools were not intellectually stimulating places. There was a "love
it or leave it" attitude about much of education in 1977. "Teacher support
systems" were weak and needed vitalization. A teacher having difficulty
carrying out ordinary science teaching was seen to be without sufficient
aid, though many agencies exist for the purpose of providing aid. Teacher:
said their resource people largely did not know thu realities of their
classroom situations. There was substantial need for pedagogical support
for teachers. Many of the good ideas had not caught on.

The case studies resulted in the identification of some strengths,
some problems, and some non-problems. Among the strengths were (1) the
large responsibility given to the individual teachers to decide what will
be taught and how it will be taught, (2) the respect shown faculties of
science and math by the general public, (3) the sincere regard teachers
have for the well-being of students, (4) NSF institutes for in-service
training, (5) the intuitive understanding of knowledge youngsters have, (6)
the vast array of resources for learning science that are available, and
(7) a mellowin? of faculty attitude toward science and technology.

Problems include (1) diminishing school funding for instruction, (2)
imini';hed concern for scientific ideas, (3) poor pedagogical support for

teachers, (4) insufficient support for opportunities to learn science out
of school, (5) emphasis in the school program on preparation rather than
utilization, and (6) schools no longer providing a spokesman for science.

The case study researchers also identified some factors they termed
"non-problems," defining these as those problems getting a more substantial
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amount of attention than was justified in the opinion of she researchers.
These include (1) differences in perception- of the objectives of the
schools (diversity was considered to be a good point), (2) the quality of
reading and other basic performances of students was too low (the case
study group sugge,ted that the schools need to educate people, not impose
minimum standards), (3) lack of articulatiot: (this may not be needed), (4)
little interdisciplinary efforts (perhaps it is too difficult to teach in
an interdisciplinary manner), (5) level of work in the schools was highly
dependent on competition with an overemphasis on grades, and (6)
diminishing respect for authority (it is healthy for people to be
questioning rather than submissive).

If science does not rank as a high priority in the school curriculum,
if the emphasis is on recitation rather than on experimentation, if schools
are not intellectually stimulating places, and if laboratory work is
deemphasized because of expense, vandalism, and other control problems,
plus the emphasis on course outcomes that show up on tests, the case study
da',a serve to illustrate a bleak prospect for investigative laboratory
science.

Added to this is the philosophical view of science as belonging to the
collective wisdom of men, a property that exists outside the individual
learner, a point of view which tends to promote the use of the laboratory
as a dispenser of knowledge rather than a place where knowledge is
discovered, as Pella (1961) contrasted the situations.

A third large-scale survey was reported in "Science Education in
Nineteen Countries, International Studies in Evaluation I" by Comber and
Keeves (1973). This study involved 20 countries although Israel did not
test in science (hence, the 19 in the title). Fifteen countries tested all
three student populations: 10-year-olds, 14-year-olds, and 18-year-olds.
This study was a first attempt

(1) to devise cross-national measures of achievement in science,
measures based on a systematic analysis of the curricula in
participating countries; (2) to apply those measures to proba-
bility samples of students for different countries and to derive
acceptably accurate national profiles of achievement; and (3) to
determine how these profiles relate to school, home, and national

. circumstances. (p, 299)

It was reported that home background was a good predictor of student
achievement but that its contribution varied considerably from country to
country. Measurement of learning conditions within the school accOunted
for enough variation in achievement to support the idea that schools do
have an impact on the learning of science. In terms of sex differences,
boys generally did better than girls in science, with the gap being widest

ong the older students. Boys also showed more interest in science. The
athors remark that, for those persons believing that girls are not given

fair treatment in science, IEA findings "provide dramatic evidence of the
scope of the problem" (p. 299).

LIIMIMMENIIM
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In the beginning section of this review, when historical developments
and their effects on sciehce education were diFcassed, one of the factors
mentioned was the increase in enrollment in the public schools. IEA
researchers were interested in looking at the effects of admitting a larger
proportion of an age group to seconuary school. They viewed their data as
indicating that the host students do as well or nearly as well in the less
selective school systems as in those that are more selective. (Perhaps it
is possible to teach science fur the citizen as well as for the scientist
and not handicap the scientist.) in fact, the less selective systems are
reported to show less social bias in terms of father's occupation and end
up with more students studying advanced science coursct: (p. 300).

The authors also report, ". . . Another important finding is the fact
that, where used, practical tests were shown to measure abilities that were
rather different from those measured by standard tests" (p. 300).

Related to this information about the laboratory were other findings
stated at 7arious points in the study report. For example, in six
countries where students (10yearolds) reported they made obseivations and
did experiments in their school, the school's level of achievement in
science was higher Shan where students did not perform these activities.
This evidence would appear to provide clear support for the use of

obseivation and experimental work in teaching science to children of this
age group (p. 212)

In four countries (of 13) where students responded positively to the
question, 'We usually make up our own problems and design our own
experiments," they performed less well on tests. This might suggest that
unstructured learning in science does not lead to as high a level of
achievement as does more structured learning (p. 212). Such a finding
appears in contradiction to the emphasis in the federally funded science
curriculum improvement projects in the United States and the central idea
in many of these materials that experience in planning investigations
should' play an important role in the learning of science. However, the
tests used in the IEA study did not assess the ability to plan science
investigations so this dilemma cannot be resolved.

Relative to the 14yearold group, the most important factor for a

knowledge and understanding of science, after home background and type of
school and program were taken into account, was tha. extent to which
students had the opportunity to study science. Exposure to science
appeared to influence level of achievement (p. 236).

As mentioned earlier, an attempt was made to assess students'
laboratory or rinipulative skills in science--their practical abilities,
as the authors name them. Optional test3 of practical abilities requiring
only very simple and easily obtainable materials were produced. However,
only two countries elected to use these practical tests. Even with this
limited sample, the point was reinforced that such tests measure quite
different abilities fo-m those assessed by more traditional tests, even
those tests designed assess practical skills as far as possible without
resort to actual ;apparatus. If students' firsthand experience is to
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become an essential feature of school science, then the further development
of such practical tests is highly desirable if not imperative (p. 288).

Comber and Ke2ves admit,

It is clsappointing that no clear light is thrown on the problems
uppermost in the minds of many Science curriculum workers and
teachers, namely the roles to be played by practical work and by
inquiry methods. What evidence there is seems to suggest that in
the early stages controlled pratUcal work achieves better results
than more informal investigatiin, and that later in the Science
program freer methods of inqaiiy do not necessarily bring beneficial
results (p. 296),

It would appear that the problem with which this review is concerned
(the role of the laboratory and finding support for it) goes beond
national boundaries. It also seems evident even an international study
does not produce definitive results. A few individuals have ventured to
suggest that the problem really does not lend itself to research. More
counter with the argument that the research methodology, not the problem,
is where the blame sould be placed. This next section of the revie4 will
contain information related to this topic.
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SOME ADDITIONAL REMARKS ABOUT RESEARCH
ON LABORATORY INSTRUCTION

Research Design and Reporting

Many of the readers of this review will be familiar with the 13
criticisms of science education research which Curtis stated in the second
volume of his "Digests" (1971b) and which were repeated by Jacobson (1974)
in his paper entitled "Forty Years of Research in Science Education." For
those few who are not familiar, the criticisms were (1) failing to state
the problem definitely; (2) assuming the equivalence of experimental groups
without taking adequate steps to ensure this equivalence; (3) securing
equivalence of groups upon a basis other than that in terms of which
results are measured; (4) failing to isolate the experimental factor; (5)
delimiting too rigorously the teaching methods under investigation; (6)
assuming the definitions of teaching methods under investigation to be
standard (i.e, commonly accepted); (7) failing to report the technique in
sufficient detail; (8) mingling findings and conclusions with details of
methods; (9) evaluating on the basis of only one criterion, when that
criterion is but a single element in a more complex process or situation;
(10) employing crude subjective tests in measuring results; (11) making
gross errors in recording data; (12) including personal opinions among the
findings and introducing personal bias into the investigation; and (13)
making sweeping generalizations from obviously insufficient data (Jacobson,
1974, pp. 7-8).

Cunningham (1946) reviewed 25 years (1912-1943) of research on the
problem of laboratory work vs. lecture-demonstration. He reported that he
considered 13 general questions in selecting and analyzing the studies.
(1) Were the experimenters, and agencies to which the research work on this
problem was submitted, reliable? Yes; (2) Have the problems of these
studies been definitely and precisely stated at the beginning of each
undertaking? Not all were; (3) Have the separate specific problems or
outcomes of the various studies been definitely stated at the beginning of
each report? For the most part, but--; (4) Were variables, that should
have been held constant, allowed in the experimental situation? Often; (5)
Were variables, that should have been held constant, permitted in the
methods of teaching used? Usually no; (6) What kind of data were obtained
in.these studies and how were they obtained? Generally, thrcugh the use of
written tests; (7) Were the data obtained under a variety of conditions?
The amount of information about this varies, but, probably, yes; (8) Were
the data used in these studies valid? Usually there is evidence to support
this; (9) Were the tests used in these studies reliable? Data are lacking;
(10) How were the data handled? Statistical methods varied; (11) What
results did the experimenters report? These also varied, but included
retention (immediate or delayed), student interest, economy of time,
laboratory resourcefulness, manipulative skills, etc.; (12) Have the
experimenters been reasonably modetate in their claims concerning their
findings? For the most part; and (13) How have the studies, as wholes,
been ranked by the critics? Results varied--for example, 7 were considered
very good, 11 as intermediate, and 6 as inferior.
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Kruglak and Wall (1959), who were interested in developing laboratory
performance tests to be used in general physics classes at colleges and
universities, also reviewed laboratory instruction research. In their
review, they used five questions as guides: (1) Did the investigator make
a sufficiently detailed report of his work so that it can be properly
appraised? (2) Did the investigator use the best contemporary experimental
procedures and techniques? (3) Were the research data subjected to the best
analytical treatment known at the time of the study? (4) Has the
investigator been reasonably cautious in interpreting the data and drawing
conclusions? and (5) Did the investigation make a contribution to the
field?

Kruglak and Wall suggested that research needs to be car/ied out
relative to (1) the formulation of general and specific objectives of
laboratory instruction, (2) the relationship between the laboratory and
other areas of instruction, (3) the development and validation of tests in
harmony with stated instructional objectives, and (4) experimentation and
rigorous evaluation of novel laboratory instructional methods. They
identified some specific questions that might be considered: How useful are
laboratory performance tests as predictors of achievement in advanced
laboratory courses? in research laboratories? Which laboratory experiences
are better taught by the individual method and which by demonstrations?
(p. 161).

The remarks of McKeachie (1963) concerning the difficulty of
conducting research on two different methods of instruction have been
discussed earlier in this review. Writing in the sa.----, publication, Watson
(ed. Gage, 1963) contributed a chapter on research on teaching science. A
subsection of Watson's chapter (pp. 1041-1044) was focused on laboratory
work. In it he discussed 16 studies and concluded that the whole area was
still open for investigation. Watson said that the hypotheses studied
should come from a careful analysis of the important operations of science
which can be illustrated and practiced in the laboratory. Watson
identified some variables that might be considered in this research: sex,
car,ei aspirations, general IQ, prior laboratory experience, manual
dexterity, and ability in solving problems in spatial relations. He
suggested that researchers need to look at the nature of the task, the
motivation of the student, and behavior patterns of the teacher in defining
the task and motivating students.

Boud, Dunn, and Kennedy (1980) published a short article in the
Journal of Chemical Education, reporting that they based their article on
an appraisal of more than 250 reports on laboratory teaching of chemistry,
physics, and biology appearing in the literature between 1970-1977. They
identified three trends: (1) individualization of laboratory work, in the
form of selfteaching packages and individualized computerassisted
leatnilig techniques, occurring in the early stages of undergraduate
teaching; (2) project work and participation in research is receiving
increased emphasis, with more emphasis on communityoriented and teambased
projects; and (3) breaking down of administrative barriers between
lectures, tutorials, and laboratory classes, also with some integration of
subdisciplines.
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These authors pointed out that the reports they reviewed varied in

detail included. They identified six areas which should be included in
reports about laboratory teaching, and suggested that information should be
included about:

(1) The aims of adopting the methods:

a) to solve specific problems associated with space, staff,
apparatus.

b) to change the attitudes of students, to increase relevance
of the course, to make the subject more enjoyable.

c) to investigate the efficacy of particular approaches in the
context c' course goals of curriculum constraints.

d) the relationship of these aims with the objectives of the
particular course.

(2) The context in which the innovation was applied:
a) the numbers of students involved and the nature of the

particular course.
b) the "normal" approach adopted to the teaching of the

particular segment.
(3) The methods by which student performance was assessed:

a) particulatly as they relate to the stated aims of
introducing the innovation.

b) an indication of the results of assessing student

performance if possible comparing these with a control
group or historical summary of previous performance patterns.

c) the results of pre and posttests or other assr sment
procedures.

(4) The approach adopted:
a) including special features such as peer group assessment

and special relevance to the work situation.
b) description of particular equipment, arrangement of

laboratory, space, facilities for staff interaction.
c) number of staff, both academic and technical, required to

support the program.
d) summary details of the experiments including any special

features of the materials or learning aids.
(5) The evaluation procedures used to measure the impact of the

approach:
a) an account of student attitudes and pero.eptions of the

approach and their opinions as to how the style of
teaching has operated.

b) an account of opinions of the staff involved as to the
success or otherwise of the technique.

c) an estimate of comparative costs of the new technique
compared with the more "usual" approach to the teaching.
This comparison should make some reference not only to
equipment and materials but also to the level of academic
and support staffing required.

(6) Similar approaches reported elsewhere by other authors:
a) highlighting areas of similar and contrary experiences.
b) emphasizing any modifications to standard models of

innovation which have resulted in improvements. (1980, pp.
456-457)



This additional detail will be of use to persons interested in curriculum
development as well as to those interested in research.

Stuit and Engelhart wrote "A Critical Summary of the Research on the
Lecture-Demonstration Versus the Individual-Laboratory Method of Teaching
High School Chemistry" which was published in Science Education in October,
1932. In their article the authors spent some time in identifying the
factors to be considered when setting up controlled experiments in
education: specification of instructional procedures in detail, equivalent
groqps of pupils (IQ, study habits, chronological age, previous achievement
in such subjects as physics, general science, mathematics, participation in
extra-curricular activities, home environment, sex, race, physical
condition), control of teacher factors (zeal, personality, preference for
method to be used), school size, administration and supervision, school
organization, school building, community attitude and interest as well as
same sequence of topics, same time of day, time devoted to learning
activity. They also stressed that researchers should not let students know
they are in an experimental situation. They suggested that the
experimental treatment should last at least a semester or preferably a
school year. They advocated the use of equivalent forms of an achievement
test in chemistry of known and high reliability for the initial and final
testing. They also suggested that researchers test for such outcomes as
laboratory techniques and manipulative skills, abiding interest in
chemistry, and scientific attitude. If possible, there should be a later
retest to measure retention.

Stuit and Engelhart (1932) then proceeded to identify and discuss
various experimental studies in light of (some of) the criteria they
imposed. They ended by citing conclusions favoring the use of the
laboratory; conclusions favoring the demonstration method; conclusions of
no significant difference, and general, overall conclusions. They reported
(1) no method is considered best in every case; (2) in small schools where
money and space are not plentiful, the lecture-demonstration method seems
most practicable; (3) written tests cannot test all outcomes of high school
chemistry and tests of a manipulative variety for evaluating laboratory

merits of the
lecture demonstration and individual-laboratory methods still seems
unsolved and as complex as ever. . ." (p. 391).

skills are needed; and (4) "The problem of the relative

. R. C. Bradley, Earp, and Sullivan (1966) wrote "A Review of Fifty
Years of Science Teaching and its Implications," published in Science
Education. They reviewed elementary school science from 1920 to the
present (presumably, 1965) in 10-year periods and highlighted what was
taught fir each decade.

In discussing elementary school science they wrote

The purpose of the elementary science program is to provide the
opportunity for students to learn the processes or methods as well
as the content of Science. . . The science program should lead
students to scientific self-activity and to think as scientists
think; i.e., to identify problems, gather facts relevant to the
solutio:, of problems. . . A most significant form of learning
comes from the process of carrying forth an idea in experimentation
and making adjustments so that experiment is successful.

. .

(p. 153).



They advocated a developmental approach in teaching elementary school
science--simple concepts to complex, from concrete objects to abstract
ideas.

In 1968, in Science Education, R. L. Bradley published an article
entitled "Is the Science Laboratory Necessary for General Education Science
Courses?" He provided some historical background on the development of
laboratory instruction in college science and reviewed previous research in
this area. Using 10 questions modified from the 13 Cunningham (1946)
reported using, Bradley examined studies related to what he termed general
education science.

In the conclusions section of his article, Bradley wrote

Although most of the data seem valid, the diversity of findings
appear to cast some doubt on the validity of the tests, the adequacy
of the controls of such factors as instructor conditions, and the use
of small unrepresentative groups and no retrial of experiments. There
also seems to be no standard lecture- demonstration or laboratory
method . . . . (p. 65).

Like Stuit and Engelhart, writing 36 years earlier, Bradley grouped his
conclusions into those in favor of the laboratory method, those in favor of
the lecture-demonstration, and those of no significant difference. His
general overall conclusions also parallel those of Stuit and Engelhart, as
follows:

Bradley, 1968:

No one method can be considered superior in all cases.
The objectives of science teaching, the ability level
of the students, and the facilities available should
largely determine the method used.

Stuit and Engelhart, 1932:

No method can be considered to be the best in every
case. The objectives of chemistry teaching, the pre-
ference of the teacher, the nature of the pupil, anA the
facilities of the school will largely determine which
method should be used.

Bradley, 1968:

Where costs per student is a major concern, the lecture-
demonstration method seems to offer the best advantages.

Stuit and Engelhart, 1932:

In small schools where money and space are not plentiful
the lecture-demonstration method seems to be most practicable.

Bradley, 1968:

The problem of the lecture-demonstration method versu: some
kind of laboratory method still seems unsolved and as complex
as ever. It appears that there should be mote careful experi-
mentation involving careful control of ncu-experimental factors.
More reliable testing is needed before any definitive answers can
be given. When experimentation has indicated that a particular
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Bradley, 1968(cont'd):

method is superior in outcomes, the method must still be
examined in terms of the values of these outcomes relative
to the costs involved.

Stuit and Engelhart, 1932:

The problem of the relative merits of the lecture-
demonstration and individual-laboratory methods still seems
unsolved and as complex as ever. More careful experimenta-
tion, involving careful control of non-experimental factors
and reliable testing, is needed in order to justify any
definite and final conclusion. When experimentation has
shown the relative superiorities of the methods in terms of
outcomes, the methods should be evaluated in terms of the
values attached to these outcomes. (Bradley, p. 66; Stuit
and Engelhart, pp. 390-391)

"The more things change, the more they remain the same" appears to be an
appropriate, even if trite, remark at this point.

If there are any generalizations to be drawn from this small section
of the review, these appear to be that caution needs to be exercised in the
selection and application of research methodology, more detail needs to be
provided in the reporting of research, and thus iar, definite and final
conclusions have yet to be found and communicated.

If At First You Don't Succeed

Nevertheless, researchers persist. The assumption that the laboratory
can, or does, must make a difference is so deeply ingrained in most of us
that we continue to investigate even when we are not heartened by the
results we find. Although it is not an article in which shortcomings of
research methodology or research reporting are discussed, a report by S. C.
Brown (1958) is included here because it serves to illustrate this point.
Brown, in an article published in the American Journal of Physics, reported
several studies (or one study with several sub-parts) done at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).

Personnel at MIT wanted to build on high school physics courses in
their MIT science program. They sent a questionnaire to 1-igh schools and
preparatory schools sending students to MIT to ask about their secondary
school physics programs and got 1311 responses. MIT personnel looked for
correlations with the laboratory grades of students who had had previous
(equivalent) experiments in secondary school. Nine hundred MIT freshL,en
students were involved in this investigation. Six MIT physics experiments
were found to be equivalent to those in secondary schools, with 300-400
students having had these experiments. There were no statistically
significant differences in the laboratory grades of the two groups: those
with equivalent experiments vs. those without.

So, another study was undertak.n -- to see if people recognized
laboratcry apparatus. Students we Asked to name a piece of apparatus, to
tell what physical quantity it mea ured, and to provide a brief description
of how the experiment (using the apparatus) was performed. The researchers
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analyzed the data from the 700 students involved in this study and found
they could have settled for only the first question. Only 41% of the
students recognized they had studied the experiment using the apparatus.

Next the MIT researchers looked at 329 students who had had physics as

seniors in high school and 318 who had taken the course as juniors, to see
if they differed in recognition of apparatus. They found the recognition
rate to be 41% for those taking physics as seniors and 40%, for those
taking it as juniors. They also tested 84 students who had not taken a
laboratory course in physics. Their recognition rate was 30%, so there
seemed to be some advantage to having had a laboratory course in physics in
high school.

It was decided to try the recognition test with MIT sophomores who had
completed the physics experiments during their freshman year. Their
average recognition score was 38%! Brown concluded,". . .knowledge about
specific experiments is not retained either at the high school or the
university level. . ." so '. . .design of experiments should be geared to
overall educational value rather than for specific training in details of
apparatus or experiments" (p. 335).

When graduates of preparatory schools were tested, their score was
48%, statistically significant over the other freshmen, but still showing
less than a 50% retention rate. The MIT researchers looked at the two
groups (public vs. prep school graduates) on the basis of their CEEB
scores: those ranking in the 500 range and those in the 700 range. They
also looked at students within the two groups who had not done similar
experiments and the grades they made. No significant differences were
found relative to any of these situations.

From the questionnaire data the MIT researchers had learned that 120
of the 1311 responding schools did not use commercial laboratory manuals
for physics. They then looked at the students who had graduated from these
schools, thinking that the teachers who would spend time and effort to
write their own laboratory manual must have made some impact on their
students. No significant differences were found for this group as compared
to other students on their MIT physics grades. ". . . only one correlation
shcwed a significant trend. . ." in that, on strange and unusual
experiments, students from the teacherproducedlaboratorymanualclasses
earned, on the average, a five percent higher grade than equivalent
students who had used commercial manuals (p. 336).

The freshman class was interviewed at the end of the year by the MIT
laboratory staff to see what they considered to be of educational value in
their high school physics laboratory, new that they had had a year of
college work. Nothing specific was identified. However, the majority of
the freshmen thought that ". . . without an enthusiastic introduction to
physical scicices in their secondary school education, they would not have
chosen science or engineering as a profession. . ." (p. 336).

Brown therefore concluded that the intellectual stimulation and
scientific challenge of laboratory education at the secondary school level
is the most important single function of science. Laboratory education at
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the university level must have as its goal the teaching of the scientific
point of view and the intellectual challenge of the experimental method
rather than the training of students in particular or specific techniques
or in carrying out particular experiments.

This point of view seems to relate closely to that expressed by Welch
(1976) when discussing declining test scores in science. Welch identified
five possible explanations for declining scores and then speculated that
the test score decline might be due to an increase in the affective
outcomes of schooling. Using data, from 350 science classes, from student
scores on two affective measures (Science Attitude Inventory and Learning
Environmental Inventory-Satisfaction), Welch reported statistically
significant gains on measures of class satisfaction and science attitude.
He suggested that while students may be learning less science (as indicated
by achievement test scores), they are enjoying it more.

Perhaps we need to pay more attention to the affective aspects of
using the laboratory in science teaching. However, researchers have
investigated attitudes as a dependent variable when the laboratory was
used, with no significant differences studies predominating. In addition
there is the problem, discussed earlier, of attitude toward science vs.
scientific attitudes.

The Science Laboratory and Disadvantaged Students

As the enrollment of the schools has increased, subgroups of the
school age population have become centers of concern. In prior decades the
Americanization of immigrants was a focus of educators. Now one of the
concerns is for the education of disadvantaged students. Baillie's report
(no date) mentioned earlier in this review is based on the premise that
discovery activities in science with active student participation will
promote interest in school and school work. However, he does not cite any
research support.

Bredderman (1979), in a paper presented at a meeting of the American
Educational Research Association, reported preliminary findings of a

meta-analysis of elementary school science process curriculum studies. He
said that disadvantaged students using process programs gained more
intellectually than did control groups. When process groups were compared
with other groups using some combination of laboratory work with a

textbook, the advantage of the process outcomes was reduced almost to zero
-- implying that the active involvement of the process approach or some
other laboratory approach was the critical factor.

Two researchers worked with populations of older disadvantaged
students. McKinnon (1976) reported a six-week summer program designed to
help pre-engineering freshmen learn to think logically. Forty-three
students were involved: 41 Blacks, 1 Chinese-American, 1 Chicano; with 5 of
the 43 students being female. Pre-tests provided data showing that 28 of
the 43 students were concrete operational in their thinking and 7 were at
the formal operational level. (Apparently the others were in some
transttional stage.)
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The students were placed in a logic of science laboratory in which
they were faced with situations they could not resolve with the
understanding they presently had. Students were pre- and post-tested to
determine the effects of their laboratory experience. In the laboratory
they went through activities related to the conservation of volume,
equilibrium in the balance, separation of variables, exrlusion of potential
variables, and elimination of contradictions (tasks described by Inhelder
and Piaget). Eleven of the students moved from concre,.e. to formal level.
Twenty-eight of the 43 students exhibited positive growth in thinking (this
was not elaborated in the article), while four decreased in this ability
(p. 741).

McKinnon said that the students needed to interact with materials
normally provided in a well-structured laboratory course. Their previous
educational experiences had been mostly passive activities with little
opportunity for critical thinking. In the logic of science laboratory they
were provided with an abundance of opportunities for interacting with
materials and for verbalizing with other students and teachers. Such
experiences resulted in a significant increase in the ability to think
logically. McKinnon also reported that he had talked with the students
pre-testing at the formal operations level and found that, for these
students, with ". . . more extensive laboratory-oriented science courses,
classroom interaction was better remembered, and more warmth toward these
activities was exhibited. Where students had taken a course in which the
lecture approach wAs used very extensively, their feelings toward both
subject and teacher were generally negative" (p. 743).

McKinnon considered that his findings had implications for engineering
schools. These institutions need to re-orient their physics and chemistry
classes in order to modify a straight lecture approach. There is need for
longer periods for assimilation of information. Perhaps individualized or
self-paced approaches are needed. Teachers need to be skilled in
perceptive questioning. Laboratory activities should be designed to create
disequilibration.

1:2 emphasized that minority students need more time, benefitting from
a self-pacing approach to instruction, as well as longer time for taking
tests. They also need to have a greater emphasis placed upon step-by-step
problem analysis and to have the same opportunities to interact with
materials, the teacher, and other students as their advantaged peers have.
McKinnon also suggested that high schools could improve the preparation of
miniority students for engineering education by appropriate career
guidance, as well as by realistic grading.

McDermott, Piternick, and Rosenquist (1980) have reported on a project
at the University of Washington designed to increase the number of minority
students qualifying for admission to health science programs. They contend
that minorities are under-represented in science-related professions as a
result of being academically disadvantaged in high school. Therefore,
minorities cannot succeed in college courses requireo for science-related
careers. The University of Washington program involves a three-quarter
sequence in physics and one quarter of biology.
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In the discussion of crucial instructional strategies, the authors
describe the role of the laboratory. Standard laboratory equipment and
simple materials are used to give students direct experiences which will
serve as the basis for generalization and proper formation of scientific
concepts. Concepts are named after students have completed the laboratory
activity.

McDermott et al., wrote rh.'t

Importance of a laboratory setting for instruction can hardly be
overemphasized. . . . for students whose reasoning skills are not yet
fully developed, this is where scientific ideas should be introduced.
The availability of concrete examples and the opportunity to
manipulate the systems under study allow the students to gain
experience on which to build the abstractions of science.

. . .

Moreover, the laboratory makes it possible for the students to
relate representations such as graphs, diagrams, and verbal statements
to the real world. Activities in the laboratory can also provide a

focus for discussions among students, and between students and
instructional staff (p. 202).

These reports, combined with several reviewed earlier, provide
evidence that experiences in which students manipulate materials can serve
to enhance cognitive development in terms of reasoning skills.

Assessing the Contributions of the Laboratory

The literature reviewed in this subsection deals primarily with the
assessment of psychomotor skills. Kruglak and other authors were mentioned
earlier as emphasizing the point that manipulative skills are more properly
assessed by some means other than paper and pencil tests. Kruglak ( 1955,
1960) was particularly concerned with measuring the laboratory achievement
of physics students. In an articlt_ published in 1955, Kruglak discussed a
study in which three versions of a laboratory skills test were used:
essay, multiple choice, and performance. He reported a low correlation
between the performance test and the paper and pencil tests. Kruglak
considered that this fact indicated that the paper and pencil tests were,
at best, only crude approximations of evaluation of the ability to deal
with laboratory materials and apparatus (p. 86).

In 1960 Kruglak submitted a report to the National Science Foundation
describing the results of a project that NSF had funded. Kruglak had
produced a book dealing with laboratory performance tests in college
physics. This 165 page book was mailed to 1046 colleges and universities
in the United States at which a general course in physics was offered.
Copies (140) were also sent to science journals, apparatus makers, and
colleges not identified as being on the American Institute of Physics list.
Kruglak also sent out a questionnaire asking for informar.tion on current
teaching practices in physics laboratories. He reported receiving replies
from more than 500 colleges and expressed the desire to carry out a similar
study five years in the future. Kruglak said that it was most surprising
to find in many college science departments a most unscientific approach to
science teaching. He recommended that the National Science Foundation fund
research in science teaching, particularly at the college level.
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Robinson (1969) published an article about evaluating laboratory work
in high school biology. He said that, despite the emphasis on laboratory
activities in the NSF-funded science course improvement projects,
assessment of curriculum effectiveness remained at the paper and pencil
level. However, he reported that teachers in one trial center for BSCS
Blue Version materials had designed some new questions for a laboratory
practical examination. They found four kinds of activities common to
student work in the BSCS Blue Version: performing various kinds of
measurements; naming or categorizing organisms, models, or apparatus;
interpreting experiments; and seeing appropriate interrelationships of
phenomena and ideas. These four kinds of activities were used as a
framework for a 20-item laboratory practical examination. After some pilot
work, the categories were revised into measuring, identifying, selecting,
and computing (p. 236). These categories were discussed and the items each
contains were described. The theme of the article appeared to be that
laboratory exercises designed to teach science as inquiry are different
from the old illustrative exercises. Therefore, new items should be

designed to assess whether ,z not students have comprehended the nature, or
structure, of scientific knowledge.

Another practical examination in biology was reported by Tamir and
Glassman (1971). Their article contains some reference to an earlier
practical examination with three parts: plant identification with a key,
an oral examination on animals and plants, and a problem to be solved by an
experiment. The current version contains four added problems dealing with
DNA replication in Euplotes, osmotic behavior and permeability in plant
cells, the relationship of respiration to temperature in fish, and the
effect of enzyme concentration on the rate of starch hydrolysis. When
results of the practical examination were correlated with achievement in
paper and pencil matriculation tests and yearly school grade, the results
indicated that the practical examination as a whole, as well as parts,
apparently measured some aspects of achievement hardy measured by the
teacher's grade or by paper and pencil tests (p. 308).

Tamir and Glassman discussed the criteria used for assessment:
manipulation, self-reliance, observation, investigation, communication, and
reasoning. The first two were assessed during the examination and the
others derived from the answers students gave. Then they decided to see if
this inquiry-oriented laboratory test would discriminate between BSCS and
nou-BSCS students: 60 12th grade students who had studied biology for four
years and 142 BSCS students. They found the BSCS students performed
significantly better than the non-BSCS students did, due mainly to the
superiority of the BSCS students in reasoning and self-reliance. Tamir and
Glassman concluded that BSCS students possess a distinct advantage in
solving open-ended problems using experimental procedures in the laboratory
(p. 314).

Venkatachelam and Rudolph (1974) reported on a laboratory examination
for college chemistry which consisted of three parts: (1) two videotaped
experiments in which typical mistakes had been deliberately made (students
had to spot these mistakes); (2) simple laboratory tasks in which skill,
accuracy, and speed were evaluated; and (3) multiple choice questions on a
variety of topics (e.g.) simple laboratory calculations, chemistry theory
behind some of the techniques used, inferences that could logically be
drawn from a set of experimental observations.
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Eglen and Kempa (1974) were also interested in evaluating students'
laboratory performance in chemistry. They were concerned not with
developing a practical examination but with assessment instruments. They
reported on an experiment in which three types of assessment instruments
were used with videotapes of students performing chemistry experiments.
The instruments were open-ended, intermediate, and checklist in form. The
most variability was found in the use of an open-ended instrument.

Klopfer (1971), in the "Handbook on Formative and Summative Evaluation
of Student Learning," (Bloom et al., eds.), has prepared a table of
specifications for science education (table 18-1) which contains columns
headed "manual skills" and is divided into development of skills in using
common laboratory equipment and the performance of common laboratory
techniques with care and safety. Related to these columns are B.0,
processes of scientific inquiry--observing and measuring; G.0, manual
skills, related to manual skills involved in science laboratory work in the
schools (p. 576).

Mitchell (1978) has written an article showing the use of an
evaluation format, based on Klopfer's chapter, for evaluating inquiry in
curriculum materials. Major headings in his scheme are processes of
scientific inquiry -- (1) observing and measuring; (2) seeing a problem and
seeking to solve it; (3) interpreting data and formulating generalizations;
and (4) building, testing, and revising a theoretical model. Mitchell
suggested that Klopfer's scheme may expect toe much of curriculum materials
by spreading the building, testing, and revising of a theoretical model
over too many (six) categories. Mitchell considered it possible to
condense these categories to four or even three.

Hofstein and Giddings (1980), in a technical report prepared for the
University of Iowa, have provided examples of paper and pencil tests which
could be used to evaluate laboratory skills.

Little and deM Maclay (1978) have developed a manual er basic skills
in physics. They arc concerned with the identification of laboratory and
workshop skills relevant to the teaching of high school physics. They say
that teachers do not have a lot of physics knowledge, although there is a
lot of equipment available (thanks to government money) in Australia.
Teachers need to be trained to use and maintain this equipment. Their
manual of basic skills contains objectives for a psychomotor skills test
for physics teachers. There are 10 objectives, each of which has a

cognitive component as well as a psychomotor component.

Lunetta and Tamir (1979) emphasized that science teachers have moved,
or should move. sway from laboratory activities that emphasize
illustration, demonstration or verification to those emphasizing
hypothesizing, predicting, etc., as well as developing attitudes and skills
consistent with the work of scientists an the understanding of scientific
relationships, concepts, and models. They presented a checklist of 24
skills and behaviors they have culled from the literature and have related
to the processes of scientific inquiry and problem-solving. These
behaviors are grouped as relating to planning and design, performance,
analysis, and application. The authors illustrated how this checklist may
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be used with a laboratory activity by using it on a laboratory activity
from Harvard Project Physics and one from the Yellow Version of the BSCS
materials. A three-category marking system is used: + if the student
behavior is called for at least once in the activity, - if it is never
called for, and 0 if it is not possible to determine this. The physics and
biology activities are then discussed in terms of what the use of the
checklist can tell a secondary school science teacher about the activities.

Doran (1978) wrote that the question of how the laboratory can best be
used is still not answered for inFtructional programs. He suggested that
if educators want to use the labrr to demonstrate how science
operates, they need to decide on the ' 2havior to be encouraged and then to
design objectives and activities to achieve these ends. However, the
precise relationship of student laboratory activities to the goals of
school science courses is not clearly understood. Doran considelA the
lack of a conceptual framework for evaluation of science laboratory
activities one of the greatest deficiencies in the measurement of science
laboratory skills.

Doran posed the question: What skills are necessary for functioning
in a science classroom laboratory setting? and proceeded to consider this
in relation to work by Nedelsky, Klopfer, Robinson, Thomas, Eglen and
Kempa, and Jeffrey. The information from Klopfer, Robinson, and Jeffrey
has been discussed at other points in this revie1,7 and will not be repeated
here. Nedelsky has identified four stages underlying laboratory/
performance tests: (1) laboratory knowledge, (2) understanding of the
processes of measurement, (3) intuitive understanding of phenomena, and (4)
ability to learn from experiments or observations.

Thomas has identified nine behaviors students follow in a laboratory
assignment. (1) understand and follow instructions, (2) formulate method,
(3) organize work and work space, (4) manipulate equipment and ccllect
data, (5) record results accurately, (6) present results, (7) use of
statistical methods, (8) discuss results and suggest follow-up work, and
(9) survey the literature.

Eglen and Kempa identified four components of science laboratory
activities: (1) methodical procedure, (2) experimental techniques, (3)
manual dexterity, and (4) orderliness.

Based on this material, Doran concluded that cognitive, affective, and
psychomotor elements are present in the necessary skills. He said that the
development relative to the cognitive and affective domains has been
greater than that in the psychomotor domain. However, the three domains
overlap and interlock, with student behaviors being a combination of
elements from all the three domains. Doran spent some time in a discussion
of the use of checklists or rating scales vs. laboratory practical
examinations, pointing out that the National Assessment of Educational
Progress (NAEP) has given limited attention to manipulative exercises in
its science test battery.

Doran concluded

The relative stress on manual skills development in science programs
is still a moot question. Each science teacher will differ in
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the emphasis he gives to the st,Jents' equipment manipulation and
laboratocy techniques. Research into psychomotor aspects of
science laboratory objectives is woefully lacking. There are
presently no universally accepted criteria for describing a
student's science laboratory skills. . . (p. 407).

If Doran's review has been thorough and ccmprehensive and his view
(that the question of how the laboratory can be used for instructional
programs is still not answered) is a valid one, this is an area in which
more science education research needs to be done.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Some Concerns from Current Literature

In addition to the areas of investigating the role of the laboratory
in cognitive development or in overcoming deficiencies in logical reasoning
in minority disadvantaged students, there are other possible research
concerns.

Hofstein and Lunetta (1980), in a paper prepared to accompany a
symposium on the role of the laboratory in science teaching (presented at
the 1980 annual meeting of the National Association for Research in Science
Teaching), have identified numerous areas. They consider that research
should be done on specific conditions, methods, and strategies of
laboratory work and their effect on learning outcomes. They suggest that
dependent and independent variables should be more carefully monitored than
in past studies. Variables to be monitored include (1) teacher behavior,
(2) student behavior, (2) content of laboratory manual and laboratory
activities, (4) classroom environment, (5) student characteristics and
abilities, (6) student attitudes toward a variety of relevant issues, (7)
student manipulative abilities, (8) student conceptual understanding, (9)
student inquiry skills, and (10) laboratory management variables (i.e.,)
time allotted to laboratory work, availability of laboratory space and
resources, and method of grouping students (pp. 28-29).

Hofstein and Lunetta advocated that "promising variables neglected in
past studies" should be investigated--the development of problem-solving
and logical skills, and positive attitudes toward science and toward the
student'r perception of his ability to understand and to change his
environment.

Hofstein and Lunetta maintained that, at present, there are
insufficient data from well-designed studies from which to make unequivocal
statements on the role and effectiveness of laboratory work in science
teaching (p. 28).

Some Concerns from the Studies Reviewed

Certainly, because achievement and the emphasis on accountability are
pressures with which science teachers must deal, there is a need to design
achievement tests which more closely approximate the cognitive outcomes
science laboratories of the investigative type can produce. It would be
desirable to be able to teach science without having to worry about grades
and grading but as long as grades are a primary method of communicating to
parents and the general public how students are, or are not, progressing,
we need to do more than cope with the situation.

Attitude studies were another type that received much attention in the
science education research literature. This area also produced a large
number of no significant differences results. We need to clarify what we
mean when we talk about attitudes--are we hoping to promote positive
feelings about studying science or are we attempting to produce students
who think scientifically? If the second objective is the one we choose,
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then we need to carefully delineate the behaviors by which we will
determine whether or not scientific thinking is taking place. Then we will
need to identify or develop instruments to test for this.

The "cognitive abilities" cluster contained a diversity of studies
grouped together because some aspect of learning and cognition was
investigated. Critical thinking and cognitive style are certainly
different types of tactors. As various reviewers have stated, we are in
need of adequate, descriptive information as well as onerational
definitions for the factors we investigate and report about.

The area of interests was not investigated in many research studies
identified for this review. This was, to some degree, surprising because
many science teachers, in conversation, express the belief that involvement
in laboratory activities creates student interest in studying science.
Perhaps the small number of studies is symptomatic of the ebb and flow of
interest in research topics. Possibly, people are assuming that if

students hold positive attitudes toward science, interest will develop.
Perhaps pressures to convince the general public that science is a "basic"
have oversiadowed the interestpromoting types of objectives for laboratory
science.

Whatever we ecamine--recent research or that reviewed in the Curtis
"Digests" -- we have to concur with Hofstein and Lunetta that we have
insufficient evidence upon which tc make unequivocal statements about the
role and effectiveness of laboratory work in science teaching. The final
section of this review will be devoted to the consideration of possible
factors contributing to this situation.
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SOME CONCLUSIONS AND SPECULATIONS
ABOUT RESEARCH RELATED TO THE ROLE OF THE SCIENCE LABORATORY

The figure shown on page 109 is this reviewer's attempt to depict the
factors that appear to be involved, directly or indirectly, in imestiga-
tions into the role of the laboratory in science teaching. As McKeachie
(1963) has said, it would appear to be a simple thing to compare one
instructional method with another but it really is not.

Reasons for Teaching Science

One of the reasons for teaching science is influenced by one's view of
the purposes of education which were briefly discussed earlier in this
review: to transmit the culture, to transform the culture, to promote
individual development, or to combine some elements of all of these into an
eclectic view. This philosophical bias serves as a filter through which
information about the nature of the scientific enterprise is transmitted.
In addition, the view of what constitutes the nature of science and the
scientific enterprise appears to change over the years, with this view
being influenced by ways in which the general public reacts to science as
well as by the contributions of the scientific community to pure and
applied science.

The educational community is also involved because of pre-service and
in-service teacher education programs and activities. In addition, science
educators and scientists are involved in the writing of textbooks and
curriculum materials to be used in science classes. Individuals such as C.
P. Snow, Jacob Bronowski, and others have done much to communicate about
science to the non-scientist. Programs such as Bronowski's "The Ascent of
Man" and, more recently, "The Search for Solutions," "The Body in
Question," "Cosmos," and "Hard Choices" have been shown on public
television during prime viewing hours.

Nevertheless, we have not apparently resolved what the aims of science
teaching should be in terms of the population of the secondary schools.
Hurd has written about teaching for the scientist vs. teaching for the
citizen. Much has been written about the desirability of having a
scientifically literate citizenry. Publications produced by the National
Science Teachers Association (NSTA) and by the Educational Policies
Commission of the National Education Association relate to this concern.

In Theory into Action (Hurd, 1964) the NSTA Curriculum Committee
published the organization's position at that time on curriculum
development in science. In their discussion of the nature of science, the
committee characterized th' scientific enterprise as having three aspects.

. . .The first consists largely in observation and description of
nature, and is sometimes called natural history. . . .The second
aspect of the scientific enterprise, science, begins with the first--
with observation, with descriptive statements, with simple, causal
relationships derived from experiment. But it is important in science
education to realize that the essence of science lies not so much in
seeking out the detailed structure of nature as in trying to
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understand it. . . .As for the third aspect of the scientific
enterprise, technology, the distinction between this activity and what
we call science is probably more evident than that between natural
history and science, where the boundary is not nearly as sharp. While
science is an intellectual quest for understanding of natural
phenomena, technology is a practical effort to use and control these
phenomena. Technology yields the tangible products of science.

All three aspects of the scientific enterprise must be a part of the
science curriculum:
1. descriptive science or natural history, because it provides the

basis for scientific inquiry and plays so prominent a role in a
child's conventional experience;

2. science proper, because of its intellectual challenge, which
should be a primary goal of scientific education; and

3. technology, because it serves so well to illustrate the practical
application of scientific principles and because of its impact on
modern society (pp. 43-44).

The committee wrote that it was clearly impractical to include each of
the three categories to the same degree at all educational levels but that
students should understand the distinction among these activities.

In 1966, the Educational Policies Commission produced a small book
entitled "Education and the Spirit of Science," in which seven values were
identified as underlying science; i.e.,

the longing to know and understand,
questioning of all things,
search for data and their meaning,
demand for verification,
respect for logic,

consideration of premises, and
consideration of consequences.

Another curriculum committee of the National Science Teachers
Association produced yet another position statement for the organization.
This was entitled "School Science for the 70's"(1971). This group
maintained that producing a scientifically literate person was congruent
with the more general goals of education: learning how to learn, using
rational processes, building competence in basic skills, developing
intellectual and vocational competence, exploring values in new
experiences, understanding concepts and generalizations, and learning to
live harmoniously within, the biosphere (p. 47). They also characterized
the scientifically literate person as one who

1) uses science concepts, process skills, and values in making
everyday decisions as he/she interacts with other people and with
the environment;
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2) understands that the generation of scientific knowledge depends
upon the inquiry process and upon conceptual theories;

3) distinguishes between scientific evidence and nersonal opinion;
4) identifies the relationshiop between facts and theory;
5) recognizes the limitations as well as the usefulness of science

and technology in advancing human welfare;
6) understands the interrelationships between science, technology,

and other facets of society, including social and economic
development;

7) recognizes the human origin of science and understands that
scientific knowledge is tentative, subject to change as evidence
accumulates;

8) has sufficient knowledgt,_ and experience so that he/she can
appreciate the scientific work being carried out Ly others;

9) has a richer and more exciting view of the world as a result of
his/her science education;

10) has adopted values similar to those that underlie science so
that he/she can use and enjoy science for its intellectual
stimulation, its elegance of explanation, and its excitement of
inquiry; and

11) continues to inquire and increase his/her scientific knowledge
throughout his/her life (pp. 47-48).

Science in the schools should also be taught so that students become
aware of the social aspects of science; so cLat they (1) perceive the
cultural conditions within which science thrives; (2) recognize the need to
view the scientific enterprise within the broad perspectives of culture,
society, and history; (3) expect that social and economic innovaticns may
be necessary to improve man's condition; and (4) appreciate the
universality of scientific endeavors (p. 48).

Bronowski has perhaps summed up all of these aims in a few sentences
in The Common Sense of Science (1958). He wrote,

There is no sense at all in which science can be called a mere
description of facts. It is in no sense, as humanists sometimes
pretend, a neutral record of what happens in an endless mechani-
cal encyclopedia. . .science is not the blank record of facts,
but the search for order within the facts. And the truth of
science is not truth to fact, which can never be more than
approximate, but the truth of laws which we see within the
facts. . . . (p. 130)

It is this behavior or conceptual set that we hope to achieve in our
science students, although we have not said it this directly in position
papers or statements of goals and objectives. The use of the laboratory
should contribute to such an outcome.

The Role of the Science Teacher

After the three large-scale National Science Foundation-funded studies
were completed and published [the national survey (Weiss, 1978), the case
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studies (Stake et al., 1978), and the literature review (Helgeson, et al.,
1978)), numerous groups attempted to determine the common elements to be
found in these studies. One publication that resulted from such a

synthesis attempt was produced by the National Science Teachers Association
and is entitled "The Teacher is the Key" (in What Are The Needs..., 1980).
This title reflects this group's findings that what takes place in the
science classroom is controlled, either directly or indirectly, by the
teacher.

If this is a valid assumption, and it would appear to be, then the
science teacher is an important variable influencing research studies on
the role of the laboratory. Even if the research involves audio-tutorial
instruction, such instruction is usualiy compared to more traditional
approach which is assumed to have both lecture and laboratory components.
Even in the audio-tutorial mode of instruction, some individual has chosen
the content to be emphasized and sequenced the instructional activities.

When we consider secondary school science, we need tc recall the
comments derived from the case studies: that what science education will
be for a student is dependent on that the student's teacher believes,
knows, and does--or doesn't believe, doesn't know, doesn't do. Therefore,
when a researcher comes along and asks a teacher to teach in a certain
fashion, problems may arise. If the teacher is not carefully prepared to
use the experimental materials and methods or uses them but does not find
their emphasis consistent with his/her personal philosophy of teaching, it
is unlikely that the experimental treatment will be carried out in all its
aspects as the researcher would wish.

The opposite effect may also occur. In fact this did, to some extent_
take place with teachers using the federally funded science course
improvement project materials. The Hawthorne effect, or the halo effect, of
being part of a trial testing of materials developed by teams of
scientists, teachers, and science educators generated a degree of
enthusiasm among teachers.

Some research studies of the role of the laboratoiy did take into
account some teacher variables but these were usually of the easily
measured variety: age, sex, content background, years in teaching. What we
need also consider is the teacher's understanding of the nature of science,
his/her perceptions of desirable objectives for science teaching, and views
of the ways in which science teaching should take place. Some research of
all of these topics has taken place, as is evident from the classroom
interaction studies involv_ the use of instruments such as the Biology
Classroom Activity Checklist (BCAC) of Kochendorfer (1967) or the Biology
Laboratory Activity Checklist (BLAC) of Barnes (1967), both developed as a
part of research efforts to study the ways in which biology teachers used
BSCS materials. Second-and-third generation efforts have produced the
Science Classroom Activities Checklist (SCACL) of Sagness (1970) or the
Checklist of Assessment of Science Teachers (CAST) of Brown (1972). A
number of these instruments have two versions (teacher perceptions and
student perceptions) of what is taking place in the classroom.
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It might be profitable to look more carefully at teacher perceptions
of science laboratory activities, as did Barnes, and compare this set of
data with perceptions of the students.

Does the science teacher's content background make any difference in
his/her view of science and, if we may extrapolate, science teaching?
Herron (1971) interviewed science teachers participating in a summer
science institute to get their perceptions of what scientific enquiry was.
He reported

. . .the biology teachers as a group have more of a tendency at
least to talk about such abstractions as 'scientific method,'
'enquiry,' and 'open-ended' laboratory exercises. The physics
teachers, as a group, show a decidedly greater orientation toward
discussions restricted mainly to content. They showed much less
concern for problems related to the teaching of the nature of
the scientific enterprise. A slight positive correlation was noted
between the amount of teaching experience and level of response.
That is, the more recent college graduates in our sample showed
a greater tendency toward 'content orientation' than individuals
with more teaching experience. (p. 208)

How generalizable are the differences Herron identifiel in his sample?
What implications do Herron's findings have for the way teachers present
science in the laboratory and foc the ways in which they interact with
students? What influence do student perceptions have on outcomes of
research on the role of the science laboratory?

The Learner in the Science Laboratory

Certainly the student has been the focus of more laboratory research
than has the teacher. Results are reported in terms of student gain scores
on some instrument or collection of instruments, or changes in student
attitudes or interests or some other student variable. Perhaps most
investigators have not pursued the question of student effects to the
depth, or variety, that Brown (1958) reported in the research with physics
course and MIT students, but certainly student outcomes have been the
concern of laboratory research.

Classroom environment. In addition to the instruments named i the
previous subsection of this paper that include measures of student
perception of classroom activities, Parakh ( 1970, in Simon and Boyer,
eds.) has developed an interaction system focused on the cognitive
behaviors of individual pupils in biology classes. This system is based on
the same theoretical foundation is Parakh's teacher-pupil interaction
system, also for use in high school biology classes (in Balzer, Evans,
Blosser, 1973). The categories it both systems deal with the cognitive
aspects of teacher and pupil behaviors (with only a minor emphasis on
non-verbal behaviors) and these are not unique to biology classes, e.g.,
teacher demonstrates, teacher gives laboratory and substantive directions,
etc.



Tamir (1977) reported an investigation in which he used a modification
of Smith's earth science observatiun system in chemistry, physiology,
histolugy, and biologj classes and laboratories. It would appear that
science educators already have available instruments that might be used to

measure verbal, and non-verbal, interaction in a laboratory setting. The
problem appears to be more that of deciding on the appropriate instrument-
.a specific one such as Parakh's or Smith's or a more general one such as
the Science Laboratory Interaction Categories system of Shymansky and
Penick (1979). Researchers would be well advised to identify the
theoretical basis for the instrument they are considering before putting it
to use in order to make certain they are using a system which will collect
the kind of data they wish to analyze.

In addition to the classroom interaction types of instruments, another
instrument used in several studies to determine learners' perceptions of
instruction (Egelston, 1973; Rentoul and Fraser, 1978) is the Learning
Environment Inventory (LEI). This instrument was developed by Walberg and
Anderson (1968) as a part of the research related to Harvard Project
Physics. Some discussion of this research is contained in an ERIC/SMEAC
Occasional Paper on Harvard Project Physics by Welch (1971b). Walberg and
Anderson describe the instrument as consisting of 105 items designed to

measure classroom climate in secondary schools. Students react to each item
on a five-dimensional scale from "Strongly Agree" to "Strongly Disagree."
The instrument's scales are Intimacy, Friction, Cliqueness, Apathy,
Favoritism, Formality, Satisfaction, Speed, Difficulty, Coal Direction,
Democratic, Disorganization, Diversity, and Environment.

Researchers associated with the University of Minnesota have reported
data from administ:9tion of the Learning Environment Inventory (LEI).
Welch, in a 1977 research paper, discussed a long-term study of the
stability of learning environments. Using a stratified random sample of all
secondary schools it 15 states in the western two-thirds of the United
States, Welch and others obtained data designed to answer these questions:
are educational environments constant over time? do perceptions of science
and mathematics environments differ? and do perceptions of junior and
senior high school students differ? The period of time involved the
comparison of data from 1972 and from 1976.

One science or mathematics teacher was randomly selected per school
and one class for each teacher was also randomly selected for response to
the LEI. Welch reported 53% participation in 1972 and 45% in 1976, with
approximately 50% repeaters. Data were obtained from 1121 classes, having
approximately 22 students per class. A modification of the original LEI was
used in this research. The modified LEI instrument contained 10 seven-item
scales: Diversity, Formality, Friction, Coal Direction, Favoritism,
Difficulty, Democratic, Cliqueness, Satisfaction, and Disorganization.

Statistically significant differences were found, suggesting the
presence of duration, curricular, and age effects. On some of the LEI
scales, junior and senior high changes were different for science and
mathematics. On Formality, Friction, and Diversity the senior high school
student scores were lower than were those for junior high school students.
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Science and mathematics differences were greater for older students (1977,
(p. 10), with the science mean being higher. Welch interpreted the results
as showing that 1976 students perceived their classes as more organized,
formal, goal directed, and satisfying than did the 1972 students. This
shift to an environment that is a more orderly or structured learning
climate, is, in Welch's opinion, a "more conservative" approach to science
teaching (p. 11).

When science and mathematics class differences were considered,
science classes were described, through the LEI, as being more diverse,
disorganized, and formal, and possessing higher levels of friction,
cliqueness, and favoritism than were mathematics classes. Mathematics
classes were described as higher on goal direction, difficulty, and
democracy. Science and mathematics classes rated equal on satisfaction
(p. 12).

Welch considered that science classes with a substantial laboratory
component will vary considerably in subject matter and provide many
opportunities for social interaction. Therefore, it might be expected that
students will perceive such classes as more diverse and disorganized with
greater likelihood for cliqueness, friction, and favoritism to develop
(pp. 12-13).

Senior high school students perceived their science classes as being
more difficult, satisfying, and democratic than did junior high school
students. Junior high school pupils saw their science classes as
disorganized, diverse, and formal with higher levels of friction,
cliqueness, and favoritism. Again, it is possible that junior high school
science classes that are student-and activity-centered will exhibit less
structure and greater social conflict and, therefore, be less satisfactory
situations as pupils perceive them. Welch remarked that this situation
seems to go with the age group (junior high) which he described as
volatile. In 1976, as compared to 1972, junior high school students
reported their science classes as more formal and less difficult.

What picture do the 1972-1976 comparisons reveal? There have been
changes from 1972 to 1975, in a conservative direction. Science classes are
perceived as being more formal, organized, and goal directed. Students are
more satisfied. Science which is activity-oriented allows for strong
student interaction with possible outcomes of cliqueness, friction,
favoritism, and disorganization. Because such factors do not appear to be
emphasized in the 1976 LEI results, science classes may be aescribed as
having a more traditional learning environment. Some of this change may
have resulted from the emphasis on "the basics" or from the use of more
conventional textbooks.

Welch has provided some questions that might be investigated and which
involve the use of the LEI: why do students learn more in a classroom
climate perceived as difficult? to what extent are friction and cliqueness
deterrents to learning? how can we minimize the volatile climate of the
junior high school? what climate characteristics of science classes are
desired goals in and of themselves? and are there any LEI characteristics
that could be used to explain declining science enrollments? (p. 18).



7
Rentoul and Fraser (1978) discuss the use of Walberg's Learning

Environment Inventory (LEI) in science education research. They consider it
less than appropriate for use in inquiry classrooms because, they write, it
was developed for use in conventional classrooms and with setor high
school students. They have developed the Individualized Classroom
Environment Questionnaire (ICEQ) which has five scales: personalization,
participation, independence, investigatioa, .and differentiation. These are
related to three dimensions: relationship, personal development or goal
orientation, and system maintenance and system change.

The ICEQ instrument is designed to measure students' perceptions of
the actual classroom learning environment and perceptions of their
preferred learning environment, as well as teachers' perceptions of these
aspects. Rentoul and Fraser report that the instrument can be understood by
junior high school students and can be given in 20 minutes. Their paper was
presented at a meeting of Australian researchers (1978) which would account
for the lack of use of this instrument to date in the United States.

Grades. When the learner is being considered in research on the role
of the laboratory, it is well to keep in mind McKeachie's remarks (1963)
about determining which of two teaching methods is more effective. Much of
the research on the role of the laboratory has involved groups of college
students enrolled in beginning science courses or in science courses for
non-majors. McKeachie makes the point that many college students are so
grade-conscious that they will study on their own to make up for what they
perceive to be deficiencies in instruction--when these perceived
deficiencies may be a part of the research treatment. How universal a
phenomenon is this concern for a respectable grade and how much influence
does this concern have on the outcomes of a research study? Certainly it
must be a factor in those investigations in which achievement is a
dependent variable.

Cognitive style. How much influence does a student's cognitive style
have relative to laboratory activities? Cognitive style, as opposed to
critical thinking abilities or level of cognitive development, was
investigated by Pringle and Morgan (1978) in a study designed to determine
the influence of laboratory-oriented experiences in the Science Curriculum
Improvement Study (SCIS) program on the stability of cognitive style
(field-dependent vs. field-independent) of teachers. Although SCIS
materials are designed for elementary school students, Pringle and Morgan
worked with graduate students (in-service teachers) enrolled in a summer
school program. The investigators termed their study exploratory in nature
and reported that it implied that when a teacher's cognitive style was
influenced significantly in the direction of field independence, the
individual's ability to construct learning experiences for perceptual and
intellectual tasks might also be enhanced (p. 50). Can this be translated
into suggestions for use in the secondary school science laboratory?

While some individuals consider cognitive style to refer primarily to
field dependence/field independence, others use cognitive style to mean
learning style. Learning styles appear to be a current concern for some
curriculum specialists and supervisors but little has been published about
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the effects of learning styles in science education research. Dembo (1977)
cites a publication by Dunn and Dunn to illustrate that learning style
diagnosis includes (1) time (when is student most alert?), (2) schedule
(related to attention span), (3) amount of sound (that can be tolerated),
(4) type of sound (that produces a positive response), (5) type of work
group, (6) amount of pressure, (7) type of pressure and motivation, (8)
place (where student works best), (9) physical environment ,end conditions,
(10) type of assignments, (11) perceptual strengths and styles (kinds of
media and experiences), and (12) type of structure and evaluation (p. 54).
Many of these elements relate to laboratory work and ray merit
investigation.

Past experiences in science. Many of the laboratory investigations
reviewed for this publication involved college students who were enrolled
in science courses of the general education/non-major variety. It seems
logical that such students have had little previous experience with science
or that their previous experiences did not prove sufficiently satisfying to
cause them to consider science as a major in college.

Frequently students are placed in courses, or treatments for research
studies, which are of the investigative variety in terms of laboratory
activities and their past experiences have not equipped them to function
effectively in such open-ended situations. Even science majors are
sometimes frustrated by such situations. A dissertation announced in the
July, 1980, issue o: Dissertation Abstracts International relates to this
situation. Manteuffel (1980) worked with a general biology course at the
University of California at Berkeley. Students who enrolled in this course
found themselves working in "investigative laboratories," a practice begun
in 1969. Frequently students who completed the course were found to be both
frustrated and lacking in basic inquiry skills. Manteuffel decided to
develop guidelines which students could use to obtain basic information
about formulating and carrying out a research problem. More than 300
students from Berkeley and from a community college and 50 instructors
participated in Manteuffel's study.

Manteuffel reported that she found that most students had had no
previous experience with independent investigations and that most did not
know how to formulate a focused research problem or design a controlled and
feasible investigation around a research problem. Many students were
uncomfortable with lack of guidance and relied heavily on peers or
instructors for ideas and answers. Students who used Manteuffel's
guidelines were more positive about the investigations than were those who
did not use these guidelines.

In the September, 1980, issue of Dissertation Abstracts International
another study related to preparing students for laboratory work was
reported. Hartford (1980) attempted to teach students enrolled in high
school chemistry to ask questions in the context of laboratory experiments.
Hartford considered improving the questioning skills of students as
important as improving their teachers' questioning skills. He was also
interested in determining if their level of cognitive development was a
factor that needed to be considered relative to the development of
questioning skills focused on problem-solving.
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Students in the experimental treatment were exposed to unanticipated
or discrepant events in a laboratory setting. The conceptual conflict such
events produced could be reduced by students seeking further information
through asking research questions, according to Hartford. ine experimental
treatment lasted 12 weeks and involved printed lessons designed to teach
students to ask research questions in response to observations they did not
anticipate in their regularly scheduled laboratory experiments.

Hartford reoorted tha,, by analyzing the posttest scores of

unpretested students only, he found the experimental treatment effect to be
statistically significant, accounting for 14% of the variance of the
posttest scores. Level of intellectual development (measured by the
paperandpencil Classroom Test of Formal Operations) had no effect on
these posttest scores.

It is unwise to generalize from these two recent dissertation studies
but they do identify some approaches which are of interest in investigating
the role of the laboratory and ways in which the laboratory may be used
more effectively to produce desired changes in students.

Effects beyond the laboratory. As McKeachie (1963) pointed out, little
has been done to investigate the effects of the laboratory on students in
terms of retention, in their ability to apply learning, or in the effects
that having been enrolled in a laboratory course in science might have on
students as they participate in other courses--either while taking the

laboratory course or in subsequent years of college. Because most research
is of the doctoral dissertation variety, the treatment is for a limited
time and the effects of this treatment are observed and recorded over an
even more limited amount of time.

Although several authors have contributed more than one research
report focus ' on the laboratory, none of them has been involved in

longterm research. The equivalent of an EightYear Study does not appear
to yet exist in science education research.

The outcomes of laboratory instruction also need to be considered not
only in relation to the classroom environment but also in relation to the
teacher and pupils. The materials used, as well as the instructional
techniques, also influence these outcomes.

Curriculum and Instruction in the Laboratory

Much has been written about the investigative/discovery laboratory as
compared to the verification laboratory in science, for both secondary
school and college students. The lengthy article by Herron (1971)
illustrates the fact that even materials designed to be inquiryoriented
may be less open than their designers had intended.

In addition to the materials used, the methodology of instruction
needs to be considered. Ac iamir (1977) has pointed out, teachers differ
in their use of pre and postlaboratory activities and these differences
can he used to differentiate inquiry and noninquiry teachers in scielLce
laboratories.
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Tamir (1976) has also provided some possible assistance to teachers
who are concerned about building more student involvement into laboratory
activities. This checklist (p.13) can be used to determine who (teacher,
pupil) performs the following tasks related to the laboratory: (1)
recognize and define problems; (2) formulate hypotheses; (3) predict; (4)
design observation and measurement procedures; (5) design experiments; (6)
carry out observations, measurements, and experiments; (7) record results;
(8) transform results to standard format; (9) explain; (10) make inferences
and draw conclusions; (11) formulate generalizations and models; and (12)
define limitations.

The use of this list, combined with the model Herron (1971) proposed
for determining the level of openness in laboratory activities, should
enable a conscientious to :her to evaluate his/her approach to using the
laboratory in science and to make changes, if needed.

To again quote McKeachie (1963, p. 1145): "Whether or not the
laboratory is superior to the lecture demonstration in developing
understanding and problem-solving skills probably depends upon the extent
to which the understanding cf concepts and general problem-solving
procedures are emphasized by the instructor in the laboratory situation."

In addition to considering both curriculum materials and instruction,
the researcher also needs to recognize the limitations of the instruments
used to obtain data.

The Outcomes of Science Laboratory Instruction and Their Measurement

No matter what the desired outcomes of laboratory instruction are- -
increased achievement, more favorable attitudes toward science, improved
scientific attitudes, increase in level of cognitive development, increase
in critical thinking skills, increase in science interest, improved
manipulative or psychomotor skills, increased understanding of science and
the scientific enterprise, or some other factor -- the appearance of these
outcomes must be looked for and changes measured.

Outcomes of laboratory instruction in science have been measured with
paper and pencil tests, with laboratory practicals, with the use of
checklists and rating scales, with classroom observational instruments
focusing on verbal or non-verbal interaction, or some combination of these.
If the goals to be achieved are realistic, given the constraints within
which the study must be done, the researcher needs to make certain that the
measure used is sufficiently sensitive to detect significant changes that
occur between the beginning and end of the treatment. Sometimes, there is
no evidence that any teaching could affect the achievement of the goal as
measured by the tests used (McKeachie, 1963, p. 1125).

In many studies investigator-designed tests or other instruments are
used. Frequently information about reliability and validity, as well as
the methods used to obtain these measures, is sketchy. An even more
frequent lack is that of an explanation of the theoretical rationale
underlying the instrument. These types of information are seldom found in



the abstract of a doctoral dissertation; frequently they are not provided
in journal articles based on the dissertation research. Although there are
space constraints for journal articles, knowledge of validity and
reliability information is useful for readers who wish to make intelligent
judgments concerning the data reported.

The effects of science laboratory experiences on achievement may be
measured by the use of an investigator-designed test (pre-post, post-test
only) or by the use of a well-known test such as the Nelson Biology Test,
to cite only one example. There was not enough commonality the in area of
achievement outcomes to permit generalizations other than those provided in
an earlier section of this review. The same situation holds true for most
of the other areas: attitudes, interests, cognitive factors, process
skills, manipulative skills, and understanding the nature of science.

However, three instruments were used in enough studies so that small
clusters were formed. These instruments were the Watson-Glaser Critical
Thinking Appraisal, the Wisconsin Inventory of Science Processes(WISP), and
the Test on Understanding Science(TOUS).

Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal. According to information
in the Mental Measurements Yearbook, edited by Oscar K. Buros (1959), the
sub-tests of this instrument ar.! designed to evaluate the ability to

interpret data, to draw correct influences, to draw appropriate deductions,
to recognize assumptions, and to evaluate arguments. Such mental
operations can be accomplished in many content areas that are not unique to
science. Is it possible then to develop these aspects of critical thinking
without having students participate in laboratory activities? Test items
involve written material related to problems and issues to which people
react. Conducting a laboratory experiment may cause students to practice
some of these activities (interpreting data, drawing correct inferences,
etc.). But, if the experiment is of the verification type or if the
student is working in a Level 0 or Level 1 situation (according to Herron's
model)--even in inquiry-oriented materials--then there is little or no need
for such mental activities to take place. The student just walks through
the a-tivity.

Twelve investigators used the Watson-Glaser test in their research
related to the science laboratory. Two (Rogers, 1972; Sorensen, 1966)
reported that students involved in their treatment groups made significant
gains in their critical thinking scores. A third (Hoff, 1970) reported
that the enquiry version group in a general education astronomy laboratory
setting had the (significantly) highest adjusted mean score on the critical
thinking test. Mandell's (1967) research prGvides a fourth report of gains
in critical thinking scores. Mandell used college biology laboratory
experiments specifically designed to develop or increase critical thinking
abilities. He found that students having average or lower IQs showed a
more significant gain in critical thinking after participating in the

especially designed laboratory activities than did the students whose IQs
were above the mean. (These students also exhibited more gain in biology
achievement than did their peers with higher intelligence quotient scores.)
Five (Dawson, 1975; Sherman, 1969; Stekel, 1969; Mitchell, 1978; Allison,
1973) reported no significant differences. Two (M. 0. Smith, 1972; Edgar,
1969) reported results favoring the non-laboratory groups. The abstract of
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Holloway's research (1976) contains the report of significant differenc s

in critical thinking but does not indicate in whose favor.

Wisconsin Inventory of Science Processes. This test was developed by
Wayne !lch as his dissertation project (no date). It is sometimes
refert,d to as the Science Process Inventory (SPI) but the more widely
used, later version is the wibconsin Inventory of Science Processes (WISP).
This instrument is designed to measure a student's understanding of
scientific processes. Welch analyzed books by Beveridge (The Art of

Scientific Investigation), Conant (Science and Common Sense), Kemeny (A

Philosopher !,00ks at Science), Lachman (The Foundations of Science), Nash
(The Nature of -tue Natu:al Sciences), and Wilson (An Introduction to

Scientific Research), looking for elements of scientific processes.
Elements that appeare- in three or more of the six references were used to
develop instrument items (Welch, no date). A revised version of the

instrument was used in the evaluation study of Harvard Project Physics.

Six researchers used this instrument in their research on the effects
of science laboratory work. [A seventh researcher (Rogers, 1972) used a
Processes of Science Test.] Two (Dawson, 1975; Cannon, 1976) reported
findings of no significant difference. One (M. 0. Smith, 1972) reported
results favoring the non-laboratory group. Three (Spears and Zollman,
1977; Stekel, 1971; and Whitten, 1971) reported significant increases
in the understanding of science as indicated by the instrument.

The research reported by Spears and Zollman (1977) focused on the use
of laboratories intended to provide students with experiences that would
aid in understanding the processes of science as well as the content of
science. Students were paced in either a structured laboratory situation
(detailed procedures were provided) or in an unstructured one (objective
was specifieu but procedures were decided by the student). Using the
intellectual model of Piaget, Spears and Zollman hypothesized that if

students were not at the .level of formal operations, they could not he

expected to devise and understand the process of science, a
formal-operational procedure (p. 34). Students in unstructured
laboratories were given the problem and told what equipment was available
but they had to decide for themselves about how to take data, how much data
to take, how to treat the data, how to interpret the results, how to

present the results, etc. (p. 34).

The Inventory of Science Processes was given both as a pre-test,
during the first week of the semester, and as a post-test, during the last
week. Pre-test score, laboratory grade, and lecture instructor were used
as covariates in the data analysis. Adjusted post-test scores were
comphred as to type of laboratory involvement. When the adjusted scores
were analyzed, no differences were found for the components of the SPI:
assumptions, nature of outcomes, and ethics and goals. Significant
differences (.05) did occur in the fourth component, activities, with
students in the structured laboratory scoring higher in this area.
(P. 36).

Spears and Zollman speculated that, because many of the students in
the unstructured laboratory were not at the formal operations level, they
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were intellectually unprepared to perform the activities of scientists
while those in the structured laboratory were led through these activities
many times. The structured laboratory provided examples of activities of
scientists, causing the students to learn better the process of science
(pp. 36-37).

However, as the investigators point out (p. 34), this research leaves
unanswered the question of whether laboratory involvement itself
contributes to an understanding of the process of science. Another point
to be considered is whether or not the process of science is unchanging.
The references from which Welch developed test items were published in the
1950's and 1960's. Spears and Zollman (1977) identified four components of
the test: assumptions, nature of outcomes, ethics and goals, and
activities. If the process of science has not changed, it seems that
public perception of the component "ethics and goals" has changed over the
years. Citizens are no longer so willing to consider science as amoral.
Does this change in public perception have any implications for the use of
the instrument in secondary school and college science classes? The
crucial question is probably the one which Spears and Zollman reported they
did not investigate: whether laboratory involvement itself contributes to
an understanding of the process of science. Data from the study by M. 0.
Smith (1972) indicated that "vicarious experimentation" was more effective
than conventional laboratory work in physical science for the nonscience
majors involved in his study.

Test on Understanding Science. A third, frequently used, instrument
was the Test on Understanding Science (TOUS), developed by Cooley and
Klopfer (1963). The opening statement of the test directions reads "This
is a test of your general knowledge about science, scientists, and the ways
in which scientists do their work" (Form W, 1961). This instrument was
developed for use in the History of Science Cases (HOSC) for High c,7hools
Instruction Project, Harvard University, and a description of its
development is available in a journal article (Cooley and Klopfer, 1963).

Eighteen themes, grouped into three areas, were identified by Cooley
and Klopfer as important components of an understanding of science and
scientists. These are shown below, as listed in the journal article
(p. 74).

. Area I. Understanding about the scientific enterprise
1. Human element in science
2. Communication among scientists
3. Scientific societies
4. Instruments
5. Money
6. International character of science
7. Interaction of science and society

Area II Understanding about scientists
1. Generalizations about scientists as people
2. Institutional pressures on scientists
3. Abilities needed by scientists

Area III Understandings about the methods and aims of science
1. Generalities about scientific methods
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2. Tactics and strategy of sciencing
3. Theories and models
4. Aims of science
5. Accumulation and falsification
6. Controversies in science
7. Science aid technology
8. Unity and interdependence of the sciences (1963, p. 74)

In the four dissertation studies in which use of the TOUS was
reported, three researchers (Baxter, 1969; A. E. Smith, 1971; Sherman,
1969) reported no significant differences. The fourth reported that the
students in the experimental group (a revised, general education,
laboratory course in physical science) exhibited significant gains in TOUS
scores, even when differences in ability, scholastic achievement,
background knowledge, or skill were covaried out of the analysis, and
concluded that the laboratory exercises had made an important contribution
to student knowledge as tested by the TOUS instrument (Whitten, 1971).

However, the question persists: Does a science course have to contain
a laboratory component for students to exhibit gain scores on the TOUS?
The project for which the test was developed included laboratory
experiments. The method by which these experiments was carried out was
determined by Cie teacher and could involve the whole class, could be done
as demonstrations, or could be done as projects by some students (Klopfer,
1960, p. 1-4). Klopfer urged the teachers using the HOSC guide to allow
their students to participate in experiments similar to the ones actually
done by the participants in the particular science case being studied.
However, the HOSC method had as its primary emphasis enabling students to
learn about science and scientists and not as a vehicle for learning
science subject matter (Klopfer, 1960, p. 1-4), nor (one may assume) as a
vehicle for learning laboratory skills.

A more promising approach may be to design an instrument specifically
to detect the impact of the role of the laboratory on possible changes in
understanding of the nature of science. None of the three instruments just
discussed (WatsonGlaser, LISP, TOUS) was developed primarily to evaluate
the role of the laboratory on critical thinking, on understanding of the
process of science, or on knowledge of science, scientists, and the ways in
which scientists work.

When studies focused on psychomotor skills or manipulative abilities
(Pickering's "finger skills") useful in the science laboratory are
considered, it is not surprising that they failed to fall into clusters
based on instruments used. Because much of the research consisted of
abstracts of dissertations as reported in Dissertation Abstracts
International, the information on instruments and/or methodology was brief.
Many researchers reported the use of a laboratory performance test that
they had designed. Some evaluated performance in a laboratory activity
(actual observation or analysis of a videotape of the technique); others
looked at precision of results obtained. (Is it not possible to obtain
reasonably accurate results with a lessthanadequate technique?) One
investigator (Sullivan, 1972), working with ninth grade students, specified
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that he evaluated motor coordination, manual dexterity, and finger
dexterity, Others were more global in their descriptions.

Do the purposes for which laboratory activities in science are used
vary with the educational level of the students? Information from the NSF
case studies project (Stake et al; 1978) indicates that instruction in
science is viewed differently in elementary and secondary schools. In
elementary schools, science is fun and for all students. In secondary
schools, science is perceived as being difficult and for the intellectually
elite. Certainly college science courses appear to be of two types: for
the major and for the purpose of general education of non-science majors.

Much of the research on the role of the laboratory involved college
students enrolled in general education-type science courses. Is this the
educational population we should be studying? Presumably it is and for
reasons other than those of having a sufficiently large number of students
involved for data analysis purposes. If the scientific establishment is to
continue to function, it must be adequately funded. Funding is needed both
for research and for education of prospective scientists and technicians.
And, directly or indirectly, the general public has to approve such
funding.

Another question is: Do we use laboratory activities for different
purposes in high school science classes than in college science classes?
Or, do we treat high school science students as miniature versions of
college students majoring in science? Perhaps the approach varies with
the secondary school science course being considered. Junior high school
or middle school science and high school biology appear to have more of a
"general education" flavor than do chemistry and physics. Perhaps, also,
this brings us back again to Hurd's concern of science for the scientist or
science for the citizen. If the purposes for which we teach science
differ, do the behaviors and outcomes we look for and the methods we use to
measure these outcomes also differ?

The review of the literature did not result in the identification of
any studies in which the researcher asked teachers "Why do you teach
science?" or "Why do you use laboratory activities in science?" Glovinsky
(1962) investigated the status and extent of non-laboratory science co'irses
in large American public school systems. He sent a 22-item questionnaire
to.87 systems and received usable data from 76 of these, representing 45
states, and more than 700,000 science students, and more than 20,000
science classes. Laboratory work was used by 13,000 classes while 7,000
were of Cie non-laboratory variety. Glovinsky reported that the most
common non-laboratory courses were general science, physiology, physical
science, and physiography, with the oldest non-laboratory course oeing
general science. Non-laboratory courses appeared to have originated
because of lack of laboratory space. Many non-laboratory courses were
designed for the slow learner.

The lack of laboratory space is a problem that often is not easily
solved. However, providing non-laboratory courses for slow learners seems
contradictory to current views about learning and instruction in which
direct involvement with concrete objects is advocated.
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One needs to keep in mind that Clovinsky's research was completed in
1962. However, the national survey completed by personnel at the Research
Triangle (Weiss, 1978) is more recent. Data from this national survey
indicate that only 48% of the science classes used manipulative or hands-on
activities in science at least once a week. In addition, 9% of the science
classes never used manipulative materials and another 14% did so less than
once a month (p. 107).

Perhaps we need to focus more closely on that portion of Weiss's
sample of science teachers who used hands-on manipulative or laboratory
materials at least once a week (35%) or just about daily (130) to determine
what factors encourage or permit this approach to science teaching. What
variables can be identified as being important: teacher preparation,
participation in NSF institutes, personality factors, personal educational
philosophy, administrative support, curriculum being used, community
expectations, or other?

For years we have been concerned, in science education research, about
the role of the laboratory. From national survey data we can see that the
laboratory is not very important, judging by frequency of use, to 44% of
the science teachers surveyed. Before the laboratory can make a

difference, it has to be used.

While we are conducting research, we probably should also check on the
44% who us manipulative materials or the laboratory once a month or less
(and perhaps also try to check on the 8% who did not respond). What
problems do they face or what barriers do they perceive that cause them to
neglect this instructional technique in their science classes? Do the
causes stem from the immediate situation, from their pre-service training,
or from a combination of factors? Do they consider laboratory experiences
as being necessary for their science students? If so, for what reasons?
How do the reasons these teachers give for teaching science and the goals
they hold for their students differ from those of the teachers who make
frequent use of the laboratory (at least once a week or more often)? Do
they fail to use laboratory activities because they have never used them?
Or have they had problems with discipline and are therefore reluctant to
allow students the freedom to move about the room and talk that laboratory
activities permit? Or are there other reasons for the non-use? Case study
data (Stake et al., 1978) provide information that laboratory work is
daemphasized because of expense, vandalism, and other control problems,
along with an emphasis on course outcomes that show up on tests. However,
"deemphasis" indicates a change in emphasis. We need also to be concerned
about those science teachers who have never emphasized the use of the
laboratory in their instruction.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

The use of the laboratory for teaching science has been a concern of
the science education community for many years. Researchers have been
investigating the contributions of the laboratory to education in science
ever since the 1930's, if not earlier. Despite this long histor of

investigation, science educators are unable to provide a large amount of
evidence in support of the contention that laboratory work should coutintie
in science classes, based on its contributions to various aims of science
education. There is a large amount of opinion literature in favor of the
use of the laboratory, with most of the authors assuming that the necessity
of laboratory work is obvious and that what we need to be concerned about
is how to improve upon what we are already doing.

There are critics of the use of the laboratory, both within and
outside of the science education community. Administrators and teachers of
other disciplines consider the laboratory expensive in terms of equipment,
facilities, and teacher and pupil scheduling. Some science teachers
consider the laboratory to be a problem in terms of time and effort
involved in preparation and maintenance, as well as by lack of funds in
terms of classroom management. They perceive themselves to be handicapped
by lack of funds to buy materials when the need arises, as well as to

repair and replace equipment and supplies and maintain the facilities.
There is evidence that elementary school teachers do not feel well-prepared
to teach science and their administrators do not consider themselves
capable of providing teachers with assistance in the area of science.
Scientists and science educators decry the use of cookbook-type,

-4fication laboratories and advocate laboratory activities that are
designed to convey to pupils the nature of science, its methods, and the
spirit that pervades science.

While science teachers arc being told that such goals for science
Instruction are important, they are also confronted with the pressures of
the "back to the basics" movement, which appears to translate as more
emphasis on educational accountability. Being accountable appears to mean,
to many systems, an increase in achievement test scores of pupils. Most of
the assessment of achievement takes place in the form of paper and pencil
tests, usually of the multiple-choice variety. These test questions may
not measure, accurately if at all, the kinds of objectives cf science
teaching that are promoted by laboratory experiences.

There is a long history of college domination of secondary school
science--including the role of the laboratory, dating from the influence of
German university science methodology in chemistry teaching and Harvard's
"Descriptive List" in physics -- through the involvement of scientists in
the science course improvement project activities funded by the National
Science Foundation in the 1950's and 1960's. Although the science course
improvement project materials emphasize inquiry and active involvement with
concrete materials (especially for elementary school pupils), secondary
teachers report lecture and discussion as the most frequently used teaching
techniques, with less than half of the science teachers sampled in the
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national survey (Weiss, 1978) inoicating they use laboratory activities or
manipulative materials once a week. Time for science in the elementary
school is decreasing. At both elementary and secondary levels, the
textbook appears to be the curriculum.

If these findings from the three large studies funded by the National-
Science Foundation are correct, where is the expidence for college
domination in the 70's and 80's? It still appears in high school science
courses in chemistry and physics Ln the emphasis on preparation for college
science. Biology still appears to have a general education aspect to it,
although advanced biology courses probably also reflect the

preparationforcollegescience aspect of high school science teaching.

What appears to be emphasized in many high school science courses is
science content rather than the spirit of the scientific enterprise. A
description of what appears to take place in social studies classrooms fits
the situation in science classrooms as well:

The teachers' view of the textbook as authoritative
undoubtedly stands in the way of their involving students
in inquiry. But that is not the only factor. The handson,
experiencecentered learning of many inquiryoriented curricula
is seen as too demanding of students; too much is often expected
of students at their level of intellectual developement and,
probably even more important, selfdiscipline. From such a
stance, inquiry teching is nonproductive. Time is wasted when
students are allowed to formulate problems and pursue their own
answers; and the few hours for instruction are too precious to
be squandered in that way. There is so much coutent to be
learned.

(What are the Needs. . .,1980, p. 8)

If the accumulation of content is the primary objective for teaching
science, it is no wonder that laboratory activities are not used more often
and that those activities that do take place are more frequently of the
verification/illustration type rather than activities con eying the nature
and spirit of science. Nor should it surprise anyone that the results of
paper and pencil tests designed to assess the retention of cognitive
information do not provide much support for the use of the laboratory.

Some of the individuals who advocate the use of the laboratory in
science teaching appear to hold the idea that laboratory work is valuable
for transfer of training. Through laboratory activities, students will
come to understand the procedures of scientific investigation, including
the control of certain variables, careful observation and recording of
data, and the development of conclusions. Five major types of outcomes
have been identified as resulting from participation in laboratory
activities: the development of skills, concepts, cognitive abilities,
understanding the nature of science, and attitudes (Shulman and Tamir,
1973).

A panel representing the scientific community provided an additional
set of contributions of laboratory work (report of the panel representing
the National Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences in
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What are the Needs. . ., 1980). They wrote that laboratory work (1)
provides personal experiences for students to get answers to questions, (2)
provides information almost impossible to convey in textbooks, (3) requires
activity of students in a time when many young people lead increasingly
passive lives, (4) results in scientific observations and experiments that
frequently show the limitations and uncertainties of scientific procedures,
and (5) is fun for most students because it enables them to he independent,
active discoverers (p. 95).

If we believe that laboratory work produces such contributions, why
are we unable to do a better job of gathering evidence that supports our
belief? Responses to this question vary. Some of these responses, and
related speculations, will be discussed in the recommendations section that
follows.

Recommendations

To rephrase the question: If we believe so strongly in the value of
laboratory activities in science courses, why are we unable to identify a
large number of research studies in support of our belief? Factors
contributing to this s ition may be lumped into one of two categories:
those dealing with the .echanics of conducting research and those dealing
with the complexity of the real world of the schools in which the research
takes place.

Factors related to research. These factors are not new or different
and have been discussed before, by many persons. A recent discussion was
presented by Hofstein and Lunetta in their position paper for the 1980
meeting of the National Association for Research in Science Teaching
(NARST).

Most of the research has been of the dissertation variety. As such,
it usually represents an individual's first attempt at research and may
exhibit one or more of the following defects:

Inadequate research design

Inappropriate statistical treatment of data

Relatively small sample

Relatively limited amount of time involved in treatment

Incomplete reporting of experimental treatment(s)

Inadequate description of "traditional" method or of
the activities of the control group

Use of inappropriate instruments to measure changes, results

Lack of description of aptitudes, abilities of students involved

Failure to determine, and make appropriate use of, previous
laboratory experiences (both amount and kind) of students
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Lack of consideration of teacher behavior, classroom learning
environment, materials, and other resources involved in the
teaching-learning situation

(Readers who wish additional discussion of the topic of problems related to
research on teaching methods may wish to review the material cited from
McKeachie on pages 74 to 75 in this review or the section entitled "Some
Additional Remarks about Research on Laboratory Instruction" pp. 92-105.)

Again, because much of the research is conducted by graduate students
as a dissertation requirement, research on the role of the laboratory tends
to be of the one-shot-study variety. Follow-up studies are lacking and
only a few of the studies involve post-testing for retention after an
extended period of time has separated the treatment and the post-test. And,
as McKeachie pointed out, the researchers seldom follow up the experimental
group students to determine if the treatment resulted in changes in other
courses or in the program of studies they follow.

It is possible to say, as Hofstein and Lunetta did (1980, p. 3),
. . .as of yet there is insufficient data to make sweeping generalizations

on the optimal role of the laboratory in science teaching." While this may
be true (How much data do we need to merit the "sufficient" criterion?),
the statement does not provide guidance to persons wishing to investigate
the role of the laboratory.

It is also possible that the data exist but that there is a problem of
translation or communication between sub-groups within the science
education research community. When the literature was reviewed for relevant
citations, terms such as "laboratory activities," "science laboratories,"
"laboratory experiments," and "laboratory procedures" were used to identify
documents and journal articles. In some of these documents and articles,
there is discussion of the value of concrete experiences or hands -en
science activities, especially for those students not yet at the levei of
formal operations, as described by Piaget. However, the researchers who are
most interested in cognitive development, as characterized by Piaget and by
learning theorists, present papers at sessions of professional meetings to
an audience of their peers who have similar interests, while at other,
concurrent sessions of these same meetings other researchers are presenting
papers about research on teaching or instruction to their peers who have
similar interests in instruction research. What needs to take place is
communication between these sub-groups so that it is possible to identify
areas of concern that both share and to locate information about techniques
or findings in one area that can be profitably translated into the scope of
the other sub-group.

Recommendations related to the mechanics of research. What
recommendations should be made to researchers? A number of these have been
implied in the preceding discussion.

o Researchers should be familiar with--and avoid committing--those
errors in research design and methodology elaborated by Curtis
(1971b) (see page 95 in this review).
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Researchers should be wary of the pitfalls related to research on
teaching methods identified by McKeachie (1963) (see page 74 in this
review).

Researchers need to make certain the instruments they use to measure
outcomes are valid, reliable, and appropriate for their purposes.
They need to make certain there is a valid and logical connection
between the instructional procedures being used and the test(s)
chosen to measure the effect(s) of these procedures.

Research needs to be done to develop more appropriate instruments
for measuring the various possible outcomes of laboratory
instruction. Just as Kruglak worked to develop laboratory
performance tests for use in college physics classes, other science
educators need to focus on laboratory performance tests for the
other sciences and to develop such instruments at a level
appropriate for use with middle/junior high school and senior high
school science classes.

Long-term studies need to be done to determine the effects of
laboratory instruction. This may not be possible with a college
student population but such studies could be done as pupils move
through their secondary education.

Researchers interested in the effect of science laboratory work on
attitudes need to make a clear distinction concerning the type of
attitudes being studied, i.e., attitudes toward science or
scientific attitudes.

More research needs to be done concerning the effects of laboratory
activities in science on the performance of minority students as
well as on the performance of students classified as low-average or
below-average in intelligence.

More research needs to be done in which the classroom climate and
instructional materials involved (textbooks, laboratory manuals,
etc.) are studied to determine what effects these factors have on
the outcomes of laboratory instruction.

Communication channels need to be developed not only between
researchers and classroom teachers but between the various
sub-groups of researchers.

Those involved in research on the role of the laboratory need to
make certain that the objectives they postulate for laboratory work
are both achievable and measurable within the constraints of the
research design.

Research needs to be done in which such factors as students'
preferred learning styles, locus of control, self-image are
investigated related to their relationship to the outcomes of

laboratory instruction.



More research needs to be done with elementary school pupils in

activity-oriented science programs t- determine whether or not such
experiences have any lasting influence as these students do, or do
not, elect to take science at the secondary school level.

Research needs to be done to determine if participation in
laboratory science courses has any spill-over effects whicl-

influence students' behavior in their other courses.

Factors related to the schools. Data from the NSF studies,
particularly from the national survey by Weiss (1978) and the case studies
by Stake et al. (1978) show that laboratory work and/or hands-on science
activities are used less frequently than science educators would desire.
Teachers talk of student apathy and of problems involved in managing
laboratory activities, as well as in maintaining science facilities and
replacing equipment and supplies. The use of laboratory instruction and the
inquiry approach appear to be diminishing. While laboratory-centered
science courses are more difficult to teach than are those involving
primarily teacher lecture and demonstration, the emphasis on accountability
and the push for back-to-the-basics should not be used as convenient
scape-goats for de-emphasizing laboratory work. Teachers and schools do
need to be held accountable. Schools need to be intellectually stimulating
places for both teachers and students.

Frequently the need to be accountable has been translated as the need
for an increase in test scores. However, complex ideas and relationships
are difficult to test in a multiple-choice format and so the areas
emphasized are those which can be measured by such tests. Over-reliance on
those aspects of the curriculum (in science or in any other subject) that
can be most readily expressed in simple numerical scores sets limits on
what is to be learned (What are the Needs. . ., 1980, p. 113).

Objectives for teaching science are broader than just the accumulation
of a store of factual information (some of which rapidly becomes
out-dated). Critical Oinking, problem solving, and getting a feeling for
the nature of science and the scientific enterprise should be a part of the
goals for teaching science. What happens to such goals and objectives when
tests are written?

This problem was discussed at a conference on research and testing
(Tyler and White, 1979). Tyler and White (p. 39) spoke to this point when
they oiscussed science, citing some examples of science objectives; e.g.,

I) to understand certain basic scientific concepts and generalizations
and use them in observing and explaining natural phenomena,

2) to carry out inquiries seeking to understand puzzling natural
phenomena,

3) to make reasonable interpretations of data about natural phenomena
obtained from experiments,
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4) to know and use dependable sources of information relating to
science, and

5) skill in the use of scientific instruments and other apparatus.

In discussing problems of testing, teaching, and learning, Tyler and White
identified two assumptions that, in their opinion, continue to confuse and
impede the improvement of educational testing; i.e., (1) the notion that
educational objectives of schools and colleges are chiefly skills, and (2)
the assumption that the student's attainment of the important educational
objectives can be appraised by the use of paper and pencil tests.

Tyler and White do not consider either assumpticl to be tenable.
According to them, the notion that a single test score can appraise either
the program or the student is an absurd conception. It should be obvious
that % paper and pencil test is unlikely to indicate the attainment of some
of the goals they specified (pp. 39-41). Tyler and White have suggested
that, in test construction, it is necessary to identify and define each
major educational objective students are expected to attain. However,
often only the content to be covered is identified and not what the
students are to do with the content.

This discussion can be related to the role of the laboratory through
the finding that much of the research in this area has focused on the
measurement of cognitive gains -- through the use of paper _nd pencil
tests. If one is in agreement with Tyler and White's argument, it is not
surprising that these studies did not result in positive findings at a
level of significance.

Recommendations related to the schools. Teaching is a complex
activity. Individuals, both teachers and students, bring to the
teachinglearning situation factors and variables that ace not always
subject to the control of the experimenter. However, when they have
measured for intelligence, aptitude, or some other variables and applied
the appropriate statistical analyses to the data, researchers frequently
act as if they have a tightly controlled educational experiment. This is
probably naive.

As this review was being prepared, one of the questions which came
to mind was whether F fence teachers and science education researchers
assumed different outcomes for the use of the laboratory. Do high school
science teachers and science educators make different uses of science
subject matter? How frequently are science teachers made real partners in
the research enterprise?

Research needs to be done to determine the amount of congruence
between science teachers and science education researchers
relative to the anticipated outcomes for the use of the
laboratory in science classes.

Not only do researchers need to communicate the implications
of their research for classroom practice, they also need
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to work to make science teachers partners in their research
rather than only the objects of study.

Research needs to be done to determine the effects of barriers,
real or perceived, to the use of science laboratory activities
or handson science programs on the implementation and use of
such activities and programs.

Research needs to be done to determine if the speculation that
inquiry teaching is not appropriate for all students is
valid in terms of students' level of cognitive develcpment,
ability to exercise selfdiscipline, etc.

Research needs to be done to develop methods fot assessing
tne outcomes of laboratory instruction that are not measurable
by paper and pencil tests.

Research needs to be done to identify laboratory activities that
will enable average and belowaverage students to gain an
understanding of science principles and processes underlying
the technology with which they are familiar.

Research needs to be done to identify or to develop activities
and mechanisms for use in teacher education programs (preservice
and inservice) that will enable science teachers to develop skills
in improvising so they are able to teach laboratorycentered
science courses, even when faced with lack of funds for purchase
of materials and equipment.

and, finally,

RESEARCH NEEDS TO BE DONE TO FIND OUT "WHAT PRACTICES ARE
EFFECTIVE WITH WHAT STUDENTS FOR WHAT PURPOSE UNDER
WHAT CONDITIONS. 7." (What are the Needs. . .,1980, p. 177)

rather than continuing to attempt to prove that method X is superior to
method Y.
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